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CHAPTER ONE: OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

"WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THE PROMISING LEADERS?"

Overview of the

This initial

chapter provides the

Chapter

foundation for this

description of the background to the problem including
problem. The significance

missiological

studies

background.

Research

and

qualitative

undertaken in this
of this
and

study.

phrases

questions

and

be examined. The

quantitative research,
project,

while also

used in this

study.

problem

initial

section continues with

data collection and research

including

a

described in the

presented next with

methodology

with

and

leadership

delimitations that

procedures

narrow

The final section includes

the focus

cultural and

young,

by

an

ethical

dissertation process.

Background
was

a

context for the National Church in Ecuador followed

concerning the

He

are

begins

statement of the

and its relation to

objectives

It

The next section presents definitions and clarification of key terms

organizational
statement

problem

then discussed in view of the

are

assumptions that need to
the

of the

a

study.

to

the Problem

enthusiastic, and amiable. Every aspect of his life and

ministry exuded vitality

and

hope.

spoke highly of him, praising him

The missionaries and national leaders all

as

the

bright

future for the Ecuadorian National

Church. In short, he held favor with everyone who knew him. My wife and I
were

also

impressed with this encouraging

and

optimistic

young man, who

was

in

his first year

as

the

president of the National

Church Association, known

the

1989,

ministry

ten-day trip to Guayaquil, Ecuador,

a

of OMS Intemational and consider the

that country. It
showed such

language,

my wife and I made

he

was on

this visit that

we

won me over

positive, hopeful

our

with his smile and

scenario

raising

we

funds and

the

less than

spending

a

leader such
on

that first

year in

in 1992 to

begin

previous

hopeful

president

as

three years. In

environment

place

including

of a

trip to

full time

before. Some of these

domineering

missionary felt

-

one

people

felt that the

tense

speak

that he had become

was

the

school in Costa
career

and yet to

Rica,

missionary
our

surprise,

changed dramatically
we

relationships.
as

president had

who often made decisions

leader who

Ecuador.

positive scenario,

some

service in

I felt at home

him. That

language

seemed to have

to view

understand him in his

easy-going manners.

that several missionaries and nationals did not

or

youthful, visionary

Many aspects of the ministry were going well,

the situation with the young

during

a

encountered

family retumed to Guayaquil

service.

possibility of career

high potential. Despite my inabilities to

in his presence and thanked the Lord for

After

met this

the

AIEE.^

Association of Evangelical Churches of Ecuador,
In

as

highly

untmstworthy (Skinner,

As

more

a

a

We noticed

of their leader

become

unilaterally.

encountered

as

controlling

result,

one

Personal Interview,

'This National Church Association, known by the initials AIEE in Ecuador, is an autonomous
denomination, officially recognized by the government and directly related to and initiated by
OMS Intemational (formerly known as the Oriental Missionary Society). For more detail, see the
definition of this denomination and its

history

later in this

chapter.

No.

31).'^

How

was

As

a

first-year missionary, I began to ask myself what went wrong.

it that such

a

leader could become

promising

so

disappointing

in

only

three years?
As

isolated

continued in

we

Other leaders

case.

start out well with much

than
from

promising
a

a

-

position of power and

similar

pattem?

problem have
In the

the national
and

And if it is

for the

hope, only

as

presentation of the gospel

the

as

or

less

more

equal partners.

I

have others sensed

for this

in Ecuador?

study, interviews,

surveys,

and literature, it became apparent that others also note

described above. An

missionary and field director
was

appeared to operate

a

pattem, what implications does this leadership

example

Ground Is Broken, where Lois Miller quotes

I

appeared to

later to find themselves in

control than of service to others

a

was not an

local church level also

in which the leader

one

preliminary research

problems

or

that this

sense

myself, could this be only my observation,

ethnographic observations,
similar

on

promise

environment

sometimes asked

ministry, I began to

our

is found in Where Stonv

Roger Skinner, former

OMS

in Ecuador:

only male missionary

had to make lots of decisions

in

on

Guayaquil

the coastal

in 1975 and 1976. I

scene.

whole matter of a power-grabbing church leader

It

was

came

then the

to the

forefront. In the church's history, groups of believers have pulled
away from their original congregations and associations. At times
the

reasons are

power-seeking

flimsy
.

.

.

and

superficial,

Humbert�, the

better educate himself and had

~

This citation of the

personal

based

interview contains the actual

order to respect

confidentiality

This leader

was

noted in the ethical

the National Church (AIEE)

Interview, No. 31).

name

of the person, which is used here
the names, in

only the number and not
section in chapter one.

by permission.
^

selfishness and

developed his leadership qualities

Later citations of personal interviews have
as

on

leader,^ had worked diligently to

president

from 1971-1976

(Skinner,

Personal

4

that God used to make his

ministry attractive

very disappointing to see him lead
from relationship with the mission
In

a

subsequent

interview with

and fruitful. It

v^as

group of OMS churches away
(Miller 2001 :38, italics added).

a

Roger, he describes in more detail

characteristics of these "power-grabbing" leaders. He refers to them
and concemed with

making

a name

for themselves.

a

few

executive level
in

major exceptions,
were

most

question begins his ministry well

with

autocratic
an

by

even

developing his leadership qualities. Later, however,

leading

as a

"power-grabbing

others from the church

church leader" who

1995-2006, explains that
norms.

others
case

-

some

who leads

negatively

autocratically

when confronted

model. The leader

ministry.

educating himself and

this

same

leader becomes

Personal

in

Interview, No. 31).

national leaders still operate under the

of a National Church leader

the

later, Mike Shrode, OMS field director from

He describes this type of leader
one

on

produces disharmony

fellowship (Skinner,

More than three decades

leadership

"attractive and fhiitfiil"

This leader appears to have all that is necessary

derailed

He notes

questioning.

of the National Church leaders

operating under this

egocentric

as

They make unilateral

decisions and demand that others carry them out without

that, with

the

on

as one

who takes

and is not

a

good

charge

was

and controls

responds

national leaders under his

claimed, with substantial evidence, that he

very

authority. They

presenting misleading

about National Churches. However, the leader in

set of

listener. He refers to the

the executive level who

by other

same

question made

it

information

quite

clear that

he

was not

mistaken and that his

leadership

not to be

was

challenged (Shrode,

21)."^

Personal Interview, No.

Other Ecuadorian church leaders also note

a

problem wdth the

more

autocratic pattem of leadership in the National Church. One pastor laments that

in his

more

than twenty years of ministry he

leadership style

on

saw no

significant difference

the executive level of the National Church. It

"dominance and control" (Personal Interview, No. 10). Another

still

was

in

one

of

long-term pastor

confirms that most of the National Church leaders and administrators "started out

well, but did

not end well"

(Personal Interview, No. 7).

Still another pastor

relates with sadness that after twenty years of ministry, he still has
to follow

(Personal Interview, No. 6).

frustrations in

leadership.

working

He is

in

a

willing to

fmstrated with bureaucratic

approval

church

hierarchy that strongly controlled

submit to the hierarchical

one

also been difficult with this

Church
five

assembly elected

new

changes.

district
No

that would

mean

This citation of the
here

by permission.

names

area

personal

In

leadership pattem.

a new

extremely

complete

He feels that this

January of 2001 the National
,

The message
the

was

and treasurer,

all-encompassing, sweeping

Guayaquil seminary,

which

was

interview also contains the actual

confidentiality

as

noted in the

as

well

as

clear: the electorate wanted

Later citations of personal interviews have

in order to respect

of

area

(Personal Interview, No. 5).

president, vice-president,

imagined, however,
for the

of ministry

but is

that needed

leadership.

his

national administrative committee to another have

superintendents.

one

leadership,

decision-making processes

reduced his level of authority in his

role models

Another church leader describes his

from the top levels of National Church

Transitions from

no

under the

name

alterations

authority

of

of the person, which is used
the

only the number and not
ethical section in chapter one.

6

the national

leadership

committee. Within

officials removed the entire seminary
and other

seminary,

personnel.
<

the

Even

complete

though

new

leadership, including the rector,

some

modifications

were

a

seminary

Several of the evicted leaders later indicated that

understand

why they were

The above

cases

vice-rector.

personnel

left

a

and their churches.

discharged seminary leaders

letter to inform the

new

indeed needed in the

president did not communicate the changes

rather sent another pastor with

changes.

office, the

month of taking

and immediate removal of administrative

residue of deep hurts within the

Furthermore, the

a

in person, but

leaders of the

they did not

even

asked to leave.

present

challenging

a

environment for

developing

National Church leaders in Ecuador. One cultural feature of the Ecuadorian

society that may help shed light on the problem is

caudillo-typQ
controls

leader. A caudillo is

everything.

The Junta is

a

a

the

common

one-person, autocratic strongman who

small group that functions

autocratic way similar to that of the individual caudillo. An
the

military-civilian triumvirate that positioned

during the

been

a

example

would be

.

Military officers

demonstrators to force Mahuad out of office, which has

repeated pattem in Ecuadorian political history (Heifetz 2002:14,15).
A one-person, autocratic and

controlling

Ecuador and much of Latin American
as

corporately in an

itself as the temporary junta

coup d'etat that ousted President Mahuad in 2001

joined with indigenous

model of the

society.

leader has

The

in the Incan civilizations, mled their societies in

"benevolent despot who appeared

to desire

a

long history

in

pre-Colombian leaders,
a

such

centralized way, much

the best for his

subjects" (Nunez

as a

and

7

Taylor 1 989:58).
of a

The

monarchical,

Spanish conquistadores imported a similar model

one-person rule.

not set up a monarchical

indigenous peoples
leaders

and the

history is

Spaniards

still

or

tended to be

examples,

scripted the

caudillos,

the

caudillo-tyTpQ

Church of Ecuador.

themselves desviados

(diverted

or

derailed) by the

of disillusionment,

development ponder the implications
no

different from their

ramifications for

of developing

predecessors.

of leadership appears to

and distrust

are

in

effects of the

gospel

emerging

the part of

leaders who may

Thus this issue has colossal

and missional

upon cultural

on

leadership

strategies

The presence of this model in the church raises several

thoroughgoing

leaders have

caudillo model. This has

disappointment,

leadership development

throughout the

somehow to find

only

other leaders and followers. Furthermore, those who

prove to be

control-type

Many emerging

characteristics of leadership,

a sense

in Ecuador.

questions

adequacy of such

questions

about the cultural

leadership

and other

biblically representative pattems

as

practices

^

servant

of leadership. It raises

questions

about the

ethics, personal development,

and institutional life. It raises
notions

did

^

begun with promising

resulted in

or

This feature that has been present

prevalent today.

As noted in the initial

have influenced

though the post-Empire Republic

system, the leaders formed from the union of the

(Blankensten 1964:34).

Ecuadorian

Even

in that

and

about the contextualization of

Osvaldo Hurtado, an Ecuadorian political leader and writer, has noted that the central power of
authority originally found in the unity of the Conservative Party and the Catholic Church still
exists today in some ways. Some clergy leaders are still authoritarian figures in the Conservative
Party (Hurtado 1977:130).
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leadership models that are congruent with a vibrant Christian spirituality and its
organizational expressions.
These

questions and

investigate this culturally
executive

others

informed

reduced here for research purposes to

are

phenomenon, especially in emergent

and also at the local church level

leadership

right through to judicatory

institutional levels. For the sake of creating

a

manageable study,

limit its

it

occurs

investigation

Association

as

phenomenon

the denomination

(AIEE),

(formerly known

of the

the Oriental

as

this focus wdll

in the National Church

directly related to

OMS Intemational

Missionary Society).

Statement of the Problem

This

studyfocuses

church leaders

(possibly

emergent leadership
church level.

There

at

on a

culturally scripted derailment of once-promising

connected to the

the judicatory institutional level and secondarily the local
several other

are

derailment process and the
National Church. These

possibilities

controlling pattem

and

pervasive

on

nature

dimension

the executive level.

might explain the

of leadership in the Ecuadorian

of the

and

idiosyncrasies. However, the

problem might suggest

cultural dimension. In this study, I will attempt

following cultural

that

might include spiritual issues, psychological

development, individual personality traits,

profound

caudillo-type leadership), focusing on

on

an

underlying

to confirm the effect of the

National Church

leadership

in

Ecuador, primarily

9

Significance of the Study
The

desviar

or

of this

significance

derail

emerging

study is to define the

derailment that appears to

church leaders in Ecuador

by pattems

of a caudillo-

type leadership and to make implications for how collaborative leadership

effectively penetrate
personal

a

become salt and

and institutional life. This

educators and
such

-

developers

way that

them from

they

leading

are

in

light for the

study has

Ecuadorian

psyche

a more

overcome

servant and

the

in

monumental ramifications for all

of leaders in Ecuador. Leaders must be

able to

can

dysfimction that

collaborative way.

developed

seems

in

to inhibit

Furthermore, the

ministries themselves have suffered when the leaders have become derailed. This

study attempts
collaborative
This

to further enhance this needed

paradigm

study

area on

the basis of the

of leadership and cultural and biblical

also has

perspectives.
If the culture does

major missiological implications.

indeed influence the derailment process of leaders in the National Church

organization,
developed
shed

then this has ramifications for the way that leaders

in the Ecuadorian context. The

light on how the

effective

leadership,

church in Ecuador

and how it

might

might better

grow better

can

also

help

stmcture itself based

uncover

the

also

through more

leaders and followers better understand each other and relate
It

selected and

study of this phenomenon can

concepts and the biblical values of leadership. A study in this

together in team ministry.

are

on

the cultural

area can

more

help

effectively

deeper assumptions

or

cultural worldviews of the followers' expectations of their leaders, and help the
leaders understand and work with those

expectations.

It

can

also

help followers
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be better

equipped to

follow and work with their leaders. It

can

also

help

missionaries better understand and relate with Ecuadorian church leaders and
followers. It

can

help

in the cultural

application of collaborative forms

leadership and in understanding the ways that the
or

has not functioned in the Ecuadorian

society.

of leaders in the way

theological training

caudillo model has functioned

It

can

also

help

inform the

they think about leadership and

foUowership through application of biblical precepts to ministry and
situations. In short, this

study can help

culture and the Bible and suggest
can

informative and
in the

descriptive

implications

with

careers.

life

understanding many aspects

guidelines for the way National

stay effective throughout their

of

This

in nature while also

study seeks to

Church leaders

be

more

addressing prescriptive

and conclusion sections at the end of the

of the

measures

study.

Research Questions
The
the

overarching

research

following phenomenon.

representative
light

-

to the

of biblical

psyche

question of this dissertation seeks

How is it that collaborative

leadership values,

and the

reflexes^

has not

of Christian

leadership,

penetrated

leadership

-

to

a

understand
model

become salt and

in the

personal

and

institutional life in Ecuador?
From this

organizing question,

RQl. What do Ecuadorians

three other related

describe

as

questions

the dominant

emerge:

culturally endorsed

models of leadership?

^

This term, proposed by Russell West as a model of leadership development, deals with the core
inner being and not mere outward observable behavior. Thus, a reflex
processes of a person's
pedagogy for leadership development seeks to inform "the core processes of a person (not the

cognition only)..." (West 2005:2,10).
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RQ2.

How do these models relate to

in the National

leadership expressions

Church of OMS Intemational in Ecuador (AIEE)?

RQ3. What are

perceptions, attitudes,

current

collaborative and

leadership

team

and

practices

of servant,

in the National Church of OMS

Intemational in Ecuador (AIEE)?
Research Objectives
ROl : To determine what

when

typically derails {que desvid) emerging

they reach executive

levels of leadership.

R02: To determine whether the collaborative

paradigm can be

contextualized into the Ecuadorian model of leadership
if so, how. Does this research

temporarily,

to

a

leaders

give

any

development

hope that people

adapt,

can

even.

different model of leadership?

R03 : To determine what elements of the caudillo cultural model

exemplary

and

of biblical

leadership

are

values.

Initial Assumptions That Need to Be Examined
1 The
.

caudillo-typQ

leader may not

especially when given new roles.
2. Even

though it

necessarily be

a secure

person,

Other strong leaders may threaten him

is difficult, collaborative ministries

can

be

or

her.

taught,

modeled, and effectively utilized in Ecuador.
3. A strong,

needs is

a

visionary

key ingredient

for

leader who works well with others and

a

serves

biblically contextualized model of leadership

National Church Association in Ecuador.

their

in the
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Methodology
Qualitative Research

Inquiry was made
the

image

Christ

as

of the

into biblical pattems and values of leadership based

community of God

the head of the

and how believers relate in submission to

body and to

one

another in respect and

19:6; Matthew 28:18; Mark 10:35-45; Ephesians 5:21;

Ethnographical

research included

missionaries and nationals in their work

nationals;
with

surveys for National Church

expertise

based

on

the

or

National Church
A review

Ecuadorian

experience with the

experience

or

was

society.

elaboration of the

participant

setting;

1 Peter

harmony (Exodus

2:9; 5:2,3).

observation with

interviews with missionaries and

leaders, missionaries and other leaders

Ecuadorian field.

expertise that the respondent

leadership

on

Selections
had in the

were

area

made

of the

and/or OMS Ecuador.

made of organizational literature in

See the theoretical framework in

key research leadership

general and

chapter three

models for this

in the

for further

study.

Quantitative Research
Grounded

theory coding

and concepts of leadership

Particular
or

she

emphasis

was a

experience

^

was

as

used in order to

analyze

the various elements

discovered in the interviews and the survey.

placed

national leader,

was

a

on

the

background

of the

missionary or another

respondent,

leader with

whether he

expertise

with the Ecuador field. The purpose of this type of research

and

was

to

Grounded theory is a research methodology whereby analysis is based on the conceptualization
of data rather than previous theories (Pandit 1996:1,2; Strauss and Corbin 1990:24-28). Chapter
four will describe grounded theory more in detail including the process involved.
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analyze

and evaluate the research

findings

in order to

the research

answer

questions and objectives listed above.
Data Collection
In order to confirm,

1 Personal interviews
.

propose and describe this

explore,
were

conducted with

forty prominent leaders

working directly or indirectly with the National
Ecuador. This included
missionaries and

seven

other leaders with

Fifty-five questionnaires were given to

missionaries and other leaders in Ecuador
3. Documents

were

experience

2008"

in

as

or

fifteen

understanding of

described in

chapter four.

the National Church
as

in

(AIEE)

described in

leaders,

chapter

gathered that are pertinent to the National

Association, including the proposal given

meeting

Church

eighteen National Church leaders,

cultural aspects and mission work in Ecuador
2.

phenomenon,

Church

to the National Church

January of 2004, entitled ''Planificacion Estrategica,

("Strategic Planning, 2004-2008").

specific recommendation

for

One of the

growth in teamwork,

Strategy for Teamwork Among

Pastors and

chapters

which

was

four.

assembly

2004-

had

titled, "A

Lay Leaders for Church

Growth." The significance of this document will be discussed in chapter
two.

4. Leaders

were

recorded in

an

observed in their environment and observations

ethnographic

research notebook.

were
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5. The literature

was

reviewed

subject and other authors

using Ecuadorian authors who

who have written about

and/or cultural dimensions of the Ecuadorian

leadership

wrote on

in

this

general

society.

Research Procedures: Steps Involved in the Analysis of the Data
1 Data
.

collected

was

description of the

using the methodology described

details

was

from the above

gathered

above. A

sources

using

grounded theory coding, which will be fiarther described in chapter four.
2. The data from the interviews

in

ethnographic notes
the collaborative
the

regards to

was

analyzed using the questionnaires

information

paradigms. Diagrams

perceptions, concepts and pattems

Ecuadorian

framework

society
was

pertinent to

of leadership

perceptions

found in the

degree

to

which the caudillo, the
can

be found within the

and the National Church Association.

3. The lenses used to

and

as

and the National Church Association. The theoretical

used to evaluate the

society

the caudillo and

used in order to determine

were

collaborative, and other models of leadership
Ecuadorian

and

interpret

the

meaning

of events, behavioral pattems,

collected from the data include the collaborative

paradigm

authors, the Ecuadorian culture (represented by the Ecuadorian authors),
and the
used

Scriptures

as a

as

the main

sources.

guide to interpret the meaning

The theoretical framework
and

significance

collected. The theoretical framework attempts
elements

or

aspects of leadership

chapter two, and provides

a

as

to

was

of the data

explain the

various

found in the review of the literature,

guideline for analyzing the

data from the
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study of leadership in the Ecuadorian context.
this process and its
4.

Implications

in this

use

A

complete description of

study will be given in chapter three.

and future directions

were

made based

on

the

interpretation of the data and suggestions given by respondents,

ethnographic
These

observations and the literature reviewed in

suggestions

research

findings

and

implications will

may also

help

and

ways?

Is its

chapter five.

The

determine if there is evidence that the

collaborative paradigm is already
and if so, in what

be assessed in

chapter two.

functioning

in the Ecuadorian

representation there faithful

society,

to the Bible

culturally appropriate?

Delimitations
Other mission and National Church

applications here; however,
Association

(AIEE)

organizations may find useful

the focus of this

in Ecuador and their

study

is the National Church

leadership.

It must also be

kept

fi-om small churches

that the informants from this denomination

come

size from

hundred to two hundred and

worship

thirty

or

forty up to just

attendance.

study,

to the

but the

^

implications

only

four have

ranging
fifty

surpassed the

in

in

two

Larger churches

may find useful information in

and

dravm from this

applications

study

are

limited

smaller-size church.
Even

is the

two

Of these small churches,

hundred barrier in attendance.
this

over

in mind

though

other groups will be mentioned, the main focus of this

mestizo^ population of Ecuador and primarily the

The mestizo

2004:37).

coastal

regions

because of

population represents nearly 77% of the total Ecuadorian population (Ayala
in-depth statistics on this dominant group will follow in chapter two.

More

study

Mora
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its

large representation in the National

Church presidents have

come

Church Association. All of the National

population of the

from the mestizo

national administrative committee however, consists of district

from four

mountains, and the

Amazon basin

Not every aspect of the

area.

leadership problems

explored, only those pertaining to
the

the

implications in chapter five have

require

further

study and will

The biblical research,

perspectives

on

leadership

superintendents

coast, the northem mountains, the southem

including the

areas

coast. The

as

problem

in the National Church will be

area as

previously stated.

ramifications for other

problem

Some of

areas

that

be noted under the section of fiiture studies.

as

outlined above, is intended to

give guidelines

it relates to the culture, but will not be

treatment of each biblical value

or

an

and

exhaustive

pattem.

Definition of Terms

Desviado

(derailed, diverted,

or

sidetracked): This

describe the way that leaders seemed to be derailed

by the

of others.

They

become

more

controlling

or

domineering

stages of leadership that they would
sidetracked
terms

study.

or

derailed

by

derailed, diverted

or

Other terms such

seized),

or

a more

as

authoritarian

sidetracked wdll be
secuestrado

was

selected to

caudillo model to

gave

not lead in this way, and

hope

in the initial

yet later

were

approach to leadership. Thus,

the

consistently utilized throughout this

(kidnapped), capturado (captured

cautivado (held captive, enslaved)

the best definition of this

term

were

considered, but did

phenomenon, largely because they did

not

not

or

give

portray the

voluntary response of the individual. Even though the leaders in question
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appeared to be influenced by the caudillo model, each still exercised

respond in the

way he

or

Chapter four will

leader chose

a more

illustrate

one case

in

particular where

collaborative pattem of leadership that

introduced this term to describe the way managers
cause

appropriately used to
a

executive

domineering.

self-destmct

first

through

fatal

(Brittain Leslie

metaphor of a train coming off the tracks is

describe this

train

and

caudillo

Leadership

the downfall of their company and themselves

and Van Velsor 1996: 1-3). The

As with

can

a

an

was not

Derailment: Researchers from the Center of Creative

flaws that

free will to

she determined. This is evident in the fact that not all

the leaders who reached the executive levels of
leadership led from

mindset.

a

phenomenon,

derailment, it is

never

as

explained by Don Prince.

intentional, usually

considerable

a

both to the individual

surprise,
damage,
and the organization.
It reflects an inability to live up to
expectations, and therefore represents failure. Having advanced
management degrees or awards from prestigious business groups
won't necessarily prevent it from happening. But derailment
doesn't come out of the blue, striking at whim. In most cases, it
can be predicted, and is usually the responsibility of both the
individual manager and the organization (Prince 2005:1).
causes

.

.

From the studies in this area,

that

helped shed light

reasons

and

cited for

on

begun

in the 1990s, several themes

the derailment process. Two of the most

leadership

derailment include "the

"poor working relationships" (Britain

prominent

inability to develop

Leslie and Van Valor 1996:6,

way CCL researchers define derailment may not

emerged

satisfactorily explain

or

adapt,"

7). The

every

aspect of the emerging leadership problem in the National Church in Ecuador

(largely due
but it does

to

the fact that this

study was

help identify the problem

conducted in another cultural context),

of the

majority of leaders

who have started
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out well

but have not ended that way. In other words, this shows how researchers

have observed and documented the
executive

Culture's influence

has been well documented.

influence the culture in which
culture. He notes

preferences

engage in

more

counterparts

a

study

for

on

they live

communication and

likely to

within the system.

^

also have

Edgar

Richard

Brisling,
are

leaders

influenced

The American managers

negotiation,

exercise

disputes.

script that had been

Organizations

of pattems of behavior

by their

how Brazilian and American managers differed in

each of these cultures handled
out a

scripting

and work, and also

handling disputes.

were more

or

According to

dictated

a

are seen

orders

(Brisling

in the way managers from

In part, it is

by the

preferred to

whereas their Brazilian

authority by giving

1993:267,268). Thus, cultural differences

acting

emerging

Culture also influences the behavior of leaders and

of their followers.

expectations

their

in

leadership.^

Culturally scripted:

the

problem area of failures

as

though the

culture at

managers

were

large.

culture, which influences the people who work

Schein defines

a

culture of a group

or

organization

as

leadership also reveal a universal nature to the
study.
though this study is limited to a local setting, one can
problem highlighted
a broader perspective that includes leaders in many cultural settings worldwide. An
apply
indication that this problem extends beyond Ecuador is found in a recent article, which claims that
president George W. Bush began his presidential tenure in a bi-partisan, unified direction, but
somehow became restricted to a more unilateral approach later in his administration. One State
Representative, who knows him well, is quoted as saying, "It's almost like he was hijacked."
Thus, a leadership derailment is suggested in this article, leading one to surmise that this could
happen to anyone, anywhere. The article does go on to imply that president Bush has recently
recaptured that bi-partisan emphasis by reaching out to newly elected Democrats (Hutcheson
These studies

on

the derailment of executive
in this

Even

2006:A3).
*�

A few of the many

examples

of resources that portray the influence of culture include Customs
by Bernard Adeney 1995 and Sick Societies.

and Cultures, by Eugene Nida 1954; Strange Virtues,
Robert Edgerton, 1992.

by
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A pattem of shared basic assumptions that the
group leamed as it
solved its problems of extemal adaptation and intemal integration,

that has worked well enough to be considered valid and, therefore,
to be taught to new members as the correct way to
perceive, think,
and feel in relation to those

Schein goes

on

to

by the founding

problems (Schein 1992:12).

suggest that organizational culture is strongly influenced

leader. Once

influences and selects the

culture is

a

leadership

But if cultures become

at first

formed, the organization itself

desired

by the

dysfunctional,

group.

it is the

unique function of
leadership to perceive the functional and dysfunctional elements of
the existing culture and to manage cultural evolution and change in
such a way that the group can survive in a changing environment
(1992:15).
Thus, organizations have their

own

unique

influential processes and the leaders

who manage them must understand these cultural uifluences. Geert Hofstede
the term "software of the mind" to describe this type of influence
mental

programming

or

scripting that conditions

particular leadership pattems

and

family and continues throughout

place

and the whole

Leadership:

applications.^^
collaborative

The

expectations.
life

collaborative

"

two

applications

the

scripting begins

with the

neighborhood,

the work

community (Hofstede 1997:4,5).
There

are

following

many definitions of leadership with

definitions

key words

paradigm

here

is based

The review of the literature in

of

This

give

an

leadership paradigm. According to

The

as a common

the citizens of a culture towards

by including

is "the art of mobilizing others to want to

(1995:30).

uses

on

are

a

wide range of

elementary foundation
Kouzes and

stmggle for

"want to."

helping people

shared

Pozner, leadership

aspirations"

Leadership

in the

to "want to" work

chapter 2 and the theoretical framework
leadership, particularly in the collaborative paradigm.

for the

together

will further

explore

for
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common

that

aspirations.

MacGregor Bums offers

elaborately describes its

more

leaders

James

inducing followers to

motivations

act

definition of leadership

collective nature: "I define

for certain

the wants and needs, the

-

a

leadership

as

goals that represent the values

aspirations

and

expectations

-

and the

of both

leaders and followers" (Bums 1978:19).
The

essence

of the collaborative

Katzenbach and Smith define
skills who

complementary
goals,

and

are

a

team

as

committed to

purpose and

approach;

and

4)

mutual

rather than

giving orders.

organization

purpose,

perfomiance

accountable"

mutually

important aspects: 1) complementary
commitment to

complete the goal; 2)

performance goals; 3)

a

commitment to

a common

by

direction

coercion. It is

by means

of persuasion and

leadership by example

and not

It is exercised for the benefit of everyone in the group

and is not meant for

confidence and

not

creating

an

personal exploitation.

environment of fear

or

It is

merely

or

developing tmst

anxiety.

not order

them"

Power: In the collaborative

terms.

to

give

paradigm,

Kouzes and Posner affirm the

it

[power]

(Bennis

1989:159

-

away in service of others and for

a

must

161).

power is viewed in

paradox of power:

and

Leaders must

"understand the lesson of taking charge without taking control, that they

inspire their volunteers,

a

accountability (45-64).

Authority: Authority is giving

inspiration,

to

a common

themselves

This definition contains four

skills, that is, the "right mix of skills"
common

"a small number of people wdth

approach for which they hold

(1993:45).

is the team itself.

leadership paradigm

paradoxical

"Credible leaders choose

purpose

larger than
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themselves. They take the power that flows

to them and connect it to

others,

becoming power generators firom which their constituents draw energy.
leaders accept and
when

give

we

act

on

our ovm

the

power. The greatest leader is

others first

Leadership,

a

caudillo

or

a

Spanish term

autocratic

leadership pattem was

manner

(Blanksten 1964:34, 35). This

the

days

and is often

of the

Upside

paradoxical

nature of

servant. Power is found in

for

a

leader who flmctions

(Thornton

1984:234

Hispanic

and

term will be further defined in

individually.
a

military

Napoleonic

more

The

-237).

pre-Colombian peoples

goveming body that mles autocratically

that the caudillo mles

body,

in

formed in the Ecuadorian context from the

defunct monarchical systems of the

the

powerful

(1998:20, 21).

dictatorial

Junta: A

become the most

also affirms the

actually the greatest

Caudillo: A caudillo is

often in

we

away" (1 995 : 1 85). Stacey Rineheart,

power

Dovm: The Paradox of Servant

serving

of power:

paradox

.Credible

.

It

usually has

a

chapter two.

in much the

caudillo-typQ

group. The concept of a Junta

same

leader

way

running

originated

from

intervention in the Iberian Peninsula with the

authoritarian mle of the Audiencias. In the
Latin America became known

as

early 19^*^ century, these Audiencias

the Juntas, which

were

govemed by

criollos

in

as a

type of monarchy (Enrique Ayala Mora 1993:58).
The National Church Association

(founded by

National Church Association of OMS Intemational is

OMS

an

organization recognized by the Ecuadorian government
stmcture and

goveming body.

This

Intemational):

autonomous

with its

own

The

religious

intemal

Association, known in Ecuador by the title.
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La Asociacion de

Evangelical

Iglesias Evangelicas Ecuatorianas,

Ecuadorian

Churches),

originally

was

AIEE

(The Association of

founded in 1962 under the title

of the Inter- American Church Association, and later reformed in 1978 with its
current

title

hi this

(Miller 2001 :33,37,38).

study,

organization will be wdth capital letters, indicating
denomination of the AIEE and
OMS International is

organization established
Missionary Society,
is

now

in

all references to this
the

specific

church

not the national church of Ecuador in

an

independent, interdenominational,
in 1901

Japan

it is referred to

.

Originally known as

today by the

letters OMS,

general.

faith mission

the Oriental

as

the

organization

present in forty countries with its headquarters in Greenwood, Indiana.

The fourfold

emphasis

of OMS is in the

development of national

leaders and

areas

of evangelism, church

partnership

planting,

the

with National Church entities.

Cultural and Organizational Context
In

1952, OMS missionaries Alfredo Colom and Harold and Margaret

Brabon arrived in Ecuador with

planting

a

vision of reaching

churches. At that time there

Protestant missionaries

working

were

only

in Ecuador

people

for Christ and

14 Protestant groups with 245

(Miller

2001 : 1 ,5).

12

Colom

was a

Guatemalan evangelist and songwriter while Harold and Margaret Brabon
North American missionaries who had

began by establishing

a new

previously ministered in

Colombia.

church in the heart of Guayaquil called,

after the Revelation church of brotherly love. Geneva De Young,

a

were

They

Filadelfia,

children's

mission in general was in a period of very slow growth
Wayne Weld reports that the Protestant
For
1950s.
the
to
by 1949 the total number of national communicant
example,
1900
early
from
members of all Protestant denominations in Ecuador had risen to only approximately 1,000
in Protestant mission work did not occur until the beginning of
people. The more dramatic growth
the 1960s (Weld 1968:20, 21, 70, 71).
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worker, Bill Gillam,
and

preacher and song evangelist,

a

singer joined the team the foUowmg

year

and Ruth

Bergert,

a

musician

(Miller 2001 :3).

From the initial stages onward, the missionaries and nationals sensed

God's divine intervention in the work. Later the evangelistic effort

include

more

Guayaquil to
peoples,

missionaries and national leaders who
many other parts of Ecuador,

and the southem and eastem

emphasis

among the

development of national
Training
in

programs

Guayaquil

a

91). The Institute
it is known

as

was

handle the

training was reached

"The

in this

own

first two

Way").

success.

pioneer

Evangelical

for classes

Bible

El Camino

(The Evangelical

currently study

and its five Bible Institutes

personnel (rector,

vice-rector and

of the institution, under the

licenciatura^^ degree the seminary has

Licenciatura is the

equivalent

of a Bachelor's

(2001 :89-

Seminary. Today

degree

offered.

in the U.S. system.

in three

on

dean)

supervision

committee of the AIEE. In March of 2005 five students

with the first

churches

the first Bible Institute,

Over 100 students

Guayaquil seminary

administrative

as

registering

Teologico Evangelico

day-to-day functioning

theological

33 students

grew and later became the

Theological Seminary

coast. It has its

began in the

special

and the

planting,

key ingredients to the early

classes

begun with

El Seminario

degree programs

with

(2001:1-11, 89).

milestone in

called Bible Center,

church

from

coastal and the mountain

indigenous populations,

were

through Bible

in 1956

1964

By

leaders

expanded the ministry

including the

Saraguros. Evangelism,

progressed to

the
who

of the

graduated

The

theological training program expanded

with the goal of developing leaders in that

in 1995 to the

and the southem mountain

city

Ecuador. SEMBEC, (the Bible Seminary of Cuenca) is
which

currently has ten students,

Association

(AIEE).

Saraguro Indigenous

This

Church

Today the National

independent,

four of whom

seminary develops
Association)

churches, forty-three of which

are

of

four-year program,

from the National Church

(the

and other denominations.

autonomous denomination whose

a

are

a

areas

leaders for the AIEE, the ACIS

Church Association

Recent statistics show that the AIEE has

city of Cuenca

total

(AIEE)

is

a

completely

headquarters

is in

membership

of 2,677 in

from the coastal

Guayaquil.
sixty-nine

district, twelve from the

northem mountain district, nine from the southem mountain district, and five
One will note that these statistics do not show

from the eastem Amazon basin.
a

remarkable church

denomination is still
members and
in

a

an

a

a

relatively

small

average of nearly

region where

might suggest

growth pattem overall.

church

In four decades of ministry, the

organization with fewer than 3,000

forty people

grov^h has

been

significant

leadership problem within the

including both the national

per church. This limited

in the past several

grow1:h

decades,'^

denomination at all levels

and the local churches.

These statistics are from the 2005 annual conference report given by the National Church
Association, which met in Salinas, Ecuador from January 25* 28*.
''^

-

A recent article notes the growth and enthusiasm in the Ecuadorian Protestant Church in general
ten years. Protestant believers now make up 12 percent of the total population,
over the

which

past
only three

was

or

four percent

ten years

ago

(Gutierrez 2003:27).

This overall limited growth does not negate, however, the
of some individual churches.

dynamic growth

and fervent

ministry
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The Organizational Structure

The organizational structure of the Association of Evangelical Ecuadorian

Churches is made up of four major
governance is the national

with the

areas.

The first and

highest level

assembly meeting that normally

of

convenes once a

year

president or vice-president presiding. The national assembly members

include the national administrative committee members and the pastoral and lay

delegates

from the local churches. This

guidance

and vision of the National Church. The many

body

include the

church

approval of all legal

properties,

sign and

matters

for the overall

responsibilities

involving transactions

of this

of local

the ordination of pastors, and the election of the national

administrative committee. The

representative

body is responsible

president is

elected

of the entire denomination. As their

approve all

legal

by this body to

be the

legal representative,

legal

he must

documents and transactions.

The second level of govemance is the national administrative committee,

which consists of the

superintendents.

The

president, vice-president,
president

serves a

reelected. The rest of the members
upon the

and

completion of their terms.

oversees

the

ongoing

treasurer, and district

four-year term,

serve

after which he

for two-year terms and

This committee

administration of the

can

normally meets

can

be

be reelected

once a

month

organization including the

the superintendents. This
govemance and overseeing of the districts through

committee makes recommendations to the national assembly in all legal areas, but

The information in this section is taken from the document entitled, ""Estatutos y Reslamentos
de La Asociacion de lelesias Evangelicas Ecuatorianas 1978-1995 T (Statutes and By-Laws of
the Association of Evangelical Ecuadorian Churches 1978-1995." articles 7-12, 15 and 20.
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does retain the

right to

choose

a

legal

plans the yearly events and

advisor. It also

activities of the organization
The third
which

meet

level of govemance is that of the district assemblies,

major

twice

a

year, and

These assemblies have the

are

presided

responsibility

over

by the

district

of goveming and

superintendent.

coordinating the

various activities and events of the district. Each of the churches in these districts
makes up the fourth
has

a

major area in the

stmcture of the denomination. Each church

junta directiva (administrative council) made up of the elders and the pastor

of the church. The pastor
church is

responsible

to

presides

present

a

over

the

meetings

of the junta directiva. Each

report to the district assemblies.

Ethical Statement

Throughout the process
ethical

integrity

of this

study, steps

analysis of the

and

as a

and

confidentiality

facts. As

an

ethnographic participant

researcher and writer, the author has
in all aspects of this

utilized in maintaining ethical standards for

Confidentiality has

participants, including

been maintained

project,

the terms

interviewee and

The

cover

informed

page of the survey describes the

confidentiality.

appendix

A.

were

the process. All

respondents,

a cover

verbally

nature

objectivity

following criteria

throughout

involved, and the process.

respondent was

See

The

maintain

setting,

publication.

interviewees and survey

confidentiality. Each respondent received

in the cultural

attempted to

study.

an

writing, presentation,

in all aspects of data collection, research,

and

of the

have been taken to maintain

of the

letter
18

were

indicating

assured of
the

objective

Furthermore, each

of the author's intent to

project

and

assures

the

respondent

of
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maintain

confidentiality.

consent.

Chapter one

gave

permission to

names

of the

document,

in

Names would not be revealed without their

discloses the

use

their

insights

names.

and

keeping with the promise

or

respondents,

no

other

surveys appear in the final

of complete

process of collecting

confidentiality.

data, the author attempted to maintain

objectivity by not using leading questions
they might respond.

of two missionaries who

Other than those two

respondents from the interviews

During the

opinions

prior

or

coaching the

The survey and interview

informants in the way

questions (as noted in Appendices

A, B, and C) began with broad, general questions and then moved toward the
This gave the informants the

particular.

way each desired.

contain

only the description

the actual terms,
not

In the actual survey

as

they

mislead, confuse,

does utilize the

or

of the

appear in

objectivity they needed to respond
forms, questions five through

styles

of leadership

Appendix A.

in order to

degree

in

following people:

an

editors to

proofi*ead the

This document, however,

recording

of data, the author

Ecuadorian Church leader with

theology to help with the development

language professor to help

of the survey;

with the translation from

a

events,

or

employed
a

master's

Spanish

Spanish to English;

and two

drafts of this document.

The process observed in the collection of data did not hinder
any societal norms,

and not

decision-making

clearly present the findings.

For accuracy in the process and the

the services of the

seven

In this way, the actual terms did

predispose the respondents.

terminology

in the

procedures,

cultural pattems,

activities. All attempts

were

religious practices,

or

disrupt

social

made to respect the host culture and the
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respondents who volunteered

to

help

with this research.

transcribed and reported in this document

as

the actual statements made

respondents. The number of each interview in the
after each quote, and the dates

are

The interviews

text is

indicated in

\\ ere

by the

parentheses

included in the citation of references at the end.

Chapter Summarv
This

chapter began with

process of National Church

several

happened to

question revealed
was

suggested

and

its

analytical

key terms

studies

a

and

a

in the

process of this

study.

were

The

presented

development

area

the

was

conducted.

Research

indicate the direction the

possible

guiding

focus to this

organization was given

procedures

which

cultural influence in the

problem

study were then described, along with

as a

this

leadership model,

of missiological studies. The

was

study took. Chapter two

definition of

a

and
a

brief

in its cultural context. Thus,

and the way the
were

continues this

viewed this

then

methodology

study. Finally

and steps of analysis

attempting to ascertain how others have
the literature.

judicatory

inquiry into

groundwork by describing the problem

chapter lays

or

pertinent research objectives, questions,

of the

this

derailment

pertinent question emerged:

cultural cause, the caudillo

primary factor

a

the executive

leaders?" An initial

promising

possible

significance

of the

assumptions
historical

as a

case

on

describing

of the derailment process. A definition of the

development
given with

a

the

studies

leaders, particularly

levels of leadership. From these
"What has

case

also

study

given to

study by

problem through a review of

CHAPTER TWO: A STUDY OF THE LITERATURE

"CHARTING THE PATH: CAUDILLO VERSUS COLLABORATIVE
LEADERSHIP"

Overview of the

Every problem has
concerning the
the context

or

addressed in
are

its cultural and historical context.

solution to that

generated

become

a

attempting

of hope and

dynamic

National Church

and

while also

a

or

describes the

problem

of leadership that

models of leadership emerge

leadership models.

and

change.

-

the

In the Ecuadorian context, the

development with deeply embedded values,

struggling to
Is there

refreshing

leadership,

the caudillo become

identity,

chapter attempts to

path through the models

paradigms

historical

elongated,

while the latter is

possibilities

This

linked to

from the reflection of the authors who have studied these cultural
In this case, two

an

a

Every model

developmental roots

development that

and chart

caudillo and the collaborative
former has

has its

understanding of that context.

one's

chapter one

phenomena.

to

problem also

the cultural and historical

uncover

Chapter

a

become

a

reality that presents

possibility for the

new

best of both models

form of leadership for the Ecuadorian

where derailment is

no

collaborative leader without

maintaining biblical

longer the pattem?

losing the original

values found in both

How

can

cultural

paradigms?

Ecuadorian Culture and Leadership

Latin America has

region of the world.

The

one

of the most diverse,

indigenous peoples,

29

culturally rich heritages

of any

the mestizos, the whites, the blacks

30

and other

races^^

form

a

"dynamic tapestry,

hving mosaic,

a

a

collage,

a

kaleidoscope," which help shape the background of a Latin Society (Nunez and
Taylor 1989:21, 22).

In the

highly complex

social structure, there

are

distinct

differences between the upper, middle, and lower classes, each with its

own

divisions and characteristics (Nida 1974:86-92). In the early 1960s Lilo Linke
described the social

classes, which

are

of Ecuador. These

groupings

made up of the

indigenous peasants,

and urban

of the mestizos, who

are

often

montubios,

masses.

or

groupings

include the lower

coastal farm workers, the

The middle classes

are

public employees, professionals

largely made

up

and government

workers. The upper classes also have their divisions of the landovmers and those
who

are

descendants of Spanish

aristocracy with their titles

and

dignity (Linke

1960:67-86).
Since 1960, the traditional

populations

and

demographics

other recent data,
divisions in the
be mestizos,

as

have

remain somewhat the same, but the

changed.

Enrique Ayala Mora,

following

way. Most Ecuadorians

population. Although it

probably make up

Based

Ecuadorian

this dominant group represents

77% of the total
groups

groupings

on

the 2001

census

and

historian, calculates the social

today

more

consider themselves to

than nine million

is difficuh to calculate, the

about 12 percent, the ''bianco''

or

people,

or

indigenous

white group

Arturo Fox notes other minority races that also form part of the Latin sub-culture,
Chinese, the Japanese, the Syrians, the Lebanese and the Germans (Fox 2003: 1 1 7).

including the
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represents 10 percent, while the African Ecuadorians round out the

somewhere around two percent

population

(Ayala Mora 2004:37)?^

Over time the distinctions between the various socio-economic groups

have only increased with the lower classes
the 1960s Lilo Linke estimated that
or

an

below the poverty level

1999

population,

political climate,
time

making the

which

promises

lower classes

"poverty, corruption,

are

In

Ecuadorians lived at

more

than

eight and a half million

many Ecuadorians

living

are

in

becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the

an

even

predominant.

That number has increased to include

(Ayala Mora 2004:93). Thus,

conditions of extreme need and

even more

fifty-five percent of all

(Linke 1960:79).

estimated two-thirds of the

people by

becoming

increased

poorer and

and violence form

a

quality of life while
more

oppressed.

seemingly endless

In

at the same

Ecuador,

vicious

cycle"

(Handelsman 2000:43).
Regional

areas

also account for the differences between social

groupings.

Thus, culture is further subdivided into divergent cultural regions of people from
the coast, the mountains, and the oriente (eastem and Amazon basin

Furtheraiore, there

are

distinctions between the urban dwellers, the rural farmers,

the tribal groups, and the colonial

or

European descendants (Ayala Mora 2004:15,

16). Thus, whenever discussing leadership

keep

in mind these

their different

multiple differences

regions

areas).

and social

in the Ecuadorian context,

and the various needs of the

one

must

peoples

in

groupings.

An ethnolinguistic classification depicts the following population divisions: "41 .9% Mestizo,
25.1% Detribalized Quichua, 10% Latin American White, 9.4%) Chimborazo Highland Quichua.
and 5.0% Black (Barrett, Kurian, Johnson 2001:246).

^�
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Despite this contrasting conglomerate
there

are

Latin

society.

of regional and social differences.

cultural values and pattems that appear

identity.

There is

While

are some

dignity, kinship ties,
spiritual values,
a

overall

typical

decent way of life,
an

They

Spanish descent,
orientation,

as

also

as

author's

unity within diversity

that there is

groupings

some sense

in what it

practices, historical
that

are

immigrants

the

people
with

"personal

expression,

(Nida 1974:9). Manuel

senses

that there is much

majority

from

group of

"indigenous

profound

and

Westem

translation).

because of the vast social difference,

that many Ecuadorians suffer from
the

as

and

individuals form the white, Amerindian, and mixed races"

(Espinosa Apolo 2000:13,

Largely

to define themselves

come

a

(of a distinctive kind),

manual labor"

anthropologist,

and children of recent

well

forming

Eugene Nida

emotional

(espiritual),

opposition to

Ecuadorian

have

in

Latin values, which include

unity of thought and cultural pattems, especially among
mestizos.

people

of Latin culture,

stratification of society, materialism

values of the inner state

Espinosa Apolo,

unite the

unity among the diversity of cultural expression

recognizing the rich diversity

theorizes that there

fatalism,

a

to

identity

crisis. However, he also

feels

points

out

in the term "/a Ecuatorianidad.'" This term indicates

of a national

means

events,

all part of what it

Enrique Ayala Mora

to be

an

identity that unites

Ecuadorian. There

religious ceremonies,

means

to be

an

the various social
are

musical

customs, folkloric

styles,

and types of food

Ecuadorian, which also relates

overall Latin American culture (Ayala Mora 2004: 149, 150).

to the

One overall

uniting factor in Ecuadorian society appears to

feature of the Latin American "strong man"

1964:34,35;

Klaiber 1998:3-7).

by the lower classes,

as a

commanding leader
The

dictatorships and oppressive,

1977:66-88). Despite

the caudillo leader

This type of leader

society (Cueva 1982:75-91).^^
to

or

caudillo,

was

who made

one-person

often

be the cultural

(Blanksten

revered, especially
in

sweeping changes

rule, however, often led

corrupt regimes (Nida 1974:15-19; Hurtado

its social

popularity,

one

might question the validity of a

leadership paradigm that tends toward excessive power, especially when endorsed
by ecclesiastical leaders.
historical and cultural

In

analyzing this model,

it is

important to begin with the

development.

The Caudillo Model
The Historical and Cultural
As mentioned in the

Ecuadorian

society

Development of the
background to

is that of the

the

Caudillo Model

problem,

a

caudillo-type leadership,

traditional model of the
which has also been

a

strong influence throughout much of Latin America (Klaiber 1998:3-6; Prillaman

1998:25-31). During the pre-colonial

(bosses)

led from

The Incas

positions

of absolute

conquered the original

making Quito

their

capital.

era, the Incas and other

authority (Nunez

tribal groups and

The great Inca

way that everyone had to submit to him

Atahualpa,

the last ruler of his

^'

and

indigenous jefes

Taylor 1989:58).

imposed their rule

king, Huayna-Capac,

(Padilla 1989:21, 22).

people, subjugated the

Canares

while

ruled in such

a

His son,

by spearing

to

The person of prestige or in a power position is highly regarded. "Awareness of this respect for
power," asserts George Foster, "helps us understand why, in much of Latin America, the strong
in arbitrary fashion, is often able to command a popular following"
man, the caudillo who rules

(Foster 1962:174).

death
from

60,000 members of their tribe. In their defeat, the Canares passed

some

one

type of dictatorship

to

another.

Later the

Spanish conquistadores

brutally conquered Atahualpa, subjugating him and his tribes under another harsh
leader

-

the

military caudillo (Hurtado

conquest, the caudillo

rose

monarchies, the Spanish

unplanned

and

spontaneously

to fill the

vacuum

created

and the Incan. Blanksten

unpremeditated,
and

2001 :33-44). In this

by the

period

of brutal

collision between two

explams that ''caudillismo,

sprang up from the Ecuadorian cultural milieu

chaotically as

substitute vehicle of succession"

a

method of selecting 'natural' rulers,

a

(Blanksten 1964:34).

Later, in the period of the Republic (the 1 8^ century), the hacienda
became the central
was a

ruling power,

both

and

politically

large, self-contained, agricultural system,

economically.

which

The hacienda

employed a high

percentage of men from the region (Hurtado 2001 :57). The political power of the
situated in the patron

hacienda

was

who

superior

was

The

cacique

over

in all aspects to those he ruled

or overseer was

representative

(or the hacendado),

as

of the patron. He functioned

the

legislator,

(Prillaman 1998:26,27).

as a

practices

cacique also performed local government

govemor, mayor, and

of all Ecuadorian

powerful

one-person, authoritarian leader

municipal

Hurtado, political analyst and former president of Ecuador,
and

wealthy landowner

the local Jefe of the hacienda, the

all aspects of the hacienda. The

roles such

over

the

organizations

at that time

by this centralized, paternalistic type of government as
cacique and the patron (Hurtado 2001 :67,68).

council. Osvaldo
asserts that the values

were

strongly

demonstrated

by

influenced
the
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A third

major development in the

autocratic

style of government

was

influence of the Catholic Church. In the 19^*' century, the Catholic Church
the

height of its political

dominance.

Through

Gabriel Garcia Moreno (1860-1875), the
into

being. Moreno,

who himself was

constitutional amendment in 1869

but also the State itself.

presidents

proclamation of a CathoUc

dominant caudillo

declaring that all

become Catholic (Hurtado 2001 :71).
Catholic Church became not

a

conservative

With

one

the

was

at

like

State

leader, made

came

a

Ecuadorian citizens must

swift movement of the pen, the

only the highest ruling organization

Bloody opposition was threatened to

this law. However, the liberal movement would react

of the country,

all who

opposed

strongly against the

Moreno

mandate, calling it the Carta Negra (Black Charter). This strong negative
reaction

eventually

in 1897

by Eloy Alfaro (Mendoza 1997:50).
The

led to Moreno's assassination in 1875 and the liberal takeover

political

and administrative influence of a

strongly hierarchical

and

authoritarian Catholic Church would continue to influence the cultural values of

Ecuadorian
notes

society (Padilla 1989:104,105).

the difference between the hierarchical

Church and the individualistic mindset of the
Ecuador. In the Catholic

an

agencies,

example, Washington

leadership style
early

hierarchy, everything has

from above, but in the mission
her

As

of the Catholic

missionaries who
to be

came

approved by

as we are

in

any individual could arise to assert his

Hispanic

America to

a

hierarchical

church where nothing is done in the religious field without the
knowledge and authorization of the Catholic hierarchy, it is
difficult for

us to

to

someone

authority.
Accustomed

Padilla

conceive of thousands of "religious

enterprises"

or
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that rise to the

impulse

of "private initiative" in

a

country that

admires the individual entrepreneur who initiates his/her "own
business" and who appeals to the Christian public for the creation
and the economic support of his/her project. But this is the case of
the "Faith Missions" and of all the other non-denominational

religious enterprises

in the United States

(Padilla 1989:184,

author's translation).
In Latin America in

general, Jeffrey Klaiber describes how the

Church in Latin America has followed the
accentuated this model with its

after the

model,

changes

some

and

still

bishops

opened the

see

and

of power and control. Even

door to

the church

monarchy that functions along hierarchical
bottom"

model and sometimes further

"spiritual hierarchy"

of Vatican II, which

priests

political

Catholic

as

a more

participatory

"essentially

patemalistic lines,

a

spiritual

firom top

to

(Klaiber 1998:15).

With

a

broader

caudillo model, it is

understanding

now

possible

to

of the

development

of the authoritarian,

describe the cultural pattems and

characteristics of this model.
The Cultural Pattems and Characteristics of the Caudillo Model
One characteristic of this model is that of a

system controlled by

one

person at the top

Hurtado describes the cultural

history

highly centralized,

(Hemandez

and the

Teran

hierarchical

1998:20). Osvaldo

problems generated by this

model

of leadership.

Centralism. .in Latin America has been an ancient practice,
back to the Colonial era. The application of this political.

dating

administrative organization, over a period of four centuries, has
resulted in centralism acquiring the nature of a cultural value
The concentration of power and
among Latin Americans.
in
the
central
administration
government does not allow it to attend
.

to the

problems

.

and demands of the

provinces

and

regions

(Hurtado, as quoted
translation).

in

Ojeda Segovia 2000:25,

author's

Byron Real Lopez notes that the centralized administration
not

only generates

absolute power, but also

render absolute control to the

one

produces dependency,

supreme leader. He relates the

is
as

a

system that

subordinates

example of an

Ecuadorian company called INEFAN, whose executive director determines what
is done in every aspect of the

decisions

on

director.

Every minute

one

person

-

the

the

organization.

The

grounds

landscaping until they have the approval

same

detail of the

crew

cannot make

of the executive

organization comes under the scrutiny

executive director

-

even

articles of personal

use

of only

must be

approved by him (Real Lopez 1999:44,45).
This type of leadership is

comparable

authoritarian tribal chief at the top who rules

to the

by control

1984:238,239). According to Jorge Echeverria,
the

democratic-type government has

because of this

pyramid style

had

a

concept of a pyramid with

an

and dominance

Ecuadorian

an

(Thomton

political scientist,

difficult initiation process in Ecuador

of leadership with

one

the

person

holding

privileged

a

president himself is expected

position at the top.

In the Ecuadorian

lead with

but this puts him at odds with the congress, which also is in

authority,

position of authority.

Because of the

Echeverria believes that
Ecuador
power

-

one

or

1997:1

polarity between these two entities,

parliamentary style leadership might be better for

where there is

(Echeverria

disbanding

a

society,

no

ambivalence between two

18-123). However,

reducing the

one

opposing

could just

size of the congress where there

forces of

as

easily

are

many

argue for

to

a
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authoritarian, corrupt leaders.'^^
at

the

highest executive

The

point is to

avoid

having two opposing forces

level.

A second characteristic of the caudillo model is the

inequality of

relationships that are based on a superiority-inferiority system of classification.
In the

society

at

large, relationships

superiority beginning with the

superiority
woman

that

is, those who do

is also

and

not have

in the machismo

(Espinosa Apolo 2000:235-254;

the presence of a
American

family.

seen

family.

Here

one

domineering,

positions

image

He is

This

on

produces

of power.

a

on

strong

This

hierarchy

of

2000:210). Eugene Nida notes

family

expected not only to

filtering

powerfiil man dominating the

particularly known

-

of

the part of all the

on

as

Latin

the caudillo of the

leadership expectations.

the paterfamilias

in

-

demand obedience but in

to lord it over his children. The

T

classes and

leadership pattem in the

notes the influence of the

sense.

of a

Adoum

hierarchical

It is the father who is

some senses even

ruling

insecurity

"The father's role is that of the caudillo
every

perpendicular line

indigenous peoples.

inferiority complex of low self-esteem
-

on a

blancos of the upper

down to the lower classes and the

oppressed

situated

are

expression
T

Yo

literally
your father,' actually
hardly the ideal for so-called family sharing"
(Nida 1974:34).

soy tu padre,

means

am

am

better than you are,'

Nida goes

authority
what

on

to

show, however, that the father does

in the Latin

might exist

family that gives

the

at least

son a more

in many North American households

solid

provide

a

base of

authority figure

than

(1974:34).

example, Alfredo Pinoargote argues against a parliamentary type reform in government,
claiming that it would only destabilize the country even fiirther (Pinoargote 2004:16).
As

an

Thus, whether
the leader is

factor

in the government, the

superior to

seen as

others and is

society,

or

the

family,

in this system

Another

highly respected or feared.

influencing the inequality of relationships is what anthropologists have

called the concept of "limited

good." George

Foster noted the

prevalence of this

concept among the peasant societies and throughout much of Latin America. This
attitude
world.

or

perception

Everyone

depleting

one's

is in

much

good to

go around in the

and control all the available
receive

on

of one

success

significant reward

rigid hierarchy

One rises

only

as

almost

of both

others fall"

good

and its effect

inevitably involved the

people

and

things changes

phenomenon.

personalismo

her

Nida

displacements.

(Nida 1974:44).

position of a power-

leader. Personalismo is the term that describes this

In Ecuadorian

politics

is the "adherence to

program" (Blanksten 1964:59).

a

and

throughout much

leader

of Latin America,

through personal

Bums

and individual
or

political

explains that personalismo

America is the establishment of organizations and
and colorful

for

relationships.

on

mutual

motivations rather than because of common support of an idea

"compelling

thus

failure of another, for in

mean

A third characteristic of the caudillo model is the

wielding, charismatic-type

or

position of superiority. Eugene

a

the concept of limited
man

good,

The caudillo leader would therefore tend

(Foster 1962:174).

leverage in maintaining

further elaborates

the

competition to gain

so

recognize others' achievements, choosing rather to promote his

successes as

"The

only

recognition or honor when others

their achievements
not to

asserts that there is

personalities."

It is the

political parties

in Latin

around

''patron relationship

between
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leaders and followers." The organization makes significant advances when

dynamic, charismatic
the operation of the

leader is in

organization

The caudillo is that

who

practices

and the

leader,

a

(Adoum

of the country.

that of the shaman in the

the caudillo is

the

disparities

politicians
the

.

.

masses.

have

and

estranged

in tum

political

they have.

persuasive oratory to

to

leader

the poor

Even after

rob them

again

compares the power of the caudillo to

innate powers that

negative

can

application

evil witch doctor

"Populist political
politics

of a

Ecuadorian

blindly follow this persuasive

of everything

of a harmftil

an

the

phenomenon

an

cultures of Latin America. Like the shaman,

some

aware

notes

Ecuadorian

.

(Bums 1978:267).

is, he promises everything

robbing them

treat him like

Handelsman also
over

They

indigenous

people become

charisma, they will

have

is

that

-

Espinosa Apolo

perceived to

or moves on,

Jorge Enrique Adoum,

he retums with his charm and

2000: 163,1 64).

harm. If the

he wills.

as

type of clientelismo

realizing that he

robbing them,

fails

or

asserts that caudillismo is the

ingenuous
not

declines

but when the leader fails

personal, charismatic-type leader who often

mesmerizes his followers to do

political analyst,

charge,

a

bring benefit

or

of the caudillo 's

(Espinosa Apolo 2000:101).

power that

a

leaders thrive

caudillo-tyipQ

on

leader

can

social divisions and

continue to be dominated

by

charismatic

demagogues whose speeches and campaigns target the emotions of

and

marginalized masses" (Handelsman 2000:43, 48).

describes the defects of absolute,

despotic power,

Adoum

found in the governments in

Ecuadorian history. He contends that this negative, absolute power is connected
with the attributes of machismo, and leads to

cormption

and

immorality (Adoum
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2000:202).

The reader will also recall that earlier in this

including Eugene Nida,

noted the overall

(male dominance) image
caudillo

larger,

in the

leadership model

cultural

comes

problem. Figure

leadership, representative
go hand in

society

hand,

of the

with influence

at

pervasive influence

several authors,

of the machista

One could also propose that the

large.

from the machista

one

chapter,

image

and is thus

a

part of a

below illustrates the way that the caudillo

absolute, negative

going both ways

power, and the machista

in

a

image

circular pattem.

Figure 1. Circular Influence of Caudillo Leadership and Machista Image
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of the caudillo model

it is necessary to retum to the focus

postulate the question,

of the national church in

on

as

it functions

the Ecuadorian

"Has the caudillo model influenced the

general?"^^

question will be dealt with further in the research findings in chapter four and will analyze
particular ways that the caudillo model has influenced the National Church

of the

Association.
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The Caudillo Model and the National Church
A brief review of the ecclesiastical literature from Ecuador indicates

affirmative response

to the above

The authoritarian model of leadership

question.

does appear to be active in the Ecuadorian church in
notes that

from the

beginning

difficult for churches and
some

positive examples,

president

a

simultaneously"
Authors

to

adopt

was

not

an

collective
but not

to

give

throughout Latin America have

the values of the

his life for all

lamented, "We evangelicals in

directly adopting the caudillo

Rene Padilla

adopted

Kingdom

a

of God led

that both the Latin

by the

Servant

Alberto Femando

(Padilla: 1985:21-23).

priesthood

senses

politically ambitious lifestyle that

even

how

in the

recent years. He feels that these models of dominant

powerful

newer

King

hierarchies

movements of

leadership

are

in direct

vocabulary of evangelicals

in

Latin America especially of some that consider themselves part
of what are called 'neopentecostalism' and 'renewal movements'
-

have tended toward authoritarian

ignored.

There

cannot be

glossed

examples

in which the word of the pastor is

over or

practices

-

that

are some extreme

equated

who

Roldan,

of all believers.

A careful look at the ecclesiastical

they

same

noted how the church has tended

some

have infiltrated the church in Latin America,

reveals how

were

The

(Padilla 1989:395-400).

.Argentine pastor and professor of theology, explains

contrast to the universal

though there

together (Mendoza 535).

authoritarian models of leadership,

opposition to

Even

was

of teamwork. Two often do the

awareness

and North American churches have

came

together.

easy process

model, others applying similar pattems.

in

to work

of a Protestant denomination in Ecuador

Ecuador do not have
work

it

general. Washington Padilla

of the Protestant movement in Ecuador, it

organizations

an

with the word

is
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of God.

Despite the fact that 'infallibility' is a Catholic dogma
reserved for the bishop of Rome in his role as head of the church,
in practice some evangelical churches apply it to their current
ecclesiastical leaders, who claim the title of 'Bishop' or even
'Apostle' for themselves, with all the connotations that those titles
convey (Yamamori and Padilla 2004:159, 160).
In Nuevas formas de

poder QSIew^ Forms

of Power),

Freddy

Guerrero Farino and Yattenciy Bonilla Cerquera recognize that Latin
American church

power

history has

(2005:23). They also

revealed

a

assert that

consistent

reality

today there

are

forms of rigid hierarchical dominance and control that

of abusive

many modem

come

from within

and without the Latin American environment, which result in part from

globalization of power stmctures.

Two of these

newer

movements, the

contemporary apostolic (neopentocostal) and messianic traditions,

gaining

are

momentum in the Ecuadorian Protestant Church. The authors

contend with

primarily

some

doctrinal

problems

concemed with their

strongly hierarchical

and

in these movements, but

leadership

controlling.

this

Guerrero Farino asserts, "The

teachers, evangelists
support and

care

or

stmctures that tend to be

with very little

powerful positions

point,

prophets

are

not

accountability. Conceming

apostles,

as

well

untouchable.

as

The above

the pastors,

They need the

of their communities. Not to do this would

expose them to failure"

are

The leaders of these movements

often have

more

a

irresponsibly

(2005: 48).

cases seem

to

indicate that the caudillo model,

as

well

as

other

modem authoritarian stmctures, has infiltrated the Ecuadorian church,

including the expectations

and ideals of leaders and followers. The next section

describes dysfunctions in leadership, especially those that would threaten
hinder the

development of leaders who

are

able to work well in

a

team

or

setting.

Definition of the Derailment Characteristics of Leadership
To understand

functional

dysfimction of leadership,

a

must

leadership. Chapter one provided a working

for this dissertation. This section goes
attributes that
a

one

help to

further describe

beyond that

definition

leading

(frequently painfial),

to share one's vision with

management

by providing

Manfred Kets de Vries

leadership.

these attributes would include "the

vision of the future, to make choices

define

definition of leadership

summary of various attributes of leadership taken from

certainly not exclusive,

clearly

followers,

to build

provides

authors. While

articulate

ability to

to use

some

a

impression

networks,

to empower

followers, and to keep the perspectives of followers reality-based" (Kets de Vries
1993: 14). It is the latter

point

of keeping

perspectives

on a

reality-based

level that

is at the heart of the discussion here.
For Kets de

Much

leadership.
identity

Vries, it is the mirroring

as

looking

from what he

of reality

or

it

can

be

or

a

she

in

a

sees

distorted

mirror,

a

process that

young child

in the parent. It

image,

play

a

mirroring

their leader.

According

connotes his

or

be

a

to

develop

fairly

accurate

sees

Conversely,
see

the acid test of

what

a

reality,

to

self-

portrait

may be

leaders and

they want to

see

in

Vries, the way the leader manages this process

her level of maturity.

The acid test
on

see.

game where the followers

to Kets de

begins

because what the child

different from what the parent wants the child to

followers

can

provides

[for leaders] is their ability to preserve their own hold
see things as they really are, in spite of the pressures
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from people around them to join their distorted mirroring
game. .These various observations about mirroring suggest that in
the leader/follower relationship leaders seem to be defined partly
.

by the desires

of their followers. A great potential for distortion
exists when leaders feel they need to act out the fantasies created
by their followers. An organization in this situation is operating in

hall of mirrors, in which increasingly bizarre images
infinitely reflected (Kets de Vries 1993:14,15).

a

Helping to keep the
for

focus of the

defining leadership

and its

organization reality-based is

dysfunctions.

A

uncanny

pointed

out

especially the large,
people using their
the

masses

find

a

loyalty

they hope to

translation).
distorted

sentiments and

possession. They

filial devotion,

which

masses

of people want from

a

a

ability to persuade the

(Hurtado

goal

willingly

is obtained

and

abandon

characterized

exchange

for

manipulate the

perhaps

partially by

"When

:219, author's

2001

charismatic type leader is able to

all costs. Thus, the leader's

they

all costs and unconditional support, in

of those who follow

him,

personal relationship

receive all kinds of blessings"

In this case,

passions

at

He has the

passions. According to Hurtado,

establish

is when

and follow them.

charismatic caudillo that has these attributes

themselves to his

by

reality

lower classes. Moreover, he has the

own

good beginning

earlier, the caudillo is charismatic in nature.

understand what the

ability to

a

dysfunction of leadership

leaders and followers substitute their fantasies for
As

are

somewhat

blindly

at

his followers' distorted

views of reality and his subtle ways of manipulating them.

Another way of describing the leader's
the narcissistic executive.
leads from

exploit

and

an

According to

inner need for power,

compel

others to do his

above

case

is

as

Kets de Vries, this type of executive

prestige,
or

dysfunction in the

and

glamour.

her will. This person

He

or

can

she is able to

also be

seen

to

be

a

type of charismatic, enthusiastic, and popular leader. This leader promises

much; however, "over time it becomes clear that something is lacking

original promise

Building
elaborates

a

is

never

on

the

quite

fulfilled"

description

further distortion

(Kets

arrogant and prideful leader. An appropriate
hubris. In Greek

gods,

which led to

organizations
they

of hubris.

acting

people

at the

hubris

devastating

when

lead their

operates
act

mythology,

was an

term to describe this

is

one

and

prestige

publicly

party") (Hurtado

leads to

of the most

sees

damaging

people

as

2001 :23 2, author's

most

Of all the

barriers to

define

objects

with others is "in the box."

problem.

for their

same

pride,

against the

and arrogance;

damaging" (2002: 16).

easily fall prey to

in

authority,

"el

an

own

leadership

and thinks of the
is the

organizations,

partido

soy

translation).

continue the discussion

self-deception

Self-deception

problems

can

persuade the populace,

declares with

Arbinger Institute

self-deception. They

leader who

act

term that describes the caudillo who falls prey to

dysfunctional aspect of arrogance, providing their
one

type of leader is

overconfident, prideful

out of overconfidence, excessive

position of extreme power

Authors from the

them,

that of the overall

into harmful circumstances. The caudillo leader who

Populismo

the

-

consequences. Leaders do the

becomes the party himself He
am

1993:34).

of leadership

excessive arrogance. This leader, in his attempt to

yo" ("I

the

of the narcissistic leader, Kets de Vries

dysfunction

or

de Vries

-

as

definition.

the above

on

According

to

is that of self-betrayal that

being

problem

"in the box." A
as

"inability to

it's the most

always originating

see

that

common

one

-

has

a

and the

This often results in the attempt to control others.
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which leads to resistance

on

the part of the followers, which in turn leads to the

leader's desire for greater control (2002:106). Being "out of the box," however,
leads away from
see

an

inward to

oneself through the

leader

help

deeper capacity to

a

being free

of self-betrayal.

an

people

people to

will

work in

a

team. One's

Only then do
are

respond to, trust,

Organization, add another dimension

"success

the

people

individual addictive

following

able to

personalities that

depends

-

coworkers

owe

it to your

to the above discussion of

can

create

Fassel

an

dysfrmctional

have

simply a matter of

dysfunctional systems,

but there is

addictive system, and it surrounds and

1988:51). They define addiction in the

An addiction is any substance or process that has taken over
lives and over which we are powerless. An addiction is any

our

process or substance that begins to have control over us in such
way that we feel we must be dishonest with ourselves or others
us

into

or

addictive

an

way:

about it. Addictions lead

on

Fassel, in their book The Addictive

who operate in them. Thus, it is not

(Schaef and

leader

as a

(2002:154).

also "an addictive process that underlies

influences all of us"

clearly

you invite others to be free of self-

leadership. They believe that systems themselves
on

more

and want to work with. You

be out of the box for them"

influence

is

creating leaders yourself

you

Anne Wilson Schaef and Diane

derailed

one

of others. This leads to true freedom and allows the

betrayal themselves. Only then
whom

outward focus where

increasing compulsiveness

in

a

our

behavior. Schaef says that an addiction is anything we feel we
have to lie about. If there is something we are not willing to give
up in order to make our lives fuller and more
can be classified as an addiction (1988:57).

healthy,

it

probably
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Turning from the psychological to the practical,
five

dysfunctions

absence of trust

as

or

they relate to leadership

unwillingness

not treated

properly leads

through to

the decisions made

to be

artificial

to

in

a

team

setting. They include the

vulnerable; fear of conflict, which when

harmony;

lack of commitment and follow-

by the team; avoidance of accountability,

leads to low standards; and inattention to results, which
members put their

own

Patrick Lencioni describes

occur

when team

needs and desires above the collective

dysfunctions will

goals

of the team.

lead to deterioration in teamwork

Failure in

even one

(Lencioni

2002: 1 87-190). One of these elements,

of these

which

especially noteworthy

in

a

cultural pattem related to the caudillo model, is the lack of tmst. As noted in

chapter

one, the caudillo has

hard time

a

tmsting those

subordinates also find it hard to tmst him.

around him, and his

Espinoza Apolo

has found that

overall

mistmst, skepticism, and suspicion have added to

an

the part of many mestizos and

in the Ecuadorian

whole

indigenous peoples

feeling

of despair

society

on

as a

(2000:254-261).
Thus, in reference

dysfunctions

to

of leadership

the entire model is

the above discussion, it would appear that several

are

evident in the caudillo model. Does this

essentially dysfunctional?

value within the model,

something that

is

culturally appropriate

delineate the elements

focused? It is therefore necessary

to

within the caudillo model that

redeemable

are

Could there also be

through

or

something

and

of

biblically

characteristics

God's grace.

that

mean
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The Redemptive

or

Positive Qualities of the Caudillo Model

Historically, the

caudillo

supplied security and stability in difficult

turbulent times. With the caudillo, everyone know^s who is in

people's expectation
extemal

image

of him is

states that in Latin

considered

of a

dynamic leader is fulfilled,

complete. Intemally he

or

charge,

at least their

may be

quite

mirrored,

different. Klaiber

for the

good

of the nation:

order, efficiency, and

respect for tradition" (Klaiber 1998:3). Hurtado agrees with Klaiber's
a

caudillo

was

many historical

periods the

against anarchy

and the

because of the
and

a

political

often needed for

political instability."
and economic

strong authoritarian leader

were

caudillo.

Espinosa Apolo explains

gray hair and

experience, inspires

Ecuador. He believes that

considered useless
is not the

case

Ser

instability

democracy

seem

could not function

of the country. A

(Hurtado
to

be

2001 : 15

uplifted

military power

1)."^"^

in the presence of

that the presence of el viejo,

highly valued

"In

only guarantee

confidence among the mestizo

are

an

old

man

population

with

of

in the West, while old age is

out of touch with life. He goes

on

to say,

however, that this

in the Ecuadorian mestizo culture.

viejo (to be old), in the

most

^'^

or

youth

Even

needed

assessment

stability in Ecuador's history.

presence of a caudillo has been the

Traditional and cultural values also
a

and the

America, the caudillos "incamated values the 'people'

important or essential

and insists that

and

reliable

mestizo

sign or quality

community, also represents the
image of advanced

of a leader. The

Eloy Alfaro, the strong, autocratic leader who led the liberal movement in 1895, was also a
caudillo who brought about political stability m difficult times. His movement helped open the
door for Protestantism and other liberal ideas (Padilla 1989:320,321). He also helped engineer a
new infrastructure and new works such as the railway from Guayaquil to Ecuador (Hurtado
2001:93).
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convincing than that of the middle-aged
man. That is how caudillismo triumphs in our society, when the
cuadillo is and can be presented as an old man. Therefore, the
caudillo achieves an aura of spiritual leadership, as the bearer of a
special force: his charisma, considered to be the only source of his
political power (Espinoza Apolo 200:101, author's translation).
age at this

point

is

more

Thus, experience and old

While these factors have their

leadership.

however, that they

leadership
maturity.

age may form

or

are

not

complete

in the Ecuadorian

significance,

question:

study of the national
was a

Where is the

churches in

tendency

strength. "By tradition we

are

caudillo'"

Rojas,

seemingly rare quality to
a core

of

for young

people

a

or

"strong leader,"

Latin American

used to

having

a

were

motivate and

an

give

vision to his

a

strong leader. This is
we

look for

interesting pattem

growing tended

to have a

in local

pastor with that

congregation, especially

group of workers from within the church. He also cautioned his

missionary readership
leader," who in

not to

shy away

many respects

appropriate pattem." Rather,
"strong leader"

to assume a

was a

from the

"spiritual caudillo,''

natural leader who fit

missionaries should

as

sociologist,

for Latin Protestants to desire

in Protestantism." Thomton also noticed

churches in Colombia. Those that

to

place

work, in politics, and in the Roman Catholic Church. Thus,

same

note,

Colombia, Phil Thomton

place for the "spiritual

who described the natural, cultural

the

important to

determining functional aspects

he called him. Thomton interviewed Manuel

tme in

it is

society?

concluded that there

leader with

value of

culturally appropriate

the level of maturity. A leader may have gray hair and yet lack

One would also ask the

In his

in

a

a

or

"strong

"culturally

help this naturally gifted

role of partnership with missionaries from the
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to be

a

promising

put into place
James

to

or

or

Prillamen, in his study of national church leaders in Bolivia, also
are

positive

elements in the caudillo model that

within the national church. He

of leading others to do

a

can

lead

on a

one

anti-biblical." However, the caudillo

and not

always contrary to

entirely rejected

chosen and

positive

implemented

fulfill cultural

down

a

2)

norms.

a

as

On the other

as

authoritarian leader is

populist

leader is

mostly

cultural

"The caudillo model does not have to

perspectives
a

positive

some

and

leadership

to articulate

a

best for all. This raises

a

further

with the Bible. What role

or

anti-biblical. In summary, these

that is able

vision which stirs

leader's ambition is

not

(1998:216).

elements within the caudillo model

are not

who the leader is, 4) to honor old age and
followers when

primary positive

self-centered, egotistical

with great wisdom and caution"

elements include

difficult times,

be

for the church, but the elements to be retained have to be

Thus, there appear to be

help

the

positive role.

which is to be avoided. In this way, the caudillo

biblical

as

can

When ambition is fimneled in the direction

"mostly

that

ambition

saw

job well, then it takes

hand, he also noted how ambition

be

are

her from the abuse of power.

redemptive element in this model.

path,

appear

America, provided that checks and balances

leader in Latin

help keep him

affirms that there

implemented

motivating, visionary type person would

This

beginning (1984:234-237).

1)

to

provide stability

people

experience,

and

to

5)

action, 3)

to

clarify

to motivate

self-centered, but focused

question when comparing the

biblical

in

on

what is

cultural element

metaphor might most clearly

elucidate this
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type of leadership? How might this further distinguish the positive aspects
those that

can

be redeemed from the

dysfunctional aspects

of the caudillo model?

In The Servant's Guide To Leadership, Richard Rardin notes two

metaphors

for

leadership

in the Bible:

shepherd

and servant.

humble

over

91).

David, who

intent to

considered

shepherd thus

guide

and

care

(2001 :92, 93).

the role of a

ability to

of believers

is

one

(John

shepherd

10:1

1-18) (Rardin

standing

as

shepherd (Ezekiel

authority over the
as

such

shepherd

flock with the

"stands before the

firm for the fundamentals of the

above, the caudillo leader does give strength in

As noted

or

gentle

delegated to human leaders,

who exercises

and

a

with God the Son who is the

God to be both servant and

by

guiding, directing, teaching

redeemed caudillo,

are

1) and continues

for it. The biblical leader

difficult times and when he
see

34:1

This is the role model that is

was

The

34:24).

faith"

(Ezekiel

shepherd for the community

2001 :90,

flock

Israel

major

According to

Rardin, the shepherd metaphor begins with God the Father who is

shepherd

or

she motivates others to do their best,

who

guides

guides through

and directs. The

vision

shepherd,

casting, goal setting,

one

begins

to

like the

and

a

charismatic

motivate others. These aspects could be considered biblical in that

they

part of the guidance aspect of the shepherding role.
The caudillo

application
servant

model, however, needs further redemption through the

of the servant

metaphors

are

metaphor.

Rardin

points

geared toward serving

and

out that both the

caring

and individuals. He notes that Jesus is the Good

comparison

to

or

the Old Testament

and

for the needs of the

community

the Pharisees

shepherd

shepherds

shepherd,

in

of Israel who feed
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themselves but not their

people (Ezekiel

leaders "were self-oriented and

shepherd precisely because
caudillo leader

appropriates

within the biblical
contradicts

a

cultural and
One

He

spiritually blind,
was a

cultural

servant

standpoints

in Ecuador and
servant

some

when the

shepherd

and servant aspects

might argue, however,

that there

were

or

a

it

dynamic

applied.

strong, authoritative t>pe

may not have shovm

might be the apostle

Paul.

At

authoritative type leader. Even before his

a

servant

Did

mentality.

to emerge

as

the central

times, he certainly portrays

falling

out with

leader.^^ However,

a

the Lord and it

was

given to

rather than

build others up and not

tear

strong,

Bamabas, Paul had

becoming

dominant, controlling type leader, Paul himself asserts that his authority
them down

(cf

a

was

appropriate

use

from

2

Corinthians 10:8,9). In Paul's Idea of Community, Robert Banks reflects
Paul's

a

elements

mentality,

are

good

Thus

shepherd" (2001 :93, 94).

strong, biblical value. The caudillo model could become

spiritual role

was a

strong leaders accomplish great things in the kingdom of God? One

such leader

begun

23:2-36). These

while the Lord Jesus

shepherd role. However, without the

leaders in the Bible who may
not these

34: 1-10, Matthew

on

of authority:

authority among his communities by persuading
them to accept his point of view. He does not try to coerce his
converts. His persuasion is based on his capacity to convince
them, by word and example, that he desires for them only what the
gospel requires... his instructions to his converts are generally
Paul exercises

After Acts 13:13, most of the phrases have Paul as the central leader. Luke states that it was
or "Paul and his companions." In chapter 16, it is Paul who receives the
vision to go to Macedonia. The rest of the group follows him immediately, "concluding that God
had called us to preach the gospel to them" (16:10). Alexander Strauch also notes that Paul was a
"first among equals" in his team. He was the "chief speaker and dynamic leader." And Peter was
also a "first among his equals" (Strauch 1995:45,47).

"Paul and Bamabas,"
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couched in terms of appeal and exhortation rather than command
and decree (1994:180, 181).
Here

again there

type leader. However,
God while

no

a

a

support from scripture for

a

domineering,

control

firm, vision-casting leader who exercises authority from

building others up

also affirms
who need

a

is

is in

keeping with

a

biblical value of leadership. It

culturally appropriate pattem of security and strength for the sheep

strong shepherd. Might

one

simply stop

at this

point

and determine

that the caudillo is sufficient with the addition of the servant aspect of leadership?
The servant aspect is
there is much

more

only a portion of the collaborative model. Furthermore,

to

develop

biblical role model. Thus, it is
and ascertain its

in one's
now

understanding

of a servant leader and

important to tum to the

development and possible

use

for

collaborative model

leadership

in Ecuador.

The Collaborative Model

The Historical

Development

Beginning

in the 1 960s, three

particular theories, representative

several others, initiated what could be considered the collaborative

paradigm.

There

were

the twentieth century,

others who wrote in

possibly leading to

however, provided the rise of the

most

a

similar

these

manner

leadership

in earlier decades of

major theories.

significant research

among

The 1960s,

in this

paradigm.^^

Stuart Crainer notes authors, such as Mary Parker Follet, who were writing on participative
leadership themes as early as the 1930s. Some of this literature was largely ignored, however,
until the emerging emphasis on human relations in the 1950s and 1960s. Peter Drucker was
particularly influenced by Follet's work (2000: 69-72).
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Theory X and Theory Y

Douglas McGregor proposed the management paradigms of Theory X
based

Theory Y,
in

implicit
parallels

about human nature and human behavior

previous management literature

and

much of the caudillo model of Latin

people have

an

largely by

practice. Theory X,

America, essentially

inherent dislike for work and must be coerced,

closely supervised

can see

assumptions

on

in order to

and

perform well.

In this

paradigm

which

states that

manipulated
a

or

leader operates

control of others and is unable to trust them for self-achievement. One

the

parallels

between

Theory X and the dominant controlling

caudillo-

type leadership.

Theory

Y

on

the other

hand, begins with the premise that people

self-directed and creative if properly motivated. It believes that

capacity to
They

be creative and

can

work

do not have to be controlled

empowered to
managers

are

together to

solve

by their superiors,

work in horizontal servant-to-servant

able to lead

abilities to leam

along

by example, delegation

with them

people

can

be

have the

organizational problems.

but

can

be trusted and

relationships. Theory

Y

and trust in their subordinates'

(McGregor 1960:33-57). Theory

Y is thus the

antithesis of the caudillo model.

System 4

Leadership

Rensis Likert

developed

expanded the concepts proposed
Likert

arranged his

authoritarian to the

a

systems approach

in

Theory

X and

4 systems of organization

participative styles

on a

to

management that further

Theory

Y. Like

McGregor,

continuum from the

of leadership.

System

1 is

exploitive
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authoritative, in which the manager exercises maximum authority in all settings
and has

no

confidence in his

authoritative, where the

or

her subordinates.

manager still exercises

confidence and trust with

subordinates, such

consultative, where the leader shows

subordinates, but still wishes
group

style,

authority,

complete

System 4

perceive

under the

a

close

Theory

With all the

making methods,
leader in

plays

a

a

in

to

contingent
emphasis

Likert is

System

key role

parallel

X

4

making

quick

approach.

training

point

The

out that

as

In

optimal.

equally

One

46,47.)

in that systems 1 and 2 fall

Theory

Y

quadrant.

and group decision

there still is

together

a

place

for the

in the system.

consulted and all

not indicate that every member will have

final outcome of each decision

her

or

is accountable for all decisions and

superior

subordinates to work
are

3 is

participative

1967: 3-40,

participative management
to

System

(1) supportive

and systems 3 and 4 match the

on

condescending

and group methods of supervision, and

McGregor's approach

Furthermore, while all members

valued, it does

is the

systems approach that Likert proposes

group decision

a

confidence and trust in subordinates

(3) high performance goals for the organization (Likert
can

but has

respect and confidence in his

this system, three basic concepts of management include:

relationships, (2)

is benevolent

master to servant.

to maintain control.

where the leader shows

at all times. It is this last

more

as

System 2

an

opinions

equal

are

highly

influence in the

(1967:3-59).

The 9.9 Team Management Stvle

Continuing

in the mode of McGregor and Likert, and

decade, Blake and Mouton

came

up wdth the

writing

in the

same

managerial grid to explain styles

of
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leadership
scale of 1
on

and to discem the best mode for team management. On
to

the scale represents

an

a

manager has for

production and people

in this system is indifferent and his

"See

organization.

1 .9 manager shows

no

a

evil

or

speak no

maximum

in the

importance.

control

over

in

concem

concem

for

for

and

concem

for

production.

stagnate by conforming
team

This

more

people.

emphasis

This is the

is the

concem

quantity

and

and

production

or

and Mouton

the caudillo role.

people

with

a

fairly high

right

hand

concem

level of
that

theory
comer

for

people

of tmst and respect while at the

goal-oriented

and seeks

to

can

is the 9.9
and

Blake and Mouton recommend. It centers

"It is

are

organizational management person.

to the status quo. At the upper

reaching high performance goals.

results of high

on

is the "middle of the road"

developing interdependent relationships
time

for

This

production.

compliant people (Blake

grid

grid style

style that

in the

This type of manager operates

management grid style, which focuses maximum

production.

low

The manager

pleasant relationships

1978:12, 16-74). This grid style parallels the theory X

This manager attempts to balance

extreme

simply to stay

and little for

people

places

obedient and

The 5.5 in the middle of the

an

on

.

evil" would be the motto of this manager. A

A 9. 1 manager

efficiency in operation than

1 1

production.

organization.

her motivation is

country-club mentality where good feelings

by exercising

and for

people

impoverished management approach with

level of concem for both

of primary

grid with a

9, Blake and Mouton arranged the various styles of leadership based

the levels of concem that

is the

a

on

same

gain

quality through participation, involvement,

commitment, and conflict-solving" (Blake and Mouton 1978:12, 75-120). Philip

Selznick, coming from

a

development of character. "Goal-setting,
framed in the

language of character

'do' in order to become what
Characteristics and
The

perspectives
model in

a

or

if it is

identity,

want to 'be'"

general.

are

though these

that

is, it tells

a

team

A Team-Oriented Leader with

not

comprehensive,
help

characteristics

ability

painful),

to

articulate

to use

a

to

fulfill

by

not

are

on a

a common

Kets de

vision

Vries,

of the future,

impression management

to

build networks, to empower followers, and

reality-based" (Kets
this leader

seems

to

share
to

compatible

attribute of the

caudillo-typQ

in the caudillo

model, and

between the two models.

but rather

a

arranged

major

in

an

order

leader who works

a

team-oriented, visionaiy

goal. Returning

at this

one

a

leader is

one

who has

(frequently

's vision with followers, to

italics).

with the charismatic,

point,

a

make choices

leader. However, the

to the

team-oriented, visionary

keep the perspectives

de Vies 1993: 14, author's

to be

should

define the collaborative

leader is also evident in his summary. In this estimation,

"the

we

setting.

Collaborative models of leadership focus

attributes of leadership stressed

what

Shared Vision

a

type leader who enables others

us

is

(Selznick 1984:144).

they do begin with a significant attribute,

shared vision in

with the

of the Collaborative Model

characteristics

Even

goal setting

institutionally meaningful,

lifted out of leadership literature that

of preference,
toward

we

Perspectives

following

also equates

sociological approach,

team

The

of followers

visionary aspect

visionary,

or

of

guiding

aspect is sorely missing

noticeable, distinct

contrast occurs
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Warren Bennis centers much of liis definition of leadership
of a

visionary leader who

that the old
The

new

enables others to achieve

of leadership focused

paradigm

order, however, should focus

empower."

A

a

more on

more on

on

the concept

shared vision. He believes

"control, order,

"acknowledge,

and

predict."

create, and

visionary leader must acknowledge the reality of the organizational

environment and not attempt to control it. He

growth and leaming,

rather than

or

she must create

mandating others,

to succeed or fail. "You have to be

involved,"

down edicts and vision statements, but in fact

opportunities

for

and allow others the freedom

states

Bennis, "not simply sending

translating the

idea of

empowerment into organizational realities" (Bennis 1999:185-187).
In The
team

Leadership Challenge,

leadership

is

developed through a

team members. For

them, building

"Tmst is built when

we

behavior

we

a

direct

tmst is

the

essence

(1997: 167). Sharing

challenge

Robert House also adds

a

of fostering collaboration.

to the

a

vision and

caudillo model.

element does have its

a

place

area.

This type

shared vision for the future. This

subordinates transform their

commitment to the overall vision

trust among

charismatic element to this type of

of charismatic leader articulates well

helps

subsequent

building

transformational, visionary leader in his extensive research in this

charismatic nature

visionary

shared vision that builds tmst among the

make ourselves vulnerable to others whose

can't control"

team members is

Kouzes and Pozner affirm that

(House

et al.

organizations

2002:3-10).

in the collaborative

paradigm

and mobilize

A charismatic

when it contributes to

a
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shared vision and the empowerment of others. Without this shared \ision. the

charismatic leader could tend to abuse
Ines

Figueroa,

a

authority,

in the caudillo model.

as

Puerto Rican who has had

experience

as a

administrator, seminary professor and pastor, encourages pastors
leaders in Latin America to lead

playing

every

together

in

instrument,

harmony.

America in the
a

a

as a

leader must be able to direct the musicians to

twenty-first century.

The effective leader then is much
a

leader who

and work well with them like

a

can

more

than

delegate

conductor of an

(Figueroa 1999:124-127).

J. Richard Hackman would agree that there

orchestra conductor
efficient and
use

talents and

and

play

This is the type of leader that she envisions for Latin

authority, develop others,

able to

and Christian

conductor of an orchestra. Rather than

charismatic, ambitious type leader, but rather

orchestra

business

saves

image

for

precious

leadership.

With

rehearsal time.

are

one

positive aspects

person in

of the musicians because

prearranged system

and each musician is

they

a

musician and

collaborative team
a

section

has lots of room to
score, and do

so

player

improvise,

in

approach.

a

more

to

jazz

give

also

a

prescribed

way to the overall

band would better

symphony orchestra," he

supervision

a

jazz

asserts. "The former

whereas the latter must follow

like jazz musicians"

are

also stifle the

"It is the difference between

under the direct and constant

leaders should be

a

can

have to fit into

expected

direction of the conductor. Thus, he believes that
characterize

charge it is highly

Extremely gifted individuals

their talents and abilities. However, the orchestra

creativity

of the

exactly

a

detailed

of a conductor. Team

(Hackman 2005 : 1 4 1 ). Whether

one
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prefers the metaphor of an orchestra conductor
the overall

point

is

of working

one

working together under
affirming this

as a

a

leader,

together in harmony and teamwork with

shared vision.

foundational

that of a jazz ensemble

or

Hackman, Figueroa and others

principle

of collaborative

all

are

leadership.

A Servant Leader

earlier, the concept of a servant-leader would be

As noted

incomprehensible to
people

the caudillo worldview. The idea that

leader exists for the

and not the other way around would indeed be difficult for those

up in any authoritarian tradition, hi Servant

asserted that to be
uses

a

the

phrase

a

great leader,

"first among

Instead of a "lone

ranger"

Greenleaf advocates

a

one

equals"

or a

Leadership,

must be

as a

Robert Greenleaf

servant first

(1 977: 1 3). Greenleaf

point for the

servant leader model.

a

focal

central chief who makes all the decisions,

leader who is first and yet values others

takes his model from the Roman

equals"). Thus,

rather than

hierarchical and

more

a

brought

phrase, ''primus

inter pares''

chief sitting atop the

pyramid,

as

equals.

("first

He

among

the structure is less

horizontal, with equality among members (1977:61-71).

Greenleaf believes that the traditional, hierarchical structure of a lone
chief on top of a
because the new,
overcome

one

pyramid

reduces the number of truly effective leaders. This is

emerging

leaders have to wait

the leaders above them in the

has to be boss in order to be

truly

pyramid.

effective

type of structure, the future largely depends
Greenleaf describes this structural problem

on

and

long
It

struggle

gives

(1977:65).

the

much to

erroneous

idea that

With the hierarchical

the lone chief atop the totem

prevalent

in Westem

society:

pole.
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is much complaining about too few leaders. We
have too few because most institutions are structured so that only a
few only one at a time can emerge. With one person at the top,
the full scope of leadership is limited to that one person, no matter
how large the institution. As we have become a nation of large

Everywhere there

-

-

institutions

(nothing wrong with that, per se) we have
progressively limited the opportunity for leaders to emerge
our conventional design provides for
only one (1977:64).
As mentioned

paradigm,

earlier, the

would contrast

servant

because

leader aspect of the collaborative

sharply with the caudillo model.

The first among

equals paradigm does allow for a central leader while also developing

nurturing

others of equal

The leader is in

and yet

charge

subordinates. The "in

standing using

somewhat

a

sincerely values

more

horizontal structure.

and solicits the

input of

charge" aspect may be implicit in the minds

of

Ecuadorians, whereas the equality of relationships between leader and
may be

a

coercion

challenging concept.

to do one's

best (De Free

Peter

added

The servant leader also leads not

manipulation of others,

or

a new

Senge,

a

mind

or

recipient

for all modem
see

and

example

to

inspiration

of Greenleaf s servant leader model,

that systems

picture

whole

thinking

paradigm.

is

a

and the interrelated parts

(1990:68). Senge explains:

because it is the

leaming disciplines

seeing parts

asserts

the whole

thinking the fifth discipline

mind from

and

conceptual

of this book. All

seeing wholes,

from

are

a

or

the static

that underlies

concemed with

as

shift of

"I call systems

comerstone

seeing people

In his

necessary

organizations. Systems thinking requires

"snapshots" that make up the

all of the five

through

through persuasion

dimension to the servant aspect of the collaborative

paradigm to

servant

1997:25,26).

book. The Fifth Discipline, Senge

prerequisite

but rather

and

a

shift of

helpless

reactors
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to

seeing them

present to

active

participants in shaping their reahty,

from reactmg to the

creating the future" (1990:69).

Senge
to

as

describes the five

lifelong leaming on the

ingrained assumptions

or

discipUnes

individual level,

as:

1) personal mastery,

mental

2)

a

models, which

commitment

are

images that help influence the way we view the world,

3) shared vision building, which includes vision, goals and values that
and

by all,

deeply

are

4) team leaming. Collaborative leaming begins with dialogue

genuine "thinking together." "Team leaming
teams, not individuals,

are

the fundamental

is

cannot leam"

(1990:5-10).

and

a

vital," observes Senge, "because

leaming unit in modem organizations.

This is where 'the mbber meets the road"; unless teams

organization

shared

can

leam, the

And number five is the

discipline

of

systems thinking, which helps tie all the five disciplines together by seeing the
five

as

part of the whole picture.
A servant leader who collaborates well with others must therefore be able

the whole and its interrelated parts. Leaders should

to see

aspect

as

the

mechanical

major driving force,

mass

production. Rather,

it up when he says: "The

longer view

one

in the way that the rationalistic model viewed

part that makes up the whole through
sums

no

the

new

team

paradigm

leaming

and

sees

the whole and each

personal mastery. Senge

leaming organization cannot support personal

mastery without supporting personal mastery in all aspects of life" (1990:307).
A Transformational Leader

Continuing

in the collaborative

describing a transforming type

mindset, James MacGregor Bums began

of leader in the 1970s.

They began

to

draw

a
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distinction between two important terms: transformational and transactional

leadership.
in

Transformational

leadership emphasizes the development of people

relationship with each other,

impersonal, mechanical
emphasis
more on

processes of leadership.

of transactional

the

whereas transactional

leadership,

important,

whereas transformational

but transformational

deeper reality in leadership

a

of human conduct and ethical
effect

on

both"

Transformational

leadership

defines

aspnation

prestige

"power not

relationship in which two

views

recognition

property

or

over

entity

bear in the

arrogantly claiming,
as

a

persons engage with

another to

higher

levels

moral dimension to it.

use

of power in

a

"I

am

or

possession

process" (Bums

the party. Rather than

the

exploiting

1978:

challenges

party,"

leadership.

others, transformational
but

persons tap motivational bases in

found in the caudillo model that tends to be

people

a

of both leader and led, and thus it has

The transformational model of leadership

Rather than

leads the way to

moral in that it raises the level

also redefines the

or

as a

or more

bring varying resources to

nature

are

(Bums 1978:20).

leadership

Instead of holding status,

one

Bums believes that it has

morality."

transforming leadership ultimately becomes

transforming

leadership focuses

done.' Both

one or more

way that leaders and followers raise

of motivation and

and

leadership

done' is the

namely that of human relationships. According to

-

Bums, transforming leadership "occurs when
others in such

deals with the

'Getting the job

development of the people who 'get the job

necessary and

"But

leadership

more

the

as a

one

another

15).

dysfunctional

narcissistic in nature.

the transformational leader
others to meet one's desire for
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power and

prestige,

the transformational leader

others to realize their

Stogdill,

potential

in

reaching

uses

conmion

goals. According to

"the transformational leader asks followers to transcend their

interests for the good of the group,

longer-term

needs to

and to become

more aware

of what is

or

seminar

see

society;

followers

setting.

development must not only take place
It must go

beyond to

provide

none

society

is

society and

some

numerous

is

of the most

predictive

more common or

powerful

cues

in the national church must

notes

resources

that

modeling

in social

leaming

that influence behavior at any

effective than the actions of others"

a

key part of the leaming

concluding this section,

the

given

(Bandura

are

there in

process. This is the role of a servant

leader who is able to mentor others and lead
In

in the

the realm of experience in

1977:87). Helping Ecuadorians follow the positive role models that
the

are

role models in action. New leaders must be able to model the

"Of the

moment,

self-

rather than their needs of the moment;

behavior of a transformational leader. Albert Bandura
determinants

own

to consider their

really important. Hence,

modeled behavior. Ecuadorian leaders in
be able to

or

Bass and

(Bass and Stogdill 53).

This type of leadership
classroom

organization,

develop themselves,

converted into leaders"

theory.

correctly b}' allowing

power

by example.

following

characteristics and

perspectives

summarize the collaborative model of leadership:
1

.) Developing
a

a

team

with

a

visionary

leader who works well with others toward

shared vision (Kets de Vies 1993:14);

2.) Empowering and developing others (Bennis 1999:185-187);
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3.) Building trust

4.) Developing

among all members of the team

(Kouzes and

servant leaders who will serve as "first among

Pozner

1995:185);

equals" (Greenleaf

1977:61-67);
5.) Persuading by inspiring and

coercing

not

or

manipulating (De Pree

1997:25,26);
6.) Seeing the whole

and the parts that make up the whole in systems

thinking

(Senge 1990:68);
7.) Transforming relationships through motivation
moral level

8.) Changing
who is

jazz

an

of others to reach

a

higher

(Bums 1978:20);

the

image

enabler,

a

of a leader from

facilitator,

ensemble leader

a

one

coach,

a

who is macho

maestro,

an

or

dominant to

one

orchestra conductor

or a

(Bennis 1999:189-192; Figueroa 1999:124-127);

9.) Developing positive role models who will be able

to mentor

others and lead

by example (Bandura 1977:87).
The Collaborative Model: Ecuadorian Cultural Concems
One

area

of concem for the collaborative model in Ecuador is the

dimension of power distance index,

explained

as

Power distance refers to "the extent the less

organizations

within

a

subordinates expect and

more

equally

a

a

powerftil

study by

Geert Hofstede.

members of institutions and

country expect and accept that power is distributed

unequally" (Hofstede 1997:28).

to followers. In

in

even

A

large

desire

an

power distance

unequal

occurs

when

distribution of power from leader

small power distance ratio, the subordinates expect to be treated

and less

authoritatively.

Hofstede cites

an

IBM

study

on

50

67

countries, which shows Ecuador's
Latin American countries
out of the

highest
the

ranking

(power distance index)

fairly high.

fifty countries

of 38 for the US and

management in Ecuador
will

as

PDI

with

a

a

For

instance, Ecuador ranked eighth

PDI of 78,

PDI of 40.

as

than

Thus, participative

or

collaborative

must take into account that both leaders and followers

The subordinates will

likely expect their leader to tell them what to

concluded his

for instance with

compared

probably expect a fairly high power distance ratio.

more

and that of other

do. Phil Thomton

study on Colombian leaders by acknowledging this large power

distance ratio. "For the Protestant leader to be successful in
message, he must be at

a

social level at least

equal

to or,

communicating

his

better, slightly higher

than, that of his audience" (Thomton 1984:240).
Does this negate

or

deeply

alter the collaborative

No, the perception of a leader who is superior and
need to

occur

a

rather

treats the subordinates well and

as

superior. However,

degenerate

into

development

high

power distance

attempts

to

an

the

challenge

as

redemptive

long

as

the leader

society will

most

likely view the

for the caudillo model is not to

abusive power that does not take into consideration the

of the team, human

relationships,

Lianne Roembke, in her work

this issue. She

ratio,

To be sure,

do what is best for them and the

A follower in the Ecuadorian

organization.

leader.

in the unredeemed caudillo model. But the

element could still hold

in Ecuador?

authoritative does not

imply an authoritarian, abusive, "power-grabbing"

the latter does

leader

more

paradigms

provides

a

helpful

and the

organization.

conceming multicultural

teams, addresses

corrective for abusive power while also
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affirming the importance of "creative" or positive power within a collaborative
that

setting,

leadership,
is"

being multicultural

teams.

27

However, there is

'creative' aspect to
several biblical

wisely,

Because

necessary in any

are

discussing the

affirms, "power in and of itself is

she

(Roembke 2000:32).

balances

teams. In

fallen race, proper checks and

well. "There is also

power

One is able to

power for the

Jesus who modeled and

as

use

Joseph who

rose

to

as

a

taught the appropriate use

power

one can

produces unity,"

leam how to

use

power for

facilitate the competence of others, not promote

37). Thus the

concem

understanding

an

way, the leader

creative

unity

for

a

uses

use

A leader

his

or

her

as a

servant

example

"Creative

use

of

this power to

can use

ratio is not

as

difficult when

of power within the confines of a collaborative,

can use

power for

authority to

in the team and the

and used it

feelings of inadequacy" (2000:36,

higher power distance

appropriate

servant leader model.

good.

asserts Roembke. "Team leaders

position

of power

same

a

She cites

good.

power

leader, and the apostle Paul who taught and followed the

(2000:35). Thus,

in multicultural

organizational structure, especially

such

examples,

a

of power in

evil; but the abuse of power

positive aspect to

a

power."

humanity is

not

use

good

become

an

without

abusing

enabler who

helps

it. In this

build

body of Christ.

some of those checks and balances of power. They include: "growth in selfwell-functioning multicultural team, in which all members have the freedom to
Leaders who are
express their opinion, form decisions and share the weight of responsibility
aware of the various cultural pattems of logic, the needs and values of the team members,

Roembke describes

awareness

a

...

.

especially the

host

work of God's

167).

culture, and who

Spirit,

will not be

as

are

.

.

servant-leaders modeled after Jesus and sensitive to the

prone to abuse the power

they

exercise"

(Roembke 2000: 166,
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At this

model in

point

one

might raise

light of its perceived

feminine

machista culture. The machista

significantly related to the
culture would need

leader while also

a

another concem, the

image

w^as

noted earlier

caudillo model.

Leaders

echo

a

image of leadership.

strong call for

servant leader with

a

as a

brought up

of authority in

a

a

in

one

complete

The authors of collaborative

mentioned above assert,

a

approach

and

servant leader

and service. Thus, these authors would

a

a

machista
be

a

servant

As

break from the

leadership

re-imaging from the machista, domineering

team

a

machista culture?
a

in

cultural component

reorientation to the servant mindset. Could

maintaining positions

servant

quality (cooperation and modesty)

indicated above, the collaborative model would suggest
machista

adequacy of the

would all

mindset to

a

shared \'ision. As Roembke and others

can

maintain

answer

a

balance between power

the above

question affirmatively.

Later, in chapter five, this question will be reconsidered under the implications
section with the

input

from the interview and survey

respondents.

Biblical Considerations for the Collaborative Model
The collaborative model is

images
tmst,

found in

with many themes, values and

scripture. Sharing the vision, empowering others, developing

delegating responsibility

values

compatible

(Exodus 18;

and

leading

Matthew 20:25-28;

as a

servant are most

Ephesians 4:29-32).

certainly biblical

The biblical concept

Hofstede further explains these terms as another comparative polarity found in cultures. Here
The former concems more
are evaluated on the basis of masculinity versus femininity.
assertive qualities such as advancing in one's job placement. The latter includes more relational

cultures

emphasis such as developing cooperative working relationships. In the IBM study, Ecuador
placed fairly high on the masculinity index, fourteenth out of the fifty countries surveyed
(1997:81-85).
As mentioned earlier, one example of the machista image in Latin America is foimd in Eugene
Nida, Understanding Latin Americans (1974:53-60).
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of collaboration, however, has

simple

act of working well

a

much

together in a team.

underscores the type of collaboration

community
biblical

of God

or

the purpose of kingdom

a

living

One theme

or

beyond

the

image that

is that of the

From the Old Testament to the New, the

transformed

body

and mission within

its values and

which goes

espoused in the Bible

family of God.

community of God is

community receives

deeper emphasis,

family,

or

who is set apart for

non-kingdom world.

a

paradigms not from the

This

world in which it lives,

but from the Savior and Lord who has redeemed it and called it to himself (Driver
The

1997:16-36).

darkness." This
Christ for all

"community of saints" is

a

"holy living,"

to be

"light

holy living is possible through the transformed power and

(Van Engen

believers into

called to

1 996: 1 09- 1 1 1 ).

goal

love of

Thus, the Bible calls the community of

transforming ministry for all

In the Bible the final

in

of God's

creation.

saving

intention is the

transformation of all creation. The biblical vision calls the

people
reality in its own midst. The
antisocial and corrupt systems of society with coercive violence,
the desire to dominate, and economic greed cannot be attacked
more decisively than by the formation of a counter society in its
midst... In reality, the biblical images of the church can only be
radically understood in a church committed to be God's contrast
society in the world (Driver 1997:21,22).
of God first to live out this

new

-

-

One of the passages that

the biblical

people,

a

light."
was

well the collaborative

community transforms society

royal priesthood,

declare the

explains

praises

This

verse

a

holy nation,

a

manner

is 1 Peter 2:9. "But you

in which

are a

people belonging to God,

chosen

that you may

of him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful
is

a

direct quote from Exodus 19:6, where the Israelite nation

first called to be God's

kingdom

of priests and

a

holy

nation. Peter

applies
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this

understanduig to the church in the New Testament era and helps provide the

continuity of this theme from the
it is clear that this
unto

him for

a

community belongs to God

ministry of proclamation to

priesthood portrays a body
equality of relationships.
of God

Old to the New Testament.

(Ephesians

4:11

of the Reformation in

of priests who

Each

13).^�

a

as a

chosen people who is

separated

dark world. The concept of a

are

royal

in union wdth Christ and live

has valuable

one

From this passage,

gifts

for service in the

m

kingdom

The

"priesthood of all behevers," became the

cry

attempting to

reactivate the truth that every Christian is

a

,

part of this priestly order (Stevens 1999:173-181).
Could this concept of royalty

give

an

authoritarian connotation? Not at

all. In its context and in relation to Exodus 19:6, the

the

community belongs to

King.

Verse 9 is

disobedient

as

a

God and is to live in obedience to Christ

contrast with the

stumbling

on

by the

ultimate

king,

Christ

authoritarian manner, but in
and

priesthood

are

priests, prophets
Howard
discussion

Snyder
on

have direct

a

kings,

priests

and

kings

who submit to and
not lead in

by the

ultimate

King,

who

serve

deduces three central truths of ministry from this text that
to

equality of relationships. First,

it

are

an

submissive way. Paul Stevens asserts that

led

royalty

community

of

and transform the

apply

to the above

means

"a// believers

compares with Heb. 4:16, which declares that all
the throne of grace with confidence." Second, all Christians ''are

Godr This

Christians may "approach
to each other." This is the

priests

are

combined here to communicate the concept of a

and

the ultimate

section where Peter portrays the

(Ephesians 5:21). They do

collaborative ministries and

access

preceding

as

asserts that

the rock, the chief cornerstone, which is Christ.

Thus, all members of Christ's body
led

royal priesthood

point

balancing truth that guards against excessive individualism,

which says that since we have Christ we do not need each other. Thus, this text makes it vitally
clear that we do need each other. Third, the ''priesthood is not just for the internal life of the

church: it is for the world.'" The church then is "commissioned to be heralds and servants to the
world, and to gather up the world's burdens and concems and present them to God in prayer and
intercession"

(Snyder 1983:170-172).
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world. "Taken

together the threefold office

the church and the world.

.

.

Priests care,

passage

for all to

gifts within the body.

their

passive compliant followers but share

discerning the
In this

serve

and

mind of the

Be

lead"

m

(188).

among believers and the need

"Believers in the

family of God

leadership, decision-making

Head, Chrisf (Stevens 1999:184,

community of transformed believers, the

care

their flocks

in

ministr>'

prophets proclaun and kmgs

emphasizes the equality

Furthermore, this
use

expresses every member

and

185).^^

leaders

for their flocks. 1 Peter 5:1-3 commands the

are not

are

shepherds

shepherds

to

care

who
for

by serving them.
of God's flock that is under your care, serving as
not because you must, but because you are willing,

shepherds

overseers

-

as

God wants you to be; not greedy for money, but eager to serve; not
lording it over those entrusted to you but being examples to the
flock.

Shepherds
lording

it

by God.^^

in the

over

kingdom

of God must not be

others. Rather,

Jesus also

they

greedy

must be eager to

taught his disciples that they

leaders who "lord it over" their

subjects. "Instead,

or

domineering,

serve

and

willing

as

in

to be used

should not be like the Gentile
whoever wants to become

Stevens summarizes well the three-fold office of prophet, priest and king as they relate to all
Christians in service of the one true King. "What do prophets do? Their work is discerning,
that justice is done, revealing outcomes the very thing God's

^'

communicating, exposing, seeing
Their work is bridge building,
people can do in corporations and homes. What do priests do?
grace again what the whole of
faith,
bringing
blessing,
evoking
meaning,
mediating, expressing
God's people is able to do in the world. What do kings do? King work is ruling, organizing,
planning, providing, nurturing, integrating, settling arguments, solving problems, co-ordinating,
expediting, consummating again ways that God's people serve in so-called secular occupations,
in church and in the home" (Stevens 1999:189).
-

-

-

katakyrieud, (lord it over) is used only four times in the New Testament, twice
of Matthew 20:25 and Mark 10:42, where Jesus taught his disciples
passages
comparable
not to lead like the Gentile rulers who "lord it over" the people; once when a man with an evil
Peter 5:3
spirit overpowered the sons of Sceva and mastered them (Acts 19:16); and once here in 1
The
care.
their
to
entrusted
"lord
it
over"
those
not
to
kata,
are
exhorted
where elders
prefix,
The Greek word,

in the

clearly gives "a negative force and implies that the princes exercise their rule to their own
advantage and contrary to the interests and well-being of the people" (Brown 1976:519).
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must be your

great among you
slave of all"
come

same manner

many." According to Rardin,

self-sacrificing and nurturing.

.

as one

-

equips

humility,
God's

responsibilities to
1997:

and

145,146).

pride

not

people

He

.

or

humbly

serves

4:1

1-12)

(Exodus 18:13-27;

dark world

helps

"empathic, caring,

taught

and demonstrated

"The

metaphor

of the

paradigm to
one

writings) implies

a

community

transformed

or

of

leadership style

This type of servant leader
and

delegates

Acts

6:1-7) (Bilezikian

other Christians in the

body become

salt

(Matthew 5:13-16).

Therefore, the collaborative model (as reviewed earlier in the
ecclesiastical

for

rather than dominate. Their demeanor

(Ephesians

This type of leader
a

serve

a ransom

the purpose of God in the lives

arrogance" (1998:76).

for service

in

his life "as

exemplified by the apostles.

other believers

light to people

gives

this type of sers^ant leader is

apostles flowed from a desire to

exuded

who

Rinehart also affirms that Jesus

(2001 :97).

this type of leadership, later

the

Jesus indicated that he himself had

(Mark 10:43, 44). Moreover,

to serve in the

of others"

servant, and whoever wants to be first must be

non-

asserts several values found in the biblical

of God, and yet the Bible goes much

community that

lives in

harmony

beyond

that

and submission to

another and in submission and obedience to Christ, who is the head

(Matthew

28:18; Ephesians 2:20). In this community, leaders and followers live by the
same

values and

norms

of Christ. The true

the head of all; members

beautifully

sums

is determined

are

considered

up the biblical

portrait

by the "Servant-King."

authority comes

from Christ who is

equal (Strauch 1995:168).
of the

community of God

Rene Padilla

whose

identity
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The concrete result of Jesus' sacrifice for the sake of others, the
culmination of which was reached in the Cross, is this community

patterned after the Servant-King; a community in which each
member gives according to his means and receives according to his
needs, since 'it is more blessed to give than to receive' (Acts 2:45:
4:34-35; 20:35); a community in which racial, cultural, social, and
even sexual barriers disappear, since 'Christ is all, and in all' (Col.
3:11; Gal. 3:28); a community of reconciliation with God and
reconciliation among men (Ephesians 2: 1 1-22); and a community,
finally, that serves as a base for the resistance against the
conditioning of 'the present evil age' and makes it possible for
Jesus' disciples to live in the world without being of the world
(Padilla 1985:23).
After

exploring the development of the

biblical and extra-biblical sources, it is

now

collaborative model

through

important to tum to the final

section

in this review of the literature. Is there evidence that the collaborative model is

operative

in

some

A Collaborative

form in the Ecuadorian

society

and national church?

Development within Ecuador

In recent years, the emergence of a collaborative type

within the Ecuadorian

reality.

society

is

attempting,

stmggling,

Several authors, conferences and debates have been

of decentralizing the country with
allows the

people

as one

in all levels of society.

entrenched in

a

a more

participative

model

to become

given

on

the

a

subject

model of government that

voice and vote. The Ecuadorian authors of this movement

propose this model

"

and often

leadership

that will better meet the needs of leaders and followers

Will this model

actually

be effective in

strongly centralized autocracy? Only time will

a

society long

tell. It is

example, Orlando Alci'var Santos writes, "Centralism must undergo an integral
metamorphosis toward a profound decentralization, giving birth to autonomies. 'No one, not even
the least informed members of Congress, would affirm that the coimtry should stay as it is'" (as
quoted in Ojeda Segovia 2000:123, 124, author's translation).
As

an
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important to analyze this new development in understanding organizational
models and

leadership training in Ecuador.

Decentralization has been
1800s

a

(Real Lopez 1998:21,22).

example,

a

of the country in

more

(Segovia 1-8). However,
movement

it

redistribution of property and income

Authors

began to

write about

a

decentralization

occurrences.^^

are now common

of decentralization and

amended to make

room

Characteristics of this

for

privatization.

more

by giving

decentralized
on

Laws have been

The constitution

passed to

reach

was even

autonomy and decentralization of govemment.^^

Development

This model attempts to decentralize
processes

or

by making

discussions and conferences

goal

modernize

attempted to

State.^"^ Newspaper articles, panel

the

passed to

not until the 1990s that the decentralization

was

gained momentum.

a

were

late

regionalized autonomy

into the national life

efficient in

early as the

even as

a more

land reform of 1964

integrate the campesino (mral peasant)
agricultural companies

of discussion

In the 1960s and 1970s laws

help promote the modernization
of resources. For

topic

autonomous

to overcome the traditional

resources

government

history of "only

and

to various

one

decision-making

regions.

jefe (boss)."

It is

an

attempt

Lucrecia Vela Witt,

A few examples include: Marco Antonio Guzman, Descentralizacion, Autonomi'as v Solidaridad
Nacional. (Decentralization. Autonomy and National Solidarity, 2001); Miguel Hemandez Teran,
Descentralizacion, (Decentralization. 1 998); and Byron Real Lopez, Descentralizacion v
Participacion Social, (Decentralization and Social Participation 1998).
Lautaro

Ojeda Segovia gives
covered in

several

examples of positive

trends towards decentralization and

newspaper articles. Ojeda Segovia also campaigns in favor of
the decentralization of the Ecuadorian govemment (Ojeda Segovia 2000:123-128).

autonomy

as

numerous

Hugo Ordofiez Espinosa reports that key changes towards a more democratic, participative and
decentralized govemment occurred in the constitution of 1998 (Ord6nez Espinosa 1999:41-65).
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a

community leader,

will

help

overcome

believes that

the

a more

autonomous, decentralized govemment

cormption that plagues

the Ecuadorian

She asserts that this type of govemment "does not
solo jefe,

(only

one

boss) who,

many

permit the dependence

times, looks for his

in Mella 1999:159, author's

(as quoted

Ordonez

the

people have

representatives

of the

own

Espinoza,
often

personal benefit"

one

a

participative

element in

problem in Ecuador is that

forgotten the human source

responsibilities. They have forgotten the very people who have
therefore the govemment ceased to be

on un

translation).

A second characteristic of this model encourages

leadership. According to

society in general.

participative

with the

even

of their

elected them and

common

people

(1999:10,1 1). Byron Real Lopez adds the social dimension to the participative
element.

For

him, decentralization and social participation are complementary

processes that reinforce each other

that

"actively

mutually. They

should be part of one system

involves all social sectors in the jurisdictional,

political,

cultural and

social economic levels of society with the purpose of making better conditions of
life for all Ecuadorians"

(1997:85).

A third characteristic of this model that appears in the Ecuadorian social-

political writings
Adoum,
and

are

an

is that of respect and

advocate of decentralization,

respectful country

respected

black

man

equal opportunity

as

adults,

for all

a woman as a

and the mestizo

are none more

peoples.

privileged

as

passionately

"I believe in
man, the poor

the white

than children"

man:

a

for all.

describes his desire of a just

country where young people

as

the rich, the Indian, the

that is to say

(2000:31 1,

Jorge Enrique

a

author's

country where there

translation).

In his
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concept of decentralization, Lautaro Ojeda Segovia proposes
leaders that "learns

respect every human being, insisting

to

on

between

dialogue

a

the value and

primacy of the person over the ambition of power and wealth and to respect the
values and cultures of everyone"
obstacles to

a

the need for

overcoming

an

a

authoritarian

passionate

govemment, while negatively

style

call for

a

and stmcture of govemment. He

participative,

implying that this has yet to

point fi"om Echeverria leads to

all the rhetoric, is there evidence that the

leadership

is

becoming

been enacted to create
do laws guarantee

a

reality

a more

decentralized form of

be

accomplished

in

create

or

question.

an

in Ecuador? As mentioned

changes

above, laws have

in the pattems of behavior of govemment

country? Miguel

Hemandez Teran

answers

this

"Has the Modemization of the State led to decentralization and

constitutional reform of January 16, 1996"
For this

According to Byron
allowing

decentralized model of

participative,

diffusion of resources? The contusive response is

translation).

important question. Despite

democratic, decentralized govemment. However,

officials and the citizens of the

Real

Lopez the

Not

(Hemandez

even

Teran

with the

1998:49, author's

central govemment still has

local authorities to exercise their

Bejarano

no.

author, the law is written, but the reform is far from reality.

autonomies have acted

Ricardo

overwhelming

(1997:134-141).

This final

very

the

democratic, participative govemment, Julio Echeverria, emphasizes

concludes his book with

Ecuador

(2000:137). Despite

as

rights,

and

even

when

the caciques and caudillos of the past

laments that often the

aspiring

problems
they do,

the local

(1999:27, 84).

leaders who have

even

favored

decentralization become controlling leaders
for them to
the

adopt new pattems

once

of leadership

they reach office.
when

even

It is difficult

they appeared to desire

change (as quoted in Segovia 2000:53).
Despite the overwhelming negative conclusions

not be

tempted to despair. Indeed,

writing, dreamuig

and

in the 1990s and the

After

many of the

talking about a change

discussing the

national scene, it is

and difficulties in

now

must

one

authors have continued

leadership.
are

above,

And further advances

evident.^^
important to

retum to the

against a more participative style

of

working together have already been noted.

However, is there evidence that

developing

in

early part of the 21^^ century

National Church Association. Obstacles

leadership

same

voiced

a more

participative

model of leadership is

in the National Church Association?

A Collaborative

Implementation

Chapter one

in the Ecuadorian Society and Church

made reference to the

National Church Association in

unanimously ratified,

based

was

consultant who teaches in

a

new

strategy and vision adopted by the

January of 2004.
on a

seminary

study
in

The strategy, which

conducted

by

an

was

educational

Quito. The plan began

with

a new

declaration of the vision and the mission statement of the Association. Then it
gave six

strategic objectives

for

developing the vision.

strategy for working together. This objective

Miguel

Hernandez Teran and

was

One of those

was a

entitled, "Strategy for

Hugo Ord6nez Espinosa give

recent

advances in the laws and

constitution of Ecuador, which lead toward decentralization of the structure of the Ecuadorian

govemment (Hemandez Teran 1998:21, 22; Ordonez Espinosa 1999:27-39).
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teamwork among pastors and

strategy and

a

lay

leaders for church

growth."

A

description of the

diagnosis of the problem were given first.

goal of this project is to promote and develop a culture of
teamwork among the pastors and lay leaders of the churches. In
order to achieve that goal, privilege and priority is given to training
and mobilizing the force of youth volunteers in the churches, in a
process of institutional and ecclesiastical growth. The problem is
that pastors of local churches in the AIEE [The OMS founded
church association of Ecuador] lack a specific plan of action that
prioritizes teamwork and the involvement of young people in
evangelism and development for the growth of the churches, and
therefore of the AIEE itself (Guerrero 2004:19).
The

The paper went

development. Strengths
material

resources

and

teams. Weaknesses

pastors with

a

insignificance

were

an

were

deficiency
of the

on

infrastructure for
noted in

in

operating

and weaknesses in this

organization has

strategic,

of

human and

developing the process

the lack of a

area

of working in

overall

evangelistic initiative; 3)

plan; 2)

the

institutional and ecclesiastical

stagnation; 5)

6) loss of membership" (Guerrero 19, author's translation).

training pastors

key now

practice

"1)

of vocation and

interpersonal relationships
weakness. The

strengths

noted in that the

organization; 4)

loss of leadership; and

Giving workshops

to discuss the

on

or

outlined

is in the

only

in

and

youth

leaders in

specific objectives to

evangelism

overcome

implementation of this plan.

theory?

There

are some

Is it

the

and

areas

of

currently

indications that it is in

practice,^^ however, only slightly and probably not on the wider scale as
advocated

by the

author of the document.

president, in a meeting on December 1, 2004, gave a report that noted two
working together in church planting. However, by the next assembly
workshops
in
of
in his opening address the president made no mention of the strategy
2005,
meeting January
adopted the previous year, and only one leader asked about its implementation process.
The National Church

conducted

on
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The

a

models, theories and strategies of leadership in the Ecuadorian

and the National Church

society
work

newer

leadership

together in a more participative

show advancement in attempts to

However, it is also evident there is

manner.

continuing struggle against the more traditional

way to

help unite the positive aspects

and biblical model while

process?

How do

paradigm

of emerging

ways

might the

authoritarian model. Is there

of the caudillo model and the collaborative

overcoming the dysfunctional aspects

kingdom values

leadership

a

in the Christian

of the derailment

community inform

the

in the Ecuadorian National Church? In what

collaborative model be

that does not conflict with biblical

adapted toward

an

Ecuadorian mindset

perspectives?
Chapter Summarv

This
cultural

development of the

leadership.
finding

chapter has attempted to

a

The

caudillo and the collaborative

historical and
of

paradigms
with the

hope

solution to the derailment issue. Could the caudillo become

maintaining biblical

losing

the

original

values found in both

cultural

paradigms?

conclusion, this chapter nevertheless points

to the above

question and lays the groundwork

chapters. Chapter three
begin to attempt an

dynamics

will go

answer to

continuum of leadership
of the

path through the

chapter began by exploring both paradigms

collaborative leader without

definitive

chart the

on

this

for

identity,

While not
to an

more

of

a

while also

coming

to

a

affirmative response

exploration in subsequent

to propose a theoretical fi-amework that will

question.

The two models will be

perspectives that will help

move

toward the

of leadership in the National Church of Ecuador.

placed

on a

big picture

This will also

help provide

a

basis

or

context in which to evaluate the

chapter four while leading towards implications
and six.

interviews and surveys in

and conclusions in

chapters

five

CHAPTER THREE: THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

"LAYESfG THE FOUNDATION THROUGH A LEADERSHIP CONTINUUM"

Overview of the

Chapter

The theoretical framework of this dissertation seeks to
within the
this

bibliographic

conversation in which

topic. Chapter two depicted

theories that

helped explain the

a

leadership theorists have engaged

wide range of leadership

philosophies

a

continuum of leadership

discussed in this

chapter. Figure

continuum between two
extreme laissez faire

right poles
names

The

and

one on

and

suggestive.

explain aspects
polarities

wdll be drawn up and
a

leadership

from extreme authoritarian to

The theories that follow show their
or

elements of leadership.

are numerous.

Thus, those below

Some of these studies fall

on

the far left and far

of the authors who represent these studies appear underneath each

leadership elements

that follows the
theories

are

of the continuum, while others fall somewhere in the middle. The

between the

poles

on

contrasting, contradictory or complementary

'

analyze the data in

the folio wdng page shows

leadership (left to right).

These studies and their

representative

perspectives

opposite poles ranging

relationship to those poles

or

caudillo and collaborative models of leadership.

In order to better utilize these theories in this dissertation and

chapter four,

place this study

leadership

continuum will

the continuum also

depict

elements of leadership.

begin to explain the

theory.

The text

elements and

presented.'
chapter two and will be explained fiirther in this
theory, presented in chapter two, is further developed
complementary Ohio State and Michigan University studies.

Some of these theories have been introduced in
For

Blake and Mouton's

chapter.
example,
in this chapter along with the
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Figure 2. A Continuum for Understanding Leadership Perspectives
Authoritarian

Collaborator

El

Team

Caudillo, "strong man"

player

Democratic

Abdicative leader
Laissez faire

^

^

No control

Contrasting elements of leadership
9.1

9.9 team management
5.5 organization

1.1

(Blake and Mouton)

management

management

Transactional

Transformational

authority-obedience

impoverished

1.9 coimtry club

(Bums)
Task

Relational

(Bums)
Leader-only
(Kelley)
Theory X
(McGregor)
Large power distance
(Hofstede)

Leader-follower

Theory

Y

Smaller power distance

Directive

Participative

(Bass)
Rigid hierarchy
(Bennis)

Flexible

Centralized

Decentralized

hierarchy

(Teran)
Contradictory elements of leadership
Control

Caring

Egoism

Altruism

Self-interest

Empathy

Distrust

Trust

Injustice

Honesty
Justice

(Greenleaf, Northouse,
Heifetz, De Pree and
others)

One-person domineering

Communal oriented

images of the
shepherd, the servant leader
and the priesthood of ail

The biblical

believers

(Driver, Rardin, Rinehart
and others)

Complementary

elements of leadership

Decisiveness

Reflectiveness

Broad vision

Attention to detail

Bold

Incremental

adjustment
People orientation

moves

Performance

(Hart, Quirm

and others)

Smallest power distance

No

hierarchy

Contrasting Elements in the Continuum
The continuum in

figure

showing the contrasting elements
(noted in the introduction

as a

begins with the Ecuadorian setting,

two above

of the autocratic, directive caudillo

predominant model

in the Ecuadorian

the far left and the collaborative leader in the middle who may be

participative
right pole

or

servant-oriented. The

graph line

democracy may
operating

start in

challenge the

caudillo

in

forty-three

show the far

presented

chapter two,

As

a

as

far

as

the extreme

that

right

control. The continuum above

balanced, operative model that will
on

some

the

right

and yet accentuate its

of those from the center. The list

particular pattem other than falling under the categories

in

arranged

on

look

diagram of how this might

chapter

five in the

Blake and

focuses

scale of 1 to 9.9, which

production.

finding

balance with

Managerial Grid, by

The

a

no

a

A contextualized

continuum will be

leadership

pole with perspectives

characteristics in

they represent.

no

framework for

of elements follows

using

to

on

more

(in the diagram above) suggests

the middle, but could continue

at times with little or

lays the theoretical

positive

on

society)

of a laissez faire leader who abdicates control. The continuum between

the democratic and the no-control elements

in

continues

leadership

on

implications

the above

section.

Moulton, first introduced

behavioral pattems

concems a

on

manager's

focus

the continuum above, these

styles

or

on

styles

page

of leadership

people
or

on

and

pattems

cover

the gamut from autocratic to abdicative leader. Because 1.1 and 1.9 both

represent low levels of production, they would show a
leader and

are

thus

placed

on

the extreme

right of the

more

abdicative type

continuum. Because the 9. 1
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manager
concem

people,

places more emphasis
for

people,

it is thus

on

and exercises

represented

on

production and efficiency in operation than

authority

and control

obedient, compliant

over

the far left side of the continuum. The 5.5,

"middle of the road" theory, and 9.9, maximum

production,

on

concem

for

fall somewhere in the center of the continuum.

people

and

According to

Blake

and Mouton, it is the 9.9 that best represents their concept of collaborative

leadership

as

it combines both task and

transactional and transformational

State and the

which follows next

leadership,

Two other studies with similar

It also combines

relationship emphasis.

emphases

University of Michigan studies,

on

the list.

and results include the Ohio

which

were

conducted in the

early

1940s. Combined with Blake and Mouton these studies portray four dimensions

that

integrate

for another's

leader and follower tasks and

personal worth;

excellent

effective

performance;

working

include support

facilitation of interaction that encourages

satisfying relationships; emphasis
or

relationships. They

on

the

goals

of meeting the

and facilitation of productivity

environment

group's

standards

by providing

the center is the contrast between transformational and transactional

chapter two,

an

(Pierce and Newstrom 2003:170).

One of the best ways to look at the differences between the left

As described in

mutually

transformational

leadership

pole

and

leadership.

concems more

the

relational aspects of leadership and endeavors to enable and mobilize followers to
reach

common

goals

of the group

middle of the continuum

as more

The transactional leader focuses

or

the

organization. Thus,

representative

more on

the

it is

placed

of the collaborative

exchange

of valued

in the

paradigm.

things

or

the
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tasks of leadership. It is

getting the job
caudillo

done

elements,

at

is that the

to the

one comes

the left side because of its

more

leader-only versus leader-follower aspect.

studies

or

emphases that rely only on the

success

author in this

of organizations
He

area.

both leaders and followers
as

well

organizations.
and

are

not

as

are

the

on

a

distinct

Effective followers offer

and followers to be crucial

groups of people. Robert

even more

"committed to the

organization

are

and to

Kelley

is

the follower dimensions

the middle of the continuum because

much to

Kelley claims that

organizations

necessarily dependent on the effectiveness
followers

leader. The concept

impact on the effectiveness

as

The leader-

leader is successful. The leader-

in focus and not just the leader.

leaders have

Characteristically, effective
are

or

emphasizes

related to their leaders, This is viewed

followers

of

transactional than transformational.

however, considers both leaders

components in the

emphasis

possible risk to human relationships. Thus,

organization is only as effective as the

follower aspect,

leading

on

down the list of elements in the first category of contrasting

only aspect refers to

as

even

leadership would be

Continuing

a

placed more

as

of

leaders do,

of the leaders.

"'able to manage themselves well" and
a

purpose,

principle,

person outside

or

themselves." Effective followers also "build their competence and focus their
efforts for maximum

1988:3, 4). This is

impact"

an

and

are

and credible"

(Kelley

important theoretical aspect that highlights effective

characteristics of followers and their
Transformational

leader-follower

"courageous, honest,

leadership,

relationship

expectations
as

of their leaders.

presented earlier,

and its moral

or

ethical

also focuses

character,

as

more on

the

found in servant

leadership.

This represents

always moral.

a

contrasting pole to

Bums intimates that

caudillo

leadership,

"transforming leadership ultimately becomes

moral in that it raises the level of human conduct and ethical

leader and led, and thus it has

which is not

aspiration of both

transforming effect on both" (Bums 1978:20).

a

The first category is rounded out with other elements of leadership that
have

already been introduced

other than to note that the

the entire continuum

in

large

chapter two

and need

depending on the expectancy
large power distance

the

given by the

smallest

of authority

degree

further mention here,

and small power distances

leader and followers. The

high level

no

leader

of power distance is located

leader's abdication of authority and

a

on

on

the left side because of

expected by the

the

higher level

cover

of power distance between

falls

or

(Hofstede 1997)

right

followers. The

side because of the

of follower

participation.

Contradictory Elements in the Continuum
The second category goes

degree,

that of contradictory elements. This is

includes ethical, moral and

spiritual

did not write with the biblical

fi*om

an

beyond contrasting elements

administrative and

perspective

as

his main

ways:

though

stronger

wrote

as

an

mentioned in

versus

interests of others),

caring, 2) egoism versus

3) self-interest

versus

altmism

empathy, 4)

chapter

ethical aspect of

It is contrasted with the left side of the continuum in the

1) control

mostly

the servant model is

of a servant leader

applies

Robert Greenleaf

emphasis (he

organizational standpoint),

two. Northouse shows how the servant model

a

stronger either-or category and

dimensions. Even

compatible with biblical perspectives

leadership.

a

to

(a

concem

distmst

following
for the best

versus

tmst and
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honesty,
the

and 5)

right side

community
who work

goals

injustice

of each

of God

on

versus

pair

as

the

as

justice.

noted in

individual who

on

always

the far left side.

act in an

in

a

It is also

be

style of leadership,

guide

particular

biblical

leaders in conduct and attitude

Complementarv Elements
Thus far

leadership using the

emphasis

on an

ask, does this

contradiction?

on

in the

the

common

model, it must be

egotistical, unjust way.

probable

one

with the abuse

could also note that

collaborative

manner

or

an

may also

away from

important to point out that there

appears to

rather values and pattems that

(Bilezikian 1997:134-139;

contrasting

or

Rush

1987:225).

of

contradictory elements

continuum above. These elements portray

"either-or"

mean

on

in the Continuum

have viewed

we

common

unjustly or egotistically in moving

ethical and biblical values.
no one

more

Conversely,

might normally act or relate

choose to abuse power and act

values

community by focusing

However, the tendency towards the unethical is
of power

as

In faimess to the caudillo

noted that this type of leader does not

usurping

also discem biblical values

of all believers." Moreover, servant leaders

"priesthood

(2004: 302-320).

can

chapter two

ethical values also build

of the group

One

decided

a more

approach between the left and right sides.

One

that every aspect of the continuum involves contrast

Researchers Hart and

Quinn begin to

answer

this

might

or

question by

balanced, complementary approach between the right and the left

taking

a more

poles.

Rather than

argue that effective

an

"either-or" contrast,

leadership requires

a

they take

"balancing

a

"both-and"

approach. They

and simultaneous mastery of

seemingly contradictory or 'paradoxical' capabilities-decisiveness

and
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reflectiveness, broad vision and attention to detail, bold moves and incremental

adjustment,

and

a

performance

as

v^ell

1993:544). According to their studies

as

people

among

orientation"

(Hart and Quiim

executives, effective leadership is

balancing act between various competing roles. They summarize their findings
four

competing roles:

vision setter,

balanced
and

simultaneously master all

Other authors have also followed Hart and

(543).

Quinn

four

in

competing

taking

a more

approach to leadership (Hooijberg 1996:916-946, Denison, Hooijberg

Quinn 1995:524-540, Quinn

seeks to balance the

strengths of each

and

opposite poles

side and

portrayed

in the movie,

Eisenhower,

as

while

maintain the

polarities

since its

caudillo in the very

positive

of leadership is
In this

extremely dedicated to

beginning.

a

firm, persuasive

the overall task

completing Project Overload,
conception. Thus,

beautifully

movie. General

the supreme commander of the allied forces, is

design

approach

diminishing their weaknesses.

and influential leader who is

vision and

striving to

"IKE, Countdown to D-Day."

detours him from

This

Rohrbaugh 1993:363-377).

This type of balance between two

Nothing

we see

His first words in the

or

operation.

which has been his

him

acting

as a

type of

movie, spoken firmly

to

Churchill, show his tenacity for goveming. "Let me put it another way. If I
not

given complete

Churchill

too much

am

and unfettered command of this situation, you can, if I may

put it politely, take this job and give it

quit."

in

motivator, analyzer and taskmaster. The

effective executive must leam how to
roles

a

to someone else because I

responds that his generals

responsibility

for

one

would think this

person. Ike

am

going

to

approach unwise

simply and firmly

and

asserts, "Then find

other generals.

.

.

We both know that there

can

only be

one

commander,

one

conductor of this orchestra."
As the movie progresses,

in almost

one sees

another side of Eisenhower that is

perfect tension with the power-driven side.

As the movie

Eisenhower is also considerate of those under his authority. He is
his abilities to listen to all the commanders under his

everyone's opinion
center

and

expertise. Furthermore,

depicts,

participative

authority and weigh

he is also

kept

in

out

willing to put them

stage in the debriefing with the Prime Minister and the King and Queen.

Throughout the movie,

he makes it clear that he does not want the

the natural caudillo, fame and

personal publicity

are

not his

glory.

desires. With

guiding

these jolting words, he declines

an

isn't MacArthur's

here with his shovmian attitude. We

headquarters

here." In this way, Ike portrays

interview and

a servant

photo

shot with

leader who works with

General Eisenhower also knew how to find the best in

adversaries.

Although he

was

at

odds with General

a

a

reporter: "This
are a

team

team.

others,

Montgomery's

Unlike

even

his

tactics and his

bombastic ways, he also commended him for his confidence and courage and
used that to instill the vision in the other

men.

"Let's all have

some

of that

confidence," he asserted. "Godspeed, gentlemen." Toward the end of the movie,
Ike

artfijlly

shows the balance of power when he

forth with the

operation.

command the

men

but also valued the

genuinely

that

He

we

input

gives the

declares, "Gentlemen,

send out." In other

final command to go

I command you, but you

words, he ovmed the final decision,

of his entire team. Even up to the final decision, he

interested in their

viewpoint.

"I gave the

order," concluded

was
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Eisenhower. "I did my job,

corporal

on

outcome"

some

private

a

Utah, they

on

do theirs. I

are

the

complementary aspects

approach that provides

may ask at this

point,

elements of seemingly

toward

or

"How could

opposite poles?

an

the other?" Whereas

ideal balance that

moments when

a

a

leader

a

a

can

Quinn, Hart,

be

a

point here

is that

few

on

the other. The

guidelines

When

collaborative

are

manner

individualistic

or

always
And

are

and others may

one

in

in

require

a

these

there moments

help point the

reality there

way

even

And yet

be directive and

or

way

could be

another without

going too

complementary elements,
more

emphasis

on one

while not exhaustive,

help

teamwork in executive management, Jon R. Katzenbach

times when senior leaders need to work

and there

are

issues that

other moments when

approach. They

require

they

together in

can

matter of reviewing and

be

a

more

should collaborate when

senior executives to do real work

together." Conversely, they should work more individually when
simply

unique,

leader must choose between

a

following resources,

directive in their

addressing "specific

a

in these matters.

referring to

suggests that there

one

people?

worthy goal,

delicate balance that at times may

element than

give

A

who will affect the

continuously balance

How could

leader may have to choose

far to either extreme. The

there is

now.

healthy background for organizations.

a

in the lives of organizations and individuals when

pole

ones

just audience

of leadership may appear to offer

reflective with orientation toward both task and

one

am

(Harmon 2004).

The

balanced

Juneau,

they must

now

approving the

work of others,

"the task is

or

communicating
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syndicated decisions."

Here "individual efforts

can

often be faster and

more

effective, particularly when the potential value of the collective work products is
low

or

unclear"

(Katzenbach 1998:5). Katzenbach believes that the ideal

complementary balance

for team leaders

implies

a

variance in

composition,

behavior and roles.

Simply stated, a "team at the top" should be able to vary its
composition, behavior, and leadership roles to optimize and
better integrate individual, team, and nonteam performance.
Obviously, this is an argument for a balanced leadership approach"
(Katzenbach 1998:5,6).
-

-

In his work

advice in

practical

safety is

use

different

stake,"

or

"when

that this strong authoritative
a

limited time, such

authoritative

authority,"

as

approach

or

"with

leader could be

in

training people to
appropriate

A strong

approach is not the

moment

norm

is

required."

and should

highly creative

at least to

He suggests

only

more

be used for

moderate

employees consistently misuse

unfamiliar with the details of their jobs." A

"conducting ongoing planning

when creative

problem-solving is needed,"

leadership responsibilities."
become competent in

A

and innovative work"

for the

and "in

participative approach

performing their routine

responsibilities, during organizational planning sessions,"
need for

or

crises, when people's

of organizational crisis. A

consultative when

"people

-

authoritative, direct

or

disciplinary action

employees

assume

as

severe

of leadership

emergencies

could be used "when

new

more

a

department or organization,

more

approaches.

is needed in times of "extreme

at

Myron Rush provides

balancing complementary aspects

understand when to

approach

administrative consultant,

as an

or

"any time

(Rush 1987:226).

there is

a

is
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matter of complementary elements of leadership, it

Thus, in this
appear that

a

leader should strive to

understanding that sometimes the
side

or

deal

on

needs

of the

momenf

slight emphasis

a

the

on one

a

phase oflife of the organization,

while

great

and the

(Engstrom 1976:78).
in their situational

leadership

model also add

dimension, that of the readiness level of the followers. "Readiness is the

extent to

a

situation may call for

of the organization,

Hersey and Blanchard
another

simultaneously balance opposite poles

Engstrom asserts, "'The appropriate style depends

the other. Ted
the task

would

which

a

follower demonstrates the

specific task." They

assert

style to the degree that a
Blanchard

and

willingness to accomplish

that leaders must be able and

subordinate is able and

1996:192,193).

what space allows

ability

While their

complete

here, it is sufficient to

willing to
model is

state at this

adjust their

willing

to

follow

(Hersey

more

and

intricate than

point that leaders

do need to

take into consideration the levels of readiness in which their followers have
obtained.

Thus, the above

to maintain in

The

Spiritual

leadership

resources

affirm that there is indeed

and various factors that need consideration.

point one might think that the

By outlining contrasting, contradictory
could

see a

whole

dissertation focused

picture

only

on

an

ecclesiastical

and

theoretical framework is

complementary aspects

of a balanced leader. That

might be

complete.

of leadership,

the

case

if this

the non-ecclesiastical management environment.

However, this dissertation seeks
in

delicate balance

Base of the Continuum

At this

one

a

to understand and

setting, that being the National

analyze

a

leadership problem

Church Association in
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Ecuador. Thus,

crucial component of the theoretical framework for church

a

leaders must be the

spiritual dimension."^^

between the leader and his
life in

or

study of the scriptures

This

can

be defined

her Savior. This includes
and its reflection and

a

as

the connection

prayer and devotional

application

for the

spiritual

formation of a leader. Without this component, the leader of God is not
The

ministry.

spiritual

It is

base

or

foundation must direct the leader in all aspects of

equivalent to the roots

leader must grow

deep

complete.

of a

large tree,

where the

spiritual

into the soil of God and his Word. Jesus

roots of a

compared

himself to the vine and his followers to the branches. In order for the branches

(Christian leaders and followers) to
am

the vine; you

bear much

are

literally

me

you

can

cannot do

finit, they

man

must remain in the vine. "I

remains in

me

and I in

him, he will

nothing" (John 15:5). Apart from him,

do

anything.

leaders in Ecuador must maintain their foundation in the

Emerging

spiritual

the branches. If a

fruit; apart from

the leader of God

bear

formation

through the disciplines

Henri Nouwen articulates well the

of prayer and devotion to God's Word.

spiritual

base for the Christian leader.

simply be persons who have well-informed
buming issues of our time. Their leadership must be
opinions
rooted in the permanent, intimate relationship with the incarnate Word,
Jesus, and they need to find there the source for their words, advice, and
guidance. When we are securely rooted in personal intimacy with the
source of life, it will be possible to remain flexible without being
relativistic, convinced without being rigid, willing to confront without
being offensive, gentle and forgiving without being soft, and true
witnesses without being manipulative (1989: 45-47).
Christian leaders cannot
about the

.

.

respondents in the interview and survey process also mentioned the importance of the
spiritual aspect of the leader. They were adamant that without this dimension, a Christian leader
was not complete. Thus, this fundamental base of the continuum is largely a result of their input
in this whole process. Examples of the spiritual dimension will be seen in chapter four.
The
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Figure three provides

a

summary of the theoretical framework

of spiritual formation for all ecclesiastical leaders. Later, in

framework will be utilized

leadership

as

the base in

forming

a

including the base

chapter five,

this

contextualized model of

in the National Church of Ecuador.

Figure 3. A Summarv of the Leadership Continuum"^'
Authoritarian

Collaborative

Abdicative

Contrasting Elements
9.1

9.9 team management
5.5 organization management

authority-obedience

Transactional

Transformational

leadership

Task

Relational

Rigid hierarchy

Flexible

Centralized

Decentralized

Contradictory
Control

Caring
Altruism

Self-interest

Empathy
Trust, honest}

Distrust

impoverished

leadership

hierarchy

Egoism

1.1

1.9 country club management

No

hierarchy

No

centralization

Elements

Justice

Injustice
One-person domineering

Communal oriented
Biblical

images of the Shepherd,

the Servant leader and the

priesthood

of all believers

Complementary Elements
Decisiveness

Reflecdveness

Broad vision

Attention to detail

Bold

Incremental adjustment
People orientation

moves

Performance

Spiritual

Another

possible

Formation

way to summarize the elements of the theoretical

framework is with the tree

metaphor.

This

metaphor portrays the

way

a

leader is

able to balance the various elements of leadership in the branches of the tree that
This summary is less detailed

as

the authors

are no

longer presented

in the brackets.
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are

strengthened by the roots

receives from Christ the
the balanced

of the

spiritual

formation. The Christian leader

strength, wisdom, power and love to be

perspectives of leadership.

able to live out

The Christian leader is thus

rooted in Christ. "As you therefore have received Christ Jesus the
in

Him, rooted and built up in Him and established in the faith,

taught, abounding

in it with

thanksgiving" (Colossians 2:6).

Figure 4. The Tree Metaphor

as

deeply

Lord,

so

walk

you have been
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Summarv of the

This

surrounding the
and cultural

laying the

further advanced the

chapter has

focus of this

Whereas

of the issue,

background

development

chapter three has

which asserts that there

complementary aspects

of leadership that

through the complexities
have been noted and
as

are

who
three

formation

figures three

Chapter four will
better
final

done

historical

study by

through the

contrasting, contradictory

selectively used to help understand these

and

and followers

leadership

resources

elements of

and four above. For the Christian
are

completes the leadership profile

constantly remains
provides the

was

of their tasks. Cultural, biblical and

summarized in

perspectives

broadened the

help to guide leaders

leader, however, these three aspects of leadership

spiritual

of the

chapter two developed the

foundation of the theoretical fi"amework. This

leadership continuum,

leadership

study.

Chapter

in the vine, in Christ Jesus

not

complete.

The base of

of a Christian leader

as one

(John 15:5). Thus, chapter

theoretical skeleton for the remainder of the dissertation.
continue this process

by utilizing this theoretical

framework to

understand, analyze and evaluate the research findings and to lead into the

implications

and conclusions in

chapter five.

CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH ANALYSIS
"MAKING SENSE OF THE COMPLEXITIES"

Overview of the

This

chapter reports

the survey in order to make
observations
the
in

as

outlined in

complexities

chapters

base for

one

and

of the issues

data

This

chapter attempts to

based

of the research and leads toward

chapter one, forty

interviews

.

The

the

leadership,

coding system reflects the

conceptualization of the

theory

..inductively

does not

of

sense

formulated
as a

implications

and

is not

were

conducted with
related to the field.

personnel

of respondents is further delineated below. The

selecting the respondents depended

"Grounded

it is,

categories

of the National Church

on

as

and

of Grounded Theorv

Each of these three

mission.

make

surrounding the leadership problem

National Church leaders, missionaries, and other

area

questions

chapter five.

As mentioned in

the

found in the interviews and

and two. Furthermore, it utilizes the theoretical foundation

final conclusions in

criteria in

as

initial responses to the research

chapter one.

analyzing the findings

Description

analyzes the

some

and the Research

Chapter

on

their

experience and expertise

the Ecuadorian

society,

elements of grounded

collected data and not

in

and/or the

theory,

which is

previous theories.

generated a priori and then subsequently tested. Rather,

derived from the

begin with a theory,

study of the phenomenon

and then prove it.

of study and what is relevant to that

area

Rather,

is allowed to

begins with

emerge" (Pandit

Strauss and Corbin assert that "the purpose of grounded
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one

it represents.

.

.

One

an area

1996: 1

theory method is,

of

,

2).
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course, to build

theory that is faithful

and Corbin

(Strauss

of phenomena

categories by making

theory.

as

indicated

connections

sub-categories."

Selective

or

which is "a

study and the story

study"

collected, analysis

the

"labeling and

data." Axial

coding organizes

between "the

comparisons

to

A story line is

descriptive

line is the

by the

coding attempts

the initial theoretical framework."

coding process,

Once the data has been

Open coding refers to

of coding.

begins by three forms

their

under

1990:24). Concepts, categories, and propositions form the

basic elements of grounded

categorizing

to and illumuiates the area

categories

"integrate categories

and

to form

subsequently formed from

narrative about the central

the

this

phenomenon of

conceptualization of this story" (Pandit 1996:3-9).

Coding Procedure
The first step, which utilizes open

categories
made

from the

interviews."^"^

coding,

In order to

categorize the

by the respondents the following letters
P

A

=

N

=

CA
ES

A

=

=

positive

possible

are

naming

comments or

of

feelings

used:

connotation

negative

connotation

The Church Association founded
The Ecuadorian

The purpose of this

is the selection and

coding

society

in

by OMS

in Ecuador

(AIEE)

general

is to understand the

respondents' viewpoints

and the

effects of the culture in the church.

Information from the survey that is pertinent to or similar to the interviews will be included in
the interview sections that follow, otherwise, data analysis from the survey will be given later in
the

chapter under the

section of the

findings

from the survey.
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In order to

are

categorize the type of respondent, the following abbreviations

used. The numbers in

parentheses

show the total number of respondents in

that category.
NCL

=

A National Church leader from the church association

of these leaders

are

pastors (13) and

These National Church leaders
Cuenca

(1), from the

villages (5),
M

field

=

(15).

mountain

a

A

other

lay

leaders

city of Guayaquil (7),

village (1)

=

and

or

an

who

Most

lay delegates (4).
(3)

and

other coastal cities and

Amazon basin

former)

long-term experience

village (1) (18 total).

with OMS International's Ecuador

overall,

were no

former

seven are

longer living

in Ecuador.

Other. This category includes two North American missionaries from
who work in

in the Latin American

one

Ecuadorian

or

from the mountain cities of Quito

Of the fifteen missionaries interviewed

agencies

Ecuador,

come

missionary (current

missionaries with
O

coastal

some are

(CA).

Ecuador, three North American missionaries working

region

with OMS, who also have had

expatriate community

leader

community leader working

working

in Ecuador

The purpose of this category is to

in

some

Ecuador, and

help understand

In order to

extent of the dominant

catalogue

continuum of leadership in

the three

leadership

major models

who the

one

respondents

are

This will also

models in Ecuador.

of leadership

chapter three, the following colors

highlight the information that the respondents

in

(7 total).

and how their responses compare and contrast with each other.

attempt to show the

experience

are

as

found in the

used to

gave in the interviews.
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Yellow highlight

=

the caudillo model

or

any comment

pertaining to

a

dictatorial, authoritarian or strong autocratic leadership precedent. This correlates
with the far left side of the continuum in the theoretical framework of chapter 3.
Green

participative,

highlight

=

the collaborative model

servant-leader

precedent.

or

any comment

pertaining

to

This correlates with the middle of the

continuum in the theoretical framework of chapter three.

Pink

highlight

=

the laissez faire model

or

totally non-directive, non-controlling leadership precedent.
the far

right side

pertaining to

any comment

a

This correlates with

of the continuum in the theoretical framework of chapter three.

Orange highlight

=

overall

mentioned

by the respondents.

section in

five.

chapter

suggestions made for

These

The purpose of this category is to

found in the Ecuadorian
observations based

on

society

problems

form the

implications

highlight the major models

of leadership

suggestions

will

solutions to the

help

and the National Church Association and to make

the theoretical framework and the research

objectives.

Findings from the Interviews
Results from the Interviews

The
axial

leadership grid that follows in figure

coding

in

arranging the categories

and

four below is

making

an

connections

attempt to

or

comparisons

between them. The far left column shows the three main groups of people

referred to in the comments of the

respondents.

either the National Church Association

mission

(CA),

The comments

the Ecuadorian

(M). The second column shows whether the

are

use

as

made about

society (ES)

comment about that

or

the

subject

was

positive (P)

describes

or

stated

as

participative

or

leadership that is more

the leader. The types of respondents

leader, M,
Figure 5.

a

missionary

Leadership

and O,

other,

Grid Used

or

control

collaborative type
laissez

on

are

as

The thkd column

by the respondent.

autocratic

comments that concem an

column describes

describes

negative (N)

leadership.

leadership.

The fourth

The fifth column
control fi*om

faire, which has little

or no

referred to

National Church

explained

as

NCL,

a

above.

Interviews

Autocratic

Participative
(Collaborator)

{Caudillo)

Laissez Faire

(Non-interfering)
?

<

CA

(Church
Association)

P

N

P

ES

(Ecuadorian
Society)
N

M

(Mission)

P

N

NCL 5

29

0

M

3

23

2

0

1

0

0

NCL 37

3

1

M

85

1

6

0

3

0

0

NCL 6

7

0

M

2

1

0

0

1

0

0

NCL 36

0

0

M

15

2

0

0

1

0

0

NCL 0

2

0

M

0

5

0

0

0

0

0

NCL

4

0

0

M

7

0

1

0

0

0

0

Analysis of the Themes Located
Selective

coding

through observations

on

the Grid

is used here in

and

giving meaning to the linking parts

interpretations.

The story Ime

begins

with the overall
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observations and

interpretations that follow in the next

reader better understand the above
The first

row

depicts the

autocratic

Conceming

missionaries

(M)

leadership style

and

leadership,

The

laissez faire

other

same

leadership

or

grid is

negative,

are

(O) informant give positive

society

same row

leadership

three

continue for

participative

Interpretations

of the

same

and

categories.

Grid"^^

overbalanced to the far left. More comments, whether

compared to

This portrays

negative

model.

respondents

a

73 for

leadership

continuum

participative

positive

(206 total

and 10 for laissez

strong autocratic element within the Ecuadorian

comments

are

Conceming this

are more

comments and

only

made about the autocratic, caudillo

model of leadership, all three types of

negative than positive. Altogether they

18

positive

collaborative type of leadership. Whether
comments

are

negative

conceming the participative,

positive

or

negative,

a

total of 73

made about this type of leadership.

This section notes the overall observations and

negative

make 1 88

comments.

A moderate level of comments is made

and

(NCL),

and the National Church Association.
More

''^

will follow.

comments about that

and for the rest of the

made about the left side of the

leadership).

row

assessments of the

give negative

coding procedures

in the

comments for autocratic as

faire

first

the

thirty-seven National Church leaders, eighty-five

General Observations and
The

example of the

five National Church leaders

missionaries and three other informants

leadership style.

an

help

results from the National Church Association, C A.

one

while

grid,

To

section.

comments

interpretations. Specific examples of positive
chapter under each heading of the caudillo,
faire leadership styles.

will follow later in the

collaborative and laissez
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Very few

comments are

made in

interfering type of leadership (10

in

laissez faire

regards to the

or non-

total). This gives the hnpression that this

type of leadership is rarely considered,

at least in

the worldview of the Ecuadorian

culture and the church.

Conceming
made in

all three

areas

of leadership,

general than positive (197 N to

dissatisfaction

or concem

about the

P). This portrays

some

in the mission.

however, in the number of positive

conmients

collaborative

areas

were

leadership

in all three

negative
a

comments are

rather

leadership particularly in the

and the National Church and

society

85

more

(67

conceming

high

level of

Ecuadorian

There is

hope,

evidence of

of the 85 overall

positive

comments

about this type of leadership).
It is

important to

note that there are fewer comments

mission's work in Ecuador.

This is because the

objective

conceming the

of the interviews

was

to obtain information about the National Church Association and the Ecuadorian

society.

The mission, however, does

National Church and thus it is
surfaced in the interviews
the mission do raise
firm conclusions

play a significant

imperative

conceming the

interesting points

conceming the

Categorical Observations and
More observations

are

to

catalogue

role in relation to the

the few comments that

mission. These few comments about

of analysis for future studies. Therefore,

mission should be reserved for another

study.

Interpretations'^^^
made about

participative leadership within the

National Church Association than the Ecuadorian

society (56

CA to 10

ES). Of

These categorical observations and interpretations also point to overall assessments,
again specific examples will follow later in the chapter imder each heading.

as once
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the 56 comments

four

are

negative.

leadership

This shows

and reveals

There
autocratic

conceming the National Church Association,

a

are some

leadership

in

particular positive emphasis

a

of change from the

degree

society to

general. (18 positive

comments

were

are

positive

and

collaborative

on

the church.

comments made about caudillo

positive

52

or

strong

made about this

type of leadership and only in the National Church and the Ecuadorian society.)
This

might indicate that there

would

serve

that there

are

positive

elements of the caudillo model that

the National Church well in Ecuador. It is also

are no

positive

comments made about this

There

comments were

and not solicited.

are some

within the mission.

occurring

note

type of leadership within the

mission, but again it is important to remember that these

randomly made

interesting to

negative

(UN

comments made about

comments

in the mission, with

no

are

Based

above, it is possible

inference that the mission is not

expected to

it

responses

possibly conjures up negative

caudillo type

nationals alike. However, this warrants

leadership

made about this type of leadership

positive comments.)

responses from numbers two and three

a

a

on

the few

to make

some

lead in this manner, and when it does,

on

the part of missionaries and

future, concentrated study and further

analysis.
Laissez-faire type

leadership

However, it is noteworthy that
are

seven

is

hardly recognized within the three

negative

comments and

only

two

groups.

positive

made about this type of leadership in the National Church. The missionaries
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are

the main group that note this type of leadership and characterize it

as a

negative influence in the church.
Others outside the National Church Association with

some

it have also made similar observations about the authoritarian

appearing

in the Ecuadorian

negative (4 N to
shows

some

2

society

and the church.

National Church and the Ecuadorian

leadership

Most of those comments

P). The appearance of the two positive

elements of the caudillo model that

connections to

might be

comments once

are

again

relevant for the

society.

Description of Kev Terms and Phrases
This

story line

as

description continues the coding process
based

on

section is to note the

matter, in this

case

the

leadership grid

and further

develops

above. The purpose of the

variety and the depth of expression

as

the

following

it relates to the

subject

the caudillo model.

The Caudillo Model

Figure

six below portrays the

leaders that bear

some

descriptions

used

relation to the caudillo model

terms appear in column one with the

The

key terms

translation"^^

in

by the National
or

describe it. The

parentheses

of the term follow in column two with

summaries that show the way the

help

Church

below the term.

quotations

respondent described the term.

and/or

Column three

shows the combined number of times these terms appear in the interviews and the
survey. Information from the interviews and surveys

of the

parallel

terms used in both

are

combined here because

resources.

Except when otherwise indicated, translations are taken from Carvajal and Horwood, eds.
edition, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003.

Oxford Spanish Desk Dictionary. 3rd
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Figure 6. Descriptive Terms and Phrases Related
Kev terms and translations

Caudillo, caudillismo

(Leader)
Cacique
(Chief, local political boss;
powerful man, tyrant)

to

the Caudillo Model

Descriptions from the National Church Leaders
See the definition and descriptions given in chapters
"In business

they make decisions by the cacique

In business it is the

party.

one

actions and the decisions whether correct
See also the

description given

popular leader who

Populismo
(The popular leader.)

A

Terrateniente

This

(Landowner)

way the
an

means a

says

or

the leader of the

(45)
(3)

majority of the

incorrect."

in

chapter one.
what the people want him

landholder. When used

respondent used it,

or

who undertakes the

Count

two."*^

and

one

figuratively

the term refers to

to

in the

someone

say.

(5)

negative

(1)

who rules in

authoritarian way over much land and people. It would be similar
that the patron ruled in the colonial era.

to the way

Dictador

or

dictatorial

The

machismo

"There is

respondents

(10)

did not define this term.

(Dictator)
Machista

or

(A macho type person)
Jefe
(Superior boss, manager,
head, chief, leader)
Capataz
(Foreman)

by

This is

The

someone

who takes

negative connotation.
away

Conservador

type of machismo, which says, 'I

a

voice of my church.'"
He is the head boss who is revered

charge.

one

who is very

the sole leader

(4)

or

all.

asserted, "In
from this type of leadership."

"This is

He

am

(4)

respondent used
our

church

it in

we are

(1)

a

getting

strongly jealous for his or her position."

(1)

(Conservative)
El gran paquetazo
(The powerful leader who

"[This type

makes

surprises all
exception."

sweeping changes)

Cocteles

(A mixed drink,
cocktail)

Palanca

(force

or a

or

leverage)

not

of leader] works

arbitrarily with his followers and
people. We call him "el gran paquetazo.
political leaders and practices this without

consuh with the
the

The informant

was

that decisions

were

(1)

figuratively to describe the way
high society. Cocktail
parties are the locus of many important business decisions. The
same is true, to a certain extent in politics, where who you know is
using

the term

(1)

made in business and

as important as the electorate's decision.
"Normally in our society, leadership functions by palanca or by
coimas (bribes). And in politics, the stronger parties that come to
power make the policies."

Mandon

This is the

(Bossy)
Borrego, Borreguismo
(Lamb, sheep)

This is

Personalismo

The

one

(1)

who mandates.

(1)

especially common in the mountains of
people it has a particular negative
connotation in describing those who are completely led around by a
strong leader. The respondent used the term to describe people in
the National Churches who are easily led by a strong pastor or
a

little lamb that is

(1)

Ecuador. When used to describe

leader. He noted that others have used the

("The adherence to a leader
through personal and

does
He

same term.

respondent used this term to describe the way prestige and
honor can be attributed to important figures of society. This honor
even more important than the issues.

(1)
is

individual motivations rather
than because of common

support of an idea

or a

political program")
(Blanksten 1964:59).

No quotes

interviewees

or

summarizations

are

too numerous.

conceming caudillo leadership

given in this quadrant because the references from the
The reader will note, however, that many of the responses
are included in the narrative sections that follow this diagram.
are
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After

model,

noting and describing the key terms

one can

begin to trace the themes

comments of the

respondents.

National Church leaders

give

In this

further

above

or concems

as

related to the caudillo

of this model

through the

section, the story line broadens

understanding of this type

as

the

of leadership.

National Church leaders describe several fi^istrations vyith this type of

leadership
with

a

found in the

hierarchical

society in general.

nature. What

who rises up, shouts, and
on, let's
not a

seen a

popular leadership style

here is the caudillismo type. It is

grabs the support of the people.

a man

And he says, 'Come

get going.' But really he is just manipulating and using the people. He is
leader. This is what

good

4). Another church
country

occurs

"I have

as

we

have in this

leader describes the dominant model of leadership within the

"authoritarian." That is "what

(Personal Interview, No. 9). Still
to deceive the

country" (Personal Interview, No.

people

with

we see

in the Ecuadorian

another notes that the

populist

society"

leader

"attempts

demagoguery" (Personal Interview, No. 2).

The denominational leaders also affirm the influence of this type of

leadership

within the National Church. "There is much control of thinking,"

respondent

observes about the church

leadership (Personal Interview, No. 10).

"The authoritarian type of leadership is

defines his

or

her

ovm

everywhere,"

where pastors have told their

earrings

before

another remarks.

"Everyone

business. It has influenced the National Church

Association." This ecclesiastical leader continues

seen

one

coming to

church

by giving

an

example.

congregations that women must take

or

they have to

their hair." He also mentions his attempt to

dress in

a

"I have

off their

certain way and cut

change this pattem of behavior

in his
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leadership practices (Personal hiterview,
comments on

"I have been

the

except that maybe there is
have

seen

is

a

little

ago, but it is still
on some

a

variables that may lead to the

leadership here

unity that is strong

vision"

the denominational level.

or

and

(Personal Interview,

we

No.

see

control side. That

problem.

"I think the

in the Association

general,

as an

one

[AIEE]

don't have pastors that

are

leaders note this

people

have

One

tendency.

thought that

a

and without

usually have support

5). Another reflects

on

is that

why we
we

do not

prepared with

a

more

directive

society in

of caudillo leader"

the

one

a

as

possible

or

tme base.

some

as

several

churches, the

They think he

biblical bases"

cause

well,

who talks more, but this person is

chispa (a spark that gets

of logic

This type of

9).

declares, "Traditionally in

leader is the

person that has charisma and

doesn't

No.

be evident among church members

usually without principles
a

time

4). Another affirms, "There is the tendency here for

leadership of only one person" (Personal Interview,

expectation appears to

reason

the Ecuadorian

respondent asserts, "People here want a type
No.

long

7).

expectation of followers. Referring to

(Personal Interview,

was a

Another pastor reflects

National Church leaders also refer to this pattem of a

leadership

much difference

Lord. The type of leadership that I

present" (Personal Interview, No. 10).

haven't had strong
have

growth in the

the dominant

more on

on

those years. I do not

over

some

Another National Church leader

Church for about 25 years, and I would

working wdth the National
leadership

3).

of leadership

longevity of this type

like to examine the

No.

the fire

or

she should be

going)

but he

(Personal Interview,

of this type of expectation. "The

No.
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background for all

of this is that people don't want to take

(Personal Interview,
When

church,
One

a

17).

attempting to change this type of expectation within the

"I think I have the

a

capacity to

team, but I have been criticized

4). Another conmients, "I
in the

leadership]

trying to develop this type [of collaborative

am

a

leader who will mandate"

Still another pastor

recalls, "The church has been

greatly affected by authoritarianism as the pastor
the

-

priest who

No.

a

pastor has

tension. I

keep

on

(Personal Interview,

to do

trying
No.

leading

(Personal Interview,

a

to

explain

something to

as a

from other churches and

they had this

Therefore with this concept there has been

but la lucha

group.

church and

No.

(the struggle)

continues"

"They [the

church

people]

a

don't have the

they need to change to that mentality"

1).

perceives that leadership practices

may have

do with church and mission tensions. "All the AIEE

have ended their terms in

presidents]

the great

6). Another leader desires that his church become

One denominational leader
had

were

everything.

church that makes decisions

idea of a team

as

4). "When we began this church," another pastor

observes, "I think maybe 40 percent
a

is looked upon

govems. He should direct and have the last word in all

things" (Personal Interview,

idea that

be the type of leader who

greatly for that" (Personal Interview,

church, but the people want

(Personal Interview, No. 3).

authority

local

noticeable frustration arises in the comments of ecclesiastical leaders.

tersely remarks,

works in
No.

No.

responsibility"

a

bad way, in conflict with the mission.

need firm bases in the

knowledge

of how to

run an

presidents

They [the

organization

.

.

.

Ill

and

know how to better relate to others"

they need to

This comment does

depict

some

of the nature of the

No.

(Personal Interview,

it is

problem; however,

somewhat unfair to make it all-inclusive. It could be said that many

presidencies

have ended in conflict and tension with other national leaders, local churches,
the mission, but not all

According

presidencies

to the national

manner.

One leader

points

have also led

or

or

way."^^

have ended in that

leaders, the missionary role has

positive. Sometimes missionaries

7).

behaved in

an

not

always been

authoritarian

out how nationals sometimes feel about missionaries

and their power base. "The nationals sometimes consider the missionaries

superior to themselves

because

they have

Interview, No. 7). Thus, missionaries
resources

money and

The

act that way, he

respondent

or

she

seems

mandate"

can

to indicate that

forceful

a

even

might be perceived that way.

if the

leverage

Speaking of missionaries

he observes, "I have
to do

something

with him

or

seen

in his

where

period

someone

of work here. It doesn't matter if other

going to

leave it

story" (Personal Interview, No. 5). Thus,

portraying

superior

background

to

settings

people

[my idea] here

the

problem

in

agree

as a

gift

grand

missionaries also need

authoritarian attitudes.

Note the discussion of this in the

a

has communicated the idea of wanting

of something that I have left behind.' This person wants to become the

be careful about

does not

Another national leader

and nationals who had worked in team

not, this person thinks, 'I'm

person of the

of

missionary

mentioned that both nationals and missionaries at times had acted with
attitude.

(Personal

must be careful in their use of financial

and power, lest these components become

superiority.

they

chapter

one.

to
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The National Church leaders indicate

redemptive aspects
motivates the
person who

positive

of the caudillo model of leadership in

people to

gives

some

an

go forward in the

impulso (impulse

momentum),

Interview, No. 5). Another leader attributes

more

a

possible
"This

general.

future," responds

or

or

one

leader. "It is

caudillo''

(Personal

benefits of the

positive

caudillo model to the lower class. "I believe this type of leadership
can

be

having

more

affective in the lower class. These

someone

give them

directions. These

them what to do and how to do it"

people

people

are

[autocratic]

always accustomed to

want to have someone to

(Personal Interview,

No.

9). This

class

even

(Vasquez

dictatorial have

and Saltos

largely

come

fi-om the upper

or

2002:102,103).

authoritarian pattem of leadership, found in the Ecuadorian

influenced the National Church

leadership practices

From these responses, the

model appears to be

strongly

seems

to hinder or

levels of leadership

of their followers
of the
for

a

positive

visionary

strong,

has indeed

followership

responding to

expectations

research

could be

an

objective

explanation

for

sequester emerging leaders when they reach executive

(ROl). They

or

and

society,

a

predominantly endorsed leadership

authoritarian. In

number one, these types of practices and
what

more

upper middle

In summary, most of the National Church leaders indicate that

expectations.

tell

may be true;

however, historically, the Ecuadorian presidents who have tended to be
autocratic and

a

may succumb to the

expectations

and demands

continue the authoritarian pattems of previous leaders. Some

comments of the caudillo model noted above may show the need

or a

charismatic type leader who is

willing to

take

charge.

Even
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though this
research

is not

necessarily a biblical value,

question number three

about what

caudillo model. The above responses
It is

now

this

phenomenon.

important to turn to

experience

or

other

are

it does

help begin to

might be the positive values

only initial

resources

a

further determine the extent of

to

These include the missionaries and other leaders with

expertise

wdth the Ecuadorian field.

predominant authoritarian model

National Church Association, and the

the missionaries also

in the Ecuadorian

majority of those

society

concem.

When asked about their number

Church Association, many responses had

"I think that at the Association level

leadership.

top,"

No.

30).

Another expresses

similar concem, "It

and

they

don't know how to handle the power. And

asserts one

people

and that's where it becomes very

(Personal Interview, No. 26).
also noted

as a concem.

idea of sharing power and
leaders

...

so

there

me

gave

for the National

do with this type of

seems

so

like

is the

they get the

end up

they

painful to

see

or

power

attacking

unwise decisions

The lack of sharing power

"What concemed

(AIEE)

missionary (Personal Interview,

good friends, good ministers, good people, making
those

negative.

[my greatest concem]

concentration of power at the
a

one concem

something to

and the

comments are

The presence of this model within the National Church Association

them great

in the

assessments in the process.

Referring again to the leadership grid in figure 4,
noted

answer

this take

even

about

place"

equipping

others is

most was that there was not the

was never a

need to

equip

and release other

I think the idea of equipping others somehow gave them the idea that

their power

was

diminished"

(Personal Interview, No. 32).
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Several missionaries

perceive that leaders
with

in

higher,

executive

and enthusiasm,

positions

only to struggle

often seemed to

begin their tenures

later with

type of power misuse. "The [National Church leaders] started off

some

giving much hope

far

as

there have resulted in
No.

a

as

hope

managing things,

misuse,

a

.

.

.

[but]

the

position and the power

misguided management" (Personal Interview,

24). Another reiterates, "They [National Church leaders]

started out with

good plans and in unity but somewhere along the line, they got bogged down.
And it is hard to put

a

finger on it" (Personal Interview, No. 32).

reflects, "If you look back

at the

starts out with

Association], most everybody
feelings

presidencies

and distrust. Some of them

(Personal Interview,
articulate their

No.

feelings

26).

well

high hopes

disappear and you

one more

[the National

and

don't

they
see

Church

leave with bad

them

anymore"

These missionaries may not have been able to

as

to what

might be the

significant, however,

is the similar sentiment

comments. As noted

earlier,

similar pattem of leaders

of the AIEE

Still

a

or concem

national leader also

starting

exact

out well and not

problem.

that

mns

expressed his

What is

throughout their

observation of a

ending well. Furthermore,

the

authoritarian model of leadership continues to surface with the misuse of power,
the lack of unity, and the

production

Missionaries also express

of distmst and broken

some

lead to the misuse of power and broken
for

more

leaders]
These

training

possible

causes or

relationships.

in relational skills. One asserts,

have to leam to work with

a

team. And

relationships.

variables that

might

Several mention the need

"They [the National

Church

going along with that would

be

possible causes and/or solutions are reported here as part of the data collection and
analyzing process. Final comments on these will be made in chapter five under the implications
section.
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leaming
No.

some

relationship skills and interpersonal skills" (Personal
of insecurity

20). Feelings

spiritual

dimension. One

Church and Ecuadorian
control and

And
is

take

going to

mention the

direct

society]

spiritual

from

relational skills,

contributing to

a

spiritual

control

a

hunch is that

missionary.

strong

problem

same

take

time

more

senses

were

we were

don't

No.

26).

cover

on

lifestyle

insecure.

fiilly believe

that God

Two missionaries

...

so

and

spiritual

maybe

hoping

battles

of an authoritarian,

were

as

possible

feel that

causes or

added to the

consciously

or

unconsciously. "My

than

we

thought,

one

while at the

wishing that people [in the congregations]

and affluence

missionary

problem by

sending mixed signals," affirms

controlling

variables

control-type leadership.

they may have

whether

more

and

missionary has

when the

They

sense

of prayer support to be able to face the

might have

fostered

a

Another

access

to more

would

missionary

type of superiority.

person who has the money has the power whether you want it
way when the

want to be in

they feel

the field.

responsibility" (Personal Interview, No. 26).

that

or

warfare. In summary, the missionaries attribute limited

[missionaries]

"We

they

during their time

domineering attitude,
we

people

place when engaged in ministry. They

Missionaries also admit when

adhering to

possible psychological

The

mentality.

(Personal Interview,

enemy

insecurity,

the

a

battles that take

especially need

challenges

is

insecure? In part because

opposition from the

leaders

as a

want to be in control? It is because

of them"

care

expressed

missionary explains, "It [the leadership in the National

why do people

why do they feel

also

were

Interview.

or

not.

"The

So in that

funds, the missionary has the power

says that he will stop

giving money,

he becomes like
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33). This dimension of the problem needs further study,

observation, missionaries must also be careful

but

as an

initial

minister from

not to

they must especially be

authoritarian base, and

No.

family'" (Personal Interview,

the husband who says, T will not support my

careful with their

an

lifestyle

and the

distribution of funds.
Positive aspects of the caudillo model also surface in the
"We did not like

responses.

people
a

who got

things

contextualized team

goes
as

on

done"

caudillos,''

22). Thus,

a

begin with

strong leader should

sometimes appears to be the

No.

should

"strong

a

not

strong leader is here defined

they

leader." However, he

become threatened

as one

were

32). Another intimates that

No.

with the caudillo leader

case

"But

missionary.

one

(Personal Interview,

approach

to mention that this

asserts

missionary

by others,

(Personal Interview,

who is not

easily threatened.

Other expert leaders from outside the National Church also note similar

pattems of leadership. One expatriate school official says that he only

type of leadership in his
"The

working

tenure

perception here by the people

get ahead here
to the

top you

or move

owe

up is to

people

a

lot"

in the Ecuadorian

is that 'we need

give

other

'^^

An

are

example

middle class

not

ready

for

(Personal Interview,

democracy yet.

dictator.'"*^

people privileges.

professor of business management concludes that
leaders]

a

society.

So

a

No.

"the

38).

saw one

He asserts,

The

only

way to

Then when you get
An Ecuadorian

[Ecuadorian political

strong govemment and leadership

of this type of perception took place in a conversation that this author had with a
in Guayaquil. This woman confessed that she felt totally frustrated with the

woman

She asserted, "1 think the country needs a dictator!
democracy doesn't work here. I see too many poor kids and that

corrupt form of govemment she had
There is too much

cormption

and

seen.

breaks my heart. We need someone to tell us what to do. We need the United States to control the
aduanas (import customs). Our coimtry loses too much money at the aduanas every day. And
our presidents steal
money from the country. The last one stole much money from our country."
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are

necessary here. You cannot

You have to take the

negotiate things here.

initiative" (Personal Interview, No. 37). This strong govemment must, however,
overcome

the

"capitalize
next

popular

promises"

students Total

is eager to leam

new

Quality management and

confidently believes

that his country

could take "another twenty years
Missionaries

that the

a

people

other

can

participative management

change

or

more"

or

fi-om

or

that

congregations
pastor

a

even

another

or a

"much

leader

organization

when the leader

into that

style.

since it made them feel

within the

models

autocratic to

comes

a

but he also affirms that it

more

No.

or someone

one

you

37).

not

a

[as

who is

(Personal Interview,

also notes this pattem.

One feels

a

a

missionary]

spiritual guide

No.

35).

A

"My experience

strong leader type, the people tended

they wanted him to

comfortable"
some

prefer that

be that kind of leader

(Personal Interview,

No.

36).

distinctions with variations of leadership

society. "Leadership paradigms

class divisions," asserts

especially

was

That is,

Other leaders do make

paradigms

in the

leaders from other denominations also express similar

in the local

missionary from yet
has been that

an

(Personal Interview,

make the decisions and tell them what to do"

push him

hope

controlling type leadership within their denomination.

make the decisions

to

see

ways of management. He teaches his

participative society through education and training,

for

ready to

of developing collaborative type leaders for the fiiture. He

goal

concems

and is

the needs of others in order to get votes." He does

on

generation who

with the

leader who makes "false

Latin American

from the lower class

in Latin America follow

representative.

paradigm.

"The dictator

The lower class

people expect
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(Personal hiterview,

this type of leader"
extensive

study

that leaders
a

34). One missionary who has done

Quichua-speaking Highland peoples

and work among the

were

No.

selected in their culture

by way

states

of "group consensus." "In such

culture," he affirms, "the top-down, heavy-handed leadership models of the

caudillos

or

the USA multi-national
No.

(Personal Interview,
predominant,

regions

the research

or

class

as

well. "The

and in church

or

groupings

with this leader. The

some

positive points

planting that

in Ecuador. This would

is

of this model

usually good. People

negative aspect

one

understanding

in the

interpretations

and

are

of the

possible

they

to the research

(Personal

No.

give guidance

33).
and

Some initial

questions

and

objectives

were

analyze the

remarks and considerations that surfaced in the interviews.

The Collaborative Model
The story continues in consideration of a collaborative

leadership

stand

at least appear to listen

(Personal Interview,

caudillo-type leadership.

answers

vision,

a

is that it doesn't create teamwork"

who shows strong power

area

that there is

understand where

The next step in the process is to evaluate and

collaborative-type

help

of the caudillo type

positive aspects

The above remarks, concems, and considerations

suggested.

seems

different models of leadership

Interview, No. 34). Another suggested that people would
to and follow the

absolute failure"

question number one.

Other interviewees express

leadership

an

though the authoritarian model

there do appear to be variations

within the different
answer

Even

36).

corporation would be

within the National Church

leadership.

paradigm

of

Is this type of leadership
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evident within the National Church in Ecuador? And if so, how
has it become? One
were

begin to

can

general terms such

answer

these

questions by recognizing that there

teamwork, democratic, consultative

as

leadership that were mentioned several times by the National
These

general

collaborative
notes

terms are

leadership,

specific

collaborative

already reflected

terms

or

as

used

or

in

figure

five.

participative

Church Leaders.

in the overall comments

previously noted

phrases

deeply ingrained

conceming

Figure

seven

below

Church leaders to describe

by the National

leadership.

Figure 7. Descriptive Terms and Phrases Related

to the

Collaborative Model

Author's translation

Total count

Compartir
responsibil idades
Delegar

To share

(7)

Pastorear

To

Capacitar

To

Colaborar

To collaborate

Balancear el poder
Descentralizar

To balance the power
To decentralize

Rendir cuentas

To be accountable to others

Kev terms

or

phrases

To

In addition to

delegate
shepherd or to give pastoral care
develop, train or prepare others

mentioning key

leaders affirm that collaborative
denomination. First,
collaborative

some

leadership

we

have made

Association

terms and

leadership

optimism

phrases,

is indeed

as a

the National Church

occurring

in the

is evident in the progress of unity and

"We

are

working together with the

together to the

churches have

helped

[AIEE]" (Personal Interview, No. 17).

that the church

(3)
(3)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(1)

with the churches and the mission. One national leader

enthusiastically remarks,
visits

responsibilities

whole

was

already moving

in

missionaries. The

much in

unifying the

Another national leader feels

a more

participative

direction.
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society, the leadership model is changing in the
church today to be one more of servanthood to give and to be an
example for others. This is changing today in our churches. In
In the church, this model is
some cases, it has already changed.
also changing to give people more chance to serve. In the
businesses as well, they are noting a change to an emphasis more
on people.
There is still a conflict between the old style and the
new, but there are a lot of pastors who do want to change toward
the new (Personal Interview, No. 9).

But just like in the

-

.

.

.

Another pastor also confirms this
yes, the servanthood and

church,

example,
I liked

that worked in

(Personal Interview,
seem

to be

notes, however,
collaborative

No.

at least the

between the old and the

but

and

objective

are

did lack

becoming

new

again,

[a city

of life.

and

mountains].

participative leadership

effective in the churches. One still

of a

"strong

there does remain

seem

to indicate

paradigm

is

an

a

initial

already becoming

and the form of adaptation of this

or even

in the southem

give

some

For

strong leader in the group"

a

Church and the Ecuadorian model of leadership

This would also

growing.

leader" within the
notable

stmggle

positive

answer

to

number two. At least from these statements, it could be

that the collaborative

degree

are

pattems of leadership.

These responses would
research

we

anticipated need

Once

church. "In the

participative leadership styles

16). Thus, servanthood

growing

paradigm.

development in the

church in Cuenca

our

working with our team,

models

.

initial

perhaps permanently,

to a

a

reality

development

seen

in the National
in

general.

The

model, however, need further analysis.

hope that people

can

adapt,

at

different model of leadership

least
or a

temporarily

different way

Furthermore, perhaps certain forms of participative leadership have
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already been
even

evident in

though these

are

degree for

some

not

some

time within the Ecuadorian

readily observed.^^

In the interview process, it is clear that many

participative
"I

am

form of leadership, whether

trying to

affirms

one

or

not

they

pastors do desire
are

raise up the type of church where the

a more

actually leading that

people

work

pastor (Personal Interview, No. 3). "I prefer to work in

a

team,"

approach to leadership that he
a

The missionaries also note

is

seeking

some

missionary, "you

one

in his church and

(Personal Interview,

No.

community.

4).

positive developments

within the National Church. "If you get

heart," observes

when

different type of leadership in which everyone collaborates

well in the church and the pueblo"

leadership

me

No. 1). Another pastor made reference to

making decisions" (Personal Interview,

"I have tried to show

way.

together,"

reiterated another pastor. "I try to consult with everyone who is around

the unified

society

can see

a

of collaborative

good pastor with a

servant's

good things happen" (Personal

Interview, No. 27). Another missionary feels that the newly elected National
Church
the

in 2001

directorship

new

leadership

working fairly

well

as a

unified team. "I

and I don't know all of those leaders

-

that the committee itself has

leaders"

was

a

(Personal Interview,

greater desire

No.

20).

In

to

some

work

as a

-

but my

see

in

impression

is

team and to be servant

respects that may have been true;

respondents who felt that some of the rural,
indigenous
participative in leadership form than the mestizo and
urban groups. And there have been those comments that suggest that at least a lesser degree of
authoritarian leadership is foimd among the upper classes as compared to the lower classes. And
some regional differences are noted as one
pastor observed, "In Quito for instance, the people
were more prepared to work in a
team, but in Santo Domingo, they were not."
The evidence for this

was

cormnunities

noted earlier from

seem

to be more
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however, the abrupt and authoritarian manner of changing the entire
staff (mentioned in

did not leave favorable

chapter one)

Several of the responses in this category reveal

individual pastors who appear to be
mention of these individual cases,

points

out that at least some role

evident and that

about

change

key leaders

within

noteworthy roles

in

category, each church

or

by both national

a

and

for at least

area

church feel that their

fact that
that

a

developing

fairly long period
staff was

well

well

together

as

in the past

however, this church has been

exemplary

"Yes, here

we

an

as

churches

or

The

manner.

missionaries,

leadership

be influential in

pioneering

more

having been

are

bringing
models

play

a

than

once.

leading role

model

of time. Two of the pastors from the

working together as
a

a

team.

team.

(Personal Interviews, Nos.
on

staff, feel that they

(Personal Interview,

example.

No.

They

They
1 and

were

like the

also feel

6).
not

16). Still,

Another church is mentioned twice

as

role model of teamwork and unified vision. The pastor asserts,

work in

a

team

democratically

and in

is the leader and the church knows that, and he has

horizontal"

for others.

others. For consideration in this

However, others, who had formerly worked

an

can

they meet together regularly and pray together as

as

key

leaders and

individual had to be mentioned

pastoral

few

collaborative

group of people. These

they delegate responsibilities

working

a

models of participative type

One church is mentioned three times

in this

a more

groups of people

or

society or

leading

in

leading

impressions

semmary

(Personal Interview, No. 16).

church confirms his

viewpoint.

A

a

horizontal line. The pastor

authority,

missionary who

but the line is
had worked with this
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positive relationship that we had with anybody
He actively sought to equip people for
was with the pastor.
ministry and he frequently shared the pulpit with a group of elders.
Probably the

most

.

.

input of women a lot. He was the one who
actively complimented me [a woman] when he had me as a teacher
and told me how much he appreciated the teaching. So I felt
valued by him very much. So 1 think there were some
characteristics that he held that were not typical of Ecuadorian
pastors. He was very appreciative and he was probably a lot more
family-oriented in that he really wanted to involve all the family.
He definitely likes sharing power rather than trying to do it all
himself or control it all (Personal Interview, No. 32).

He seemed to value the

.

In the above

example

of a

healthy church role model,

.

notes the

one

evidence of a pastor who values each person of the team and attempts to involve
everyone in the

the

only

mean

of the church. Even

ministry

mentioned

ones

more

that other churches

are

than

not

once as

though the

above two churches

exemplary churches,

worthy of emulation

as

this does not

well. There

National Churches where leaders and followers also collaborative in

When

reflecting

on

the

example

of individual pastors,

one

are

other

ministry.^'

pastor stands

out above the rest. This person is mentioned nine times in the survey and

times in the interviews

missionaries

are

being

as

united in

a

a

attributing

long

eight

model leader. Both national leaders and
the

highest number of positive

this pastor. No other National Church leader
individual. He has had

are

career as a

or

missionary

came

remarks to

close to this

pastor and developer of people and

churches. The responses that follow share the story.
"He is
leader.

many

one

"Perhaps

such person

[who

he has gone down

works well in
a

There

were

five other churches that

leadership.

were

team]," suggests

one

national

little in these last years, but he has trained

people" (Personal Interview, No. 14).

collaborative type

a

The reference to

mentioned

by

one

respondent

going
as

down in

representative of a
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recent years is most

example
way,

likely

of this servant leader. One leader comments, "He has

as a

tremendous pastor and trainer"

always giving the "young
would

due to his deterioration in health. Others also note the

He

was an

equipper,

preach,"

a

that he is interested in their

thing that

was

not

missionary.

was

"He

an

another leader observes, "He has

solid pastors. And I think the way that he does it is

well-being rather than receiving
"He

(Personal Interview, No. 27).
leader. "He

He

releaser" (Personal hiterview. No. 32).

Conceming this development of young pastors,
just been able to put out good,

asserts a

been that

and then he would send them out. So he is

always push them forward

exception.

(Personal hiterview. No. 17).

chance to

a

guys

always

striving to

was a

have

had hit his town. His

very humble

all the credit"

guy,"

affirms another

everybody think that he was

goals were always

to reach

the greatest

people

for Christ and

get the big picture" (Personal Interview, No. 30).
This pastor also defies the stereotype of a strong, charismatic leader. "He
is not

a

reiterates

dynamic person,"

(Personal Interview,

No.

coming

a

ministry.

So I

see

that he has

Interview, No. 20). Even though he is
he is firm when

facing conflicts

well, feels that this firmness
been

developed through

and

was

a

great discipler"

not have that

leader, but he is obviously a leader because of

out of his church and the young

up to go into the

"But he is

missionary.

18). Another leader opines, "He does

charisma that you think of with
what is

one

not

men

a

an

women

that he is

raising

quiet leadership" (Personal

not noted for

problems.

and

One

charisma, others indicate that

missionary,

who knew him

intrinsic characteristic, but had rather

years of arduous

ministry.

"He has

developed

as a

leader

and has

developed

criticisms and

problems.

enabled him to be

a

I think he has leamed from

.

.

counselor to other

that when this pastor

[AIEE],

much respect and has been able to stay firm withm the

so

the

was

The

pastors."

same

president of the National

"he started well and ended well"

This has

[hardships].

missionary also

feels

Church Association

(Personal Interview, No. 23).

Most of the national leaders and missionaries feel that the above pastor is
an

exception.

He not

only

defies the stereotype but also

model for many young pastors and

further

training

in the

seminary.

for his church and has

"quiet,"

Even

example.

and self-sacrifice

a

strong role

many of whom went

though this

developed many leaders,

non-charismatic

humility, service,

lay leaders,

provides

leader

provides

a

on

to receive

firm direction

he is also characterized

as a more

This leader portrays well the biblical values of
as

noted in the

contrasting

section of the

theoretical framework.
In the

exemplary,
seem

interviews, four other pastors also receive

more

directive and collaborative type role models.

to combine well the

than

delineates the quotes from each of the

as

their

instead of the

pastors'

names

are

to

noted in the

respondents conceming these four pastors

The quotes from the

complementary aspects

as

chapter three. Figure eight

and portrays the type of complementary elements of leadership that

these comments.

mention

These pastors would

complementary elements of leadership

third section of the theoretical framework in

one

respondents

portrayed

in the

are

are

evident in

in the middle column and

right column.

help protect confidentiality.

Letters

are

used
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Figure 8.

Descriptions

Pastor

Quotes from

Pastor A

"He is

a

of Complementarv Elements of Leadership

Complementarv elements

Respondents

sfrong leader with vision, but he also

allows others to

Sfrong, visionary

leader is

combined with the

participate."

participative

element.
"He has vision, spiritual maturity and fraining
in sfrategies. He knows how to work in a

Pastor B

team. He has

There is

Pastor C

a

leadership."
drawing" to this pastor.

proven

"natural

He

Natural

drawing

others."

charismatic, energetic spirit.

"sfrong leader" but not "a dictator."
a team." "He is a good
discipler."

not

"take

He is

leader is combined with

In the third column of figure

elements of leadership
two in

a

leading

an

noted earlier in the

chapter three.

broad-vision

or

suggestive

as

eight above,

There

are

able to work in

will note

leadership

or one

would also

imply

left side of the

leadership

paradigm,

bold type of leadership

continuum. The

orientation toward

an

of the continuum. Thus

complementing aspects

leadership

continuum

leaders would appear to be
the cultural

expectations

however: would

at least

they

are

positive

portrayed

found

people

more

visionary aspect

a

visionary who
or

is also

is also

energetic type spirit

perhaps

more on

the

and servant leader

and reflection in the center

from the center and the

evident in these four

perspectives.

provide this type

in

a

cases.

right

These types of

role models for leaders in Ecuador, based

and biblical

continue to

as

participative

elements would suggest

sides of the

as

though this aspect might be

who empowers others. The charismatic
a more

team and

complementary

continuum

of the caudillo model in the Latin context, the

element of the collaborative

enabler

one

a

others.

visionary qualities that would suggest

Even

leadership.

a

Sfrong leader is combined with
being a dictator and being

a

disciple

decisive

take-charge

person is combined with a nondemanding attitude. A servant

a

"He has also worked in

figure

and

charge" type of person "without
demanding it." He is "a servant, charismatic
leader" who is "energetic and energizes
is

Pastor D

a

Visionary is combined with
working well in a team.

The

on

question remains,

of balanced

leadership

if given
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the

opportunity to

In

concluding this section

observations will
Ecuadorians and
open to

a

now

one

as a

National

three

on

their

the Ecuadorian

"These students

some

general

respondents,
younger
more

tw^o

generation

hopeful

is

that the

excessive and abusive power. These

give way to

example,

confidently asserts,

are

experiences

with the younger

professor of business management

capturing the process [of participative

He said that his students did not view this type of leadership in their

existing businesses,

but

they were leaming new ways to

work

together

for the

(Personal Interview, No. 37).
Earlier it

was

noted that

collaborative form of leadership

change.
general

One national
were

lay

some

everything
church

so

even

in

least

that the pastor

desiring

in this direction. He notes,
to be the

[in the church]

the

primary
people

and to make all the decisions. For

priesthood

society

there

at

changing more

are

and

to

attempting this type

a

of

leader feels that his local church and the church in

partly moving

minister. "But

churches and pastors

or are

church, the pastor is still considered

of the

at least

participative type of leadership. They are

For

leadership]."

First,

model,

missionary, feel that the upcoming,

informants base their estimations

generation.

the collaborative

on

be considered.

future leaders would not

future

such

higher levels of executive leadership,

president or district superintendent?

Church

more

rise to

or

leader

we

general" (Personal Interview,

even

in the

decision maker and

want the leader to do

example, I bring

evangelizes him.

of all believers, but

however, that

What

we

someone

to the

need is the concept

do not find that here in the Ecuadorian

No.

13).
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One other consideration is

conceming the higher officials
the local churches in
about the
not, this

general

perception of the

of the National Church. Five

are more

participative

one

to

respondents

in nature and

more

feel that

concemed
tme or

be somewhat strong among those interviewed.

particular question

changing, however,
congregations

participative
Association

as

or

the National Church leaders make

analysis from this

collaborative type

(AIEE)

even

leadership

will need to show

patience

inspiration, modeling
be further

A Laissez Faire

or

Referring

leadership

is

and

possible

visits to the local

and

it is still

examples

important to

development of new

analyzed

in the National Church

a

long

persistent modeling

are some

in collaborative churches and leaders. It is

figure five,

more

may be

and arduous

change the expectations within their

This section has also shown that there

point will

perceptions

section would tend to suggest that

though the change toward

process. Leaders who attempt to

congregations

in the interview. These

and show their support in the churches and their communities.

The overall

was

personnel

large part because these responses were random and were not directly

related to any

for

local church

community than the denominational officials. Whether this is

perception appears

This is in

a

under the

and

teaching.

of positive role models

look to these role models

leaders and churches. This

implications

section in

chapter

five.

Total Non-Directive Model

back to results from the interviews in the

it is evident that very few comments
in the Ecuadorian

at least very little

were

leadership grid

made about this type of

society and the National Church;

recognition of it.

It is

of

if it occurs, there

exclusively mentioned by
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missionaries,
the terms

and most of these comments

were

negative

in connotation.

Thus,

from the missionaries and not the Ecuadorians.

come

key terms that might be

Some of the

more

representative

of this

leadership

type include dependent leaders, conflict avoidance, and nonchalance. Even
few responses in the far

though there

are

important to

evaluate these comments.

observes, "He would maybe shy

of controlling

side of the continuum, it is

Conceming

People

prepared.
we

in the church

There

leadership,

were

too much

was

pastor,

one

teaching

delegation.

or

a

missionary

responsibilities.

(Personal Interview,

No.

exact

opposite

leading worship

And when

we were

He

23). After

missionary noticed

opposite approach. "Sometimes the pastor was the
church.

one

away from the conflict and

did his job well, but he avoided conflicf

relating examples

right

an

extreme

in the local

and

they were

not

in those churches,

wondered, 'Who really is in charge here?'" (Personal Interview, No. 24).
Another

dependency.

missionary

"Some

they might have

ideas

provided guidance,
were

were

many of the

they

leaders

dependent managers.

notions of what should be

.

.

They

could

lead, but they

were no

done, but unless others

were

did not view this type of leadership

seen

That is,

or

supervision, they

dependent
No.

on

others to

26).

Ecuadorian responses in this category, it could be

the missionaries themselves felt that it did

churches. "I have

or

required resources" (Personal Interview,

Because there

concluded that

dependent

human resources, financial resources,

fairly paralyzed.

provide

or

describes this type of leadership in terms of

pastors who

as a

problem. However,

produce problems

are more

visionary,"

in the local

comments one
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missionary,

"who like

starting them,
someone to

pastor

but

to see a

lot of mmistry

they don't continue

continue with them.

.

.

and

with them and

The

problem

people expect him to

starts up, the

going

they

mvolved

are

they expect

m

church

some

is that all these ministries that the

stick with it and to be there all the time"

(Personal Interview, No. 27). This could reflect a problem of expectations
followers

expecting

anticipating that the

an

followers will

leader to do most

everything

and/or

automatically carry on whatever he

Whichever the case, the laissez faire

begins.
be

take-charge

a

or

leadership

a

-

the

leader

or

she

model does not appear to

effective model of leadership in Ecuador. This initial conclusion finds its

base not
in the

only

in the few comments made

numerous

anticipate

a

appropriate

comments

leadership

away from the extreme

right

usurp biblical values and

Before

tuming to

the responses from
B and

C)

conceming the expectations

the

findings

of the

The responses from these

and other expert leaders

an

in any way.
from the survey, it is

questions

shed

quantitative

important to

in the interview format

sufficiently

questions

some

follow-up

of followers who

side. This initial conclusion also does not appear to

that have not yet been

In the

section, but also

in the Ecuadorian National Church must steer

perspectives

some

solutions, and reveal

in this

distance between leader and follower. Thus,

larger power
model for

by missionaries

review

(see Appendices

addressed in the above discussions.

more

light

on

measurements

the

as

problems

and the

well.

interviews with National Church leaders, missionaries

(Appendix B), question

collaborative, servant-type model

was a

viable

four asks the

respondents

option for leadership

if the

in Ecuador.
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All National Church leaders and missionaries who gave definite responses
answered in the affirmative with

would take

a

Some feel that it

collaborative model.
"Yet it
not

one

a

[the

collaborative

good way to

captain

of time with much

long period

model]

is

cabinet who work

servanthood"

was

(Personal Interview,

No.

19).

perceived foreign

of a

more

notes the

model]
could

time to

nature

importance of modeling the

be done

change

can

though

some

...

If the church

more

but also

an

president and

equals

in true

of a

possible],

participatory type

but in the

beginning

a

hurdle

regions

or

obstacle to

or areas

or

overcome

in

of the country it may

Another National Church leader

process. "Yes, I think it

privately

or

sees a new

difficulties

it

The

publicly,

so

[the

collaborative

that the

people

model, I think that, yes, the

quickly" (Personal Interview, No. 5). Thus,

qualifications

collaborative model, all

option,

some

implement than in others.

this model

a

with

A National Church leader also

of the model may be

has to be modeled here either

see

highly hands-on

foreign concept" (Personal Interview, No. 1).

its initial stages. Others note that in

take

be

leader among

implementation stages
is

"But it is

missionary.

ministry could progress to

ministry. "Yes, [collaborative leadership
more

one

ministry needs to

a

start out either.

good way to

not a

together with a facilitator as

indicates difficulties in the initial

appears to be

patience to implement the

possible," replies

start out. The initial

at the outset. Then the

Most feel that it

pending qualifications.

some

are seen

in the

implementation of the

respondents feel positive that it is not only

important step for effective ministry

even

of the

a

gospel

viable
in Ecuador.

Question eight in the follow-up interviews (Appendix B), asks the

respondents to indicate what type of organizational
for the National Church

leadership.

National Church leaders advise
These

leadership.
leadership,

a

decentralized

stmcture. The

mentioned

phrases

or

a more

use

interesting to

vertical

or

"balanced"
a more

approach to

horizontal

and "a circular type stmcture"

approach"

should have less control

guide

and not

as a

one

over

over

solid

should be that of service to the churches. Most

that there should still be

a

are

terminology they use, they indicate that the National

leadership

more as a

strongly hierarchical pattem of

twice each the terms

imposing their authority or too much control

should function

they might suggest

note that none of the

less centralized stmcture, and

"a team

Whatever

once.

Church executive
not

respondents

It is

structure

the local churches

them. Their

by

leadership

mandate, and their attitude

were

quick to point out, however,

central leader. One national leader also feels that the

overall stmcture should be less bureaucratic.

Conceming the missionary responses,
or

decentralized stmcture with

missionary voices

a

appropriate

contradiction

necessary. This person feels that

time

a more

decentralization

use

checks and balances.

a

a

one

was

implemented (Personal Interview, No.
hierarchy

once

each,

need for checks and balances three times. Other

leaders outside the National Church association and mission
responses. Most

Only

horizontal

strong leader is still necessary, although in

the terms horizontal and flattened

twice, and

a more

by observing that more hierarchy

horizontal stmcture could be

19). The missionaries

most also indicate

agreed that changes

are

body

gave similar

needed in the stmcture of the National

1

1

Church association

-

changes that would lead to

type administration, but still with

some

a more

decentralized, horizontal

type of hierarchy and

central leader.

a

Question number nine asks if the respondents feel that the
among

equals"

is

an

appropriate concept for leadership

respondents,

both national and

There

dissenters. As in the response to

are no

qualifications
Ecuadorian

in this response.

leader. "There exists this

preparation, growth,
In

leadership

and

Most

question four,

but

for

as

now,"

"I

a

are

says

one

also

challenge

"I think it is

a

some

to the

good

National Church

to achieve this

equality" (Personal Interview,

preparation.

there

of now there is not sufficient

maturity in the churches

leader echoes the need for

in Ecuador. All the

that it would be

sense

Utopia here

possibility,

here there isn't

term "first

missionary, respond affirmatively to this question.

society and would take time to implement.

but still somewhat of a

phrase,

'> o

am

No.

type of system.

4). Another

in agreement with this

concept," he

reiterates. "There would need to be much work to get this into the minds of the

people
mind"

.

.

.

This structure will

require

an

asserts still another church leader. "It is difficult

a

say in the decision

In addition to the need for

need for
affirms

a

society

and the

here, but it

can

all,"

work. All should

process" (Personal Interview, No. 13).

equality,

the National Church leaders affirm the

leader who is the "first," but also

one

in the

"It is the ideal because the work is for

(Personal Interview, No. 9).

be able to have

change

extreme

equal

with team members. "Yes,"

leader, "this phrase is basically from the Word of God, where it says,

'He who wants to be first must be servant of all.'

consider himself superior to others

.

.

.

Thus, the leader should

and yes, every group,

even

not

small groups,
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should

always

have

someone at

the head. Otherwise there would be too many

'jefes' (bosses)" (Personal Interview, No. 14). Thus,
are

in agreement that the concept of "first among

approach to leadership

can

function well here in Ecuador"
The missionaries also

concept is

a

viable

option

missionary explains,
he

or

a

well" asserts
No.

"The

one

leader,

1).

unanimously affirm that a "first among equals"

and

a

valuable

"The 'first' is

goal

someone

to work toward.

who has

As

one

enough self-confidence that

responsible

for the decisions"

The missionaries also assert that this would take

(Personal Interview, No. 26).

require

leadership

dynamic

a

challenges.

(Personal Interview,

she is able to make mistakes and yet is

time and

equals" would be

in Ecuador that would also find its

person who has this concept in mind defines
"It

the National Church leaders

servant leader who is able to take

charge

and

give vision

and

charisma to the work.
Another valuable

resource

for

understanding the

Ecuador includes former missionaries with
and wisdom. In
treat the

same

Appendix

issues and

of the past

knowledge

additional

questions

on some

of the

one

experience of this

appropriate

positive aspects

knowledge,

they

questions

group, it appears that

example,

some

when asked to reflect

relationships with National Church

are

inspired by the

people. "They do

for the different churches and

in

asked of all the informants. Because

for them. For

in their

leaders, question number three, they
love of the leaders for the

wealth of experience,

ministry

will note that most of the interview

questions that were

and

are

C

a

culture and

have

do visit them"

a

dedication and

genuine

heart for the Lord and

a

heart

(Personal Interview, No. 24).
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Another

missionary reflects

done without many

on

resources.

holistic in their ministry than

"They get a lot

their resourcefulness.

They

we

also have great celebration and

are"

(Personal Interview, No. 26).

afraid to get their hands

Ecuadorian pastors

are

not

missionary. "They

are

good hard workers. They have

people they are ministering to
reach out and have

an

another admires their

and

heart"

evangelistic
spontaneity,

lack of punctuality. "The most
not when it

they want to

even

see

dirty,"
a

of things

they are

more

"The

affirms another

genuine

them grow.

love for the

They want to

(Personal Interview, No. 27). Still

though he

important thing

admits his finstration with the

is what

happens

in

an

event and

starts," he affirms (Personal Interview, No. 30). In the interviews

with both current and former missionaries, all reflect

on

had leamed from the national pastors and the wonderful

the

positive aspects they

relationships they

had

developed with them.
Question four asks
concem

overall

the former missionaries to describe their greatest

for the field at this time. The intent of this

concem

for the field with

everyday affairs,

but still close

indicate issues that deal with
think that at the Association

for

overcoming too

Another expresses
that

a

great

concem

and

[AIEE] level,

much

concem

enough to reveal

top."

was

perspective that was slightly

leadership

concentration of power at the

key

a

question

This

"power

about the

at

it

some

of the

particularly

at

detached from

deeper

the

issues. Most

higher levels.

[my greatest concem]

missionary feels
the

to ascertain their

is the

that decentralization is

top" (Personal Interview,

development

"I

of leaders.

"Well,

that I have for the church in Ecuador is that

we

No.

a

25).

I would say

do not
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produce
a

large

leaders that

church

or

are

capable

of leading

churches and leaders

large

over

groups of people, whether that is

churches"

(Personal Interview,

30). Still another former missionary mentions divisions. "My greatest
about division in the Association

educated leaders would tum their backs
own"

on

better,

more

included and summarized in

important to tum to

the

concems

is

their
or

former

they mentioned, which will

chapter five. After this

findings

on

and issues of power

weigh heavily on their hearts. Many of these

missionaries also suggest solutions to the

concem

mature, better

the Association and go out

(Personal Interview, No. 32). Clearly, leadership

abuse of that power

now

Some of our

[AIEE].

No.

be

review of the interviews, it is

from the survey.

Findings from the Survey
The purpose and extent of the survey

picture

to

of leadership values within the Ecuadorian

Church Association. The survey

providing more
Even

was

information in

though the

it does raise

categories

some

answering

interesting points
are

a

broader, overall

and the National

also conducted with the intention of
the research

as

questions

and

in-depth as the interviews,

fifty-five respondents who filled

out the surveys. The

information of those who took the survey includes three

of informants, similar

as

(10). The pastors

have

while the

an

laity

objectives.

of analysis.

major

in the interviews. The first category consists

of the National Church leaders from the AIEE

ministry,

society

survey is broader in scope and not

Overall there

background

was

obtain

(NCL),

both

clergy (16)

average of 1 1 .4 years of experience in the

account for an average of five years

and

laity

pastoral

experience

in
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ministry in their local
twelve

are

churches. Of the sixteen pastors who took the survey,

from the coast, three from the mountains and

Amazon basin. Twelve

urban dwellers and four

are

all range in age from the

early thirties to

development includes the following
from
five
are

three from

high school,

seminary graduates,

all from

a

university

five

are

student and

and

an

(M) (16),

early

levels:

with

one

a

grade

Bible Institute, three current

background ranging
three

seminary students,
one

university graduate

all of whom have

sixties and have

including high school.
locations reflect

school

setting. They

degree,

more

in age from their

lay

lay leaders

early twenties

seminary graduates,

among the

one

seminary students,

to

one

leaders.

missionary body of OMS

than five years of field

in

a

a

wide range of educational

Bachelor of Arts, Masters and Doctoral

experience

Guayaquil,

two in

Cuenca,
one

two in

Saraguro,

in another

one

from other denominations

interviews, there

Quito and the

early fifties.

are no

rest

degrees. Ministry

from

(O)

in

Quito,

in Carboncillo,

one

in

region of Latin America.

A third category includes Ecuadorian National Church

clergy,

background

variety of places: eight have experience working

the Amazon Basin area, and

and

mral

average of 19.3 years of ministry. The missionaries range in age from the

twenties to the

seven

a

the sixties. Their educational

The second category is formed from the

Intemational

from

from the westem

two Masters and one with a doctorate. The

coastal urban

sixties. There

a

are

one

within Ecuador

leaders, both lay

(13).

In contrast to the

non-ecclesiastical leaders in this category. One is from

Guayaquil. They average

in age from their teens to their

All but two of these leaders from other denominations have less than
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four years of experience. Their educational
range of levels,

background also

includes

including grade school, high school, university,
people

The purpose of surveying

broad base of informants who

are

from these three

knowledgeable

wide

seminary.

categories

about the

diversities found in the Ecuadorian culture. Some

and

a

is to utilize

a

subject matter and the
and contrasts

comparisons

can

also be made in order to determine the extent of leadership models in Ecuador and
CO

further elaborate responses to the research
The first

questions

the informants to describe

question asks

know, using characteristics and traits. The overall

depict

a

wide

variety

and rich

Altogether the respondents
effective leader.
secure,

thirty-nine

an

effective leader

they

question

effective leaders.

different characteristics of an

include

"wise, dependable, persuasive,

firm, humble, convincing, motivational, encouraging, passionate, and

as

left-side orientation

might

depicted
are

fall in the middle

include "humble,

necessary to note the

secure,

further

Terms that

on

might suggest

the
a

firm, and passionate." Terms

right on the

continuum

might

and submissive."
of the responses to

repetition
or

chapter three.

possibly

or

analysis

recurring term

in

"persuasive,

encouraging,

In this overall

The overall

is the wide range of leadership types found

noteworthy

leadership continuum,

that

cited

objectives.

responses to this

vocabulary conceming

Representative examples

submissive." Also

more

and

or recurrence

characteristic

question one,

it is also

of the characteristics

was

having

a

vision

or

or

phrases.

being

a

Concerning the interpretation and analysis of this data, it is important to note that in places the
informant may not have understood well the question asked. For example, when asked to describe
characteristics of an effective leader that they knew, there were some who responded in general
terms of what a leader should be and not one that they had actually seen.
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visionary type

leader.

Of those seventeen occurrences, fourteen

(NCL),
This

three from the missionaries

might lead

perspective
mission.

or

one

to infer that

from the National Church leaders

(M), and none from other church leaders (O).

visionary type leadership

It is difficult to

leader. Six

respondents

well. Thus there

Analysis
categories

are

by the

in

also note the

of respondents. The

and not

general

importance

particular categories

a

and firm"

reflecting on the leadership

complementary relationship

reveals

continuum

some

dynamic, positive spirit (relational emphasis)

persuasive

characteristic

National Church leaders

leadership particularly
One

might

also

are

are

in all three

differences between the
mentioned

more

found in

can

a

or

not

positive

5, 19, 22, 25, 26).

chapter three,

complement

it

often in

voiced very seldom

one

a

notes

a

firm and

might appear that these

anticipating or even desiring

a

balanced type

between the relational and task elements of leadership.

ponder the reason why these National Church

mention these terms

categories.

of these terms. For instance,

(task emphasis). Thus,
are

some

Nos. 1, 2,

as

any

of articulating that vision

"magnetism, charisma,

(Surveys,

between

specifically about

expectations

following terms

other two types of respondents:

spirit, persuasive, dynamic
When

important

Church Association and also the

the responses from the National Church leaders and
at all

an

Church Association because of the number of

similarities of leadership

of the

is

conclude, however, that this type of leadership is

respondents alluding to characteristics

three

are

expectation within the National

predominant in the National

one

cite this term seventeen times.

Altogether the respondents

more

than the other two

categories

leaders would

of respondents.

Perhaps
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these terms represent

a

type of profile that these leaders

desire of them. Whatever

one

of leadership

complementary aspects

at this

might speculate

sense

point,

their followers

it is apparent that

included in the desired

are

traits

leadership

of the National Church leaders.

Other terms used
more

left

by the National

might tend to suggest

side, authoritarian emphasis. These terms would

contradict elements found in the middle
terms include:

or

terms would

model. The National Church
considered

more

side of the continuum. As

seem more

In the

right side

of the continuum.

Nos.

3,

representative of the caudillo

collaborative in nature
an

Such

leaders, however, also used terms and phrases that

example,

one

effective leader "views those around him

(Survey, No.

the

a

contrast or even

"forceful, popular, entrepreneur, and impulsive" (Survey,

7, 23, 24, 25). These

might be

Church leaders

as

as

found in the middle

or

right

National Church leader feels that

an

friends and he supports them"

1).^^
missionary category,

the terms that

recur more

often include: "a

leamer, dependable, tmstworthy, motivator, convincing, approachable, and

encouraging" (Survey, Nos. 27, 28, 30, 32, 35, 39).
collaborative aspect of leadership.

who states, "He

(Survey,

No.

brings

40).^"*

out

It is

people's gifts

leadership

For

more

illustrative

For

more

examples

example

examples
area

comes

a

mostly

from

a

convey

primarily to the

good listener"

left side. Thus, their concept of
some

National Church leaders

from the surveys, see Appendix D.
and each of the following sections,

see

a

missionary

missionaries utilize very few

would contrast in part with

in this

of this

and talents and is

noteworthy that the

characteristics that would refer
effective

One

These terms

Appendix D.
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who did feel

as

though

necessary for effective

some

leadership.

Leaders from other
often:

well. As

uses

organizations
and

"passionate, submissive

54, 55). There might be
as

aspects from the far left of the continuum were

an

example,

some

a

in Ecuador

the

use

following terms

Nos.

responsible" (Survey,

46, 48, 49, 51, 52,

correlative, complementary aspects in these

asserts that his leader "was able to correct himself

In the responses to the first

example,

the leader of one

and others"

No.

(Survey,

(Survey, No. 21).

questions there
side to

spiritual

respondent is

was

leadership

is

a

(Survey,

are

characterized

affirmed

as

as

No.

within

48).

ministry.

being

"a

man

spiritual

base

or one

foundation for

being "completely dedicated

These responses

relationship

are

helpftil

with the Lord. All three
This aspect

ministry.

contrasting

the theoretical framework. One either leads from

does not. God's leader

and

and

reminders that

unquestionably needs

a

a

spiritual

ministry.

Question number two, conceming examples of ideal leaders,

compared

For

of prayer"

makes the church different from the world and would fall under the
on

more

"One who loves God

as

of people note this dimension of leadership in

"either/or" elements

Another

also responses of a

leadership

1). Another was noted

(Survey, No. 53).

the basis of Christian

categories

a

Still another

submissive to God"

terms

church leader in this category affirms that his leader

"power in a compassionate and beneficial way" (Survey, No. 51).

spiritual nature, indicating

more

analyzed later with the quantitative

data

on

the

will be

leadership

decision

making styles because of its relationship to those questions (Questions 5-7).
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Question number three, conceming the perceptions of ineffective leaders, best
follows the story line from

respondents
a

are

question one analyzed above.

asked to describe

an

great number of responses refer to

ineffective leader. As
a

lack of vision

characteristic of an ineffective leader. Eleven
vision

ineffective

as

and three

were

-

process, the

Church leader

his

No.

24).^^

a

considered

more on

more

as

ineffective. In the
as

fifty-five

seem

As

an

example,
not

one

National

direct, and

Another leader also associates

"He allows others to

clear that

high regard

responses

with ineffectiveness and most of those

(NCL 31,011).

leadership.

coding

Ecuadorians,

manipulate

at least those

for this type of leadership.

provide

at least a

examples

an

ineffective nature to characteristics that

the extreme left side of the continuum. Here there is

for too much

responses correlate
For

lack of

Church Association

in Ecuador and the National Church would need to

Other responses attribute

concem

a

level of direction and vision.

fairly high

55

leadership

It would

survey, do not have

Leadership

as

to note the number of responses

objectives" (Survey, No. 1).

ineffectiveness with laissez faire

him"(Survey,

vision

characterize

writes, "He just leaves the people alone. He does

complete

taking the

question is

pink highlight was the predominant color,

from the Ecuadorian leaders

does not

respondents

laissez faire type of leadership

correlated the non-directive type
came

having no

missionary body.

What is also of interest in this
a

or

the

question three,

might be anticipated,

eight of those were from the National

from the

that characterize

In

a

authority or too

much control of others.

are

a

Forty-seven

negative quality with this type of leadership. Thirty-six

of the non-directive type of leadership

as

ineffective,

see

Appendix

D.
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responses

come

from Ecuadorian leaders

29 and O

(NCL

6), while missionaries

contribute eleven remarks of this kind. In all the responses, the term
or

The term authoritarian appears three times and

dominating occurs four times.
for

concem

includes

a

a

self-centered nature is also mentioned three times.

National Church leader who remarks: "He

sees

Still another

others"

(Survey,
In

one

No.

comments of several

stark contrast. Earlier in this

see a

their fmstrations in

only

a

example
as

cannot

enemies"

accept

"He does not submit to

14).

comparison with the

begins to

responds,

One

others

(Survey, No. 2). Another National Church leader laments, "He

suggestions" (Survey, No. 6).

domineering

attempting to

establish

pastors from the interviews,

study, several pastors described

participative

ministries in their

churches.^^ They felt that the congregation was inhibiting their collaborative
efforts

through too

much

expectation and demand

for

a

type leader. In the survey, however, many of the above
leaders would suggest that pastors themselves

establishing

a more

both pastor and

on

congregation

to

in the

inhibiting their

develop ministries that

flocks from

include all

decision-making processes.

lay

resides wdth

people

and

Leaders must not

themselves and followers must not demand too much of their leaders.

Most of the responses to
extremes.

comments from

participative type ministry. Thus, responsibility

provide equal opportunity
rely only

are

one-person authoritarian

The survey

question three

respondents

assessment of extreme laissez

are

thus far have to do with the

somewhat unanimous in their

faire and extreme

negative

domineering leadership. Only

See in particular the comments from these pastors imder the section of the
caudillo model in the results from the interviews.

descriptions

of the
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two comments

might give

popular," writes

one

an

person

opposite interpretation.

An inefficient leader "is not

(Survey, No. 8). Another asserts, "He does not

influence the masses" (Survey, No. 18). Both of those comments would at least

expectation of popular and authoritarian leadership.

hint at the

note that none of the responses attribute

continuum. Green

negative

It is

interesting to

assessments to the middle of the

highlighting was not evident in this

section.

perceptions of these informants, collaborative leadership

According

to the

is not considered

ineffective.
Besides these

predominant responses

the remainder of the responses to
ineffective

example,
1

leadership.

one

1). "He is

dishonesf

points
25).

a

Some responses allude to

liar," another

missionary

Church leaders agree that

an

accuses

as

an

on

a

in this ethical category,

"lack of integrity and

ineffective leader is

(Survey, No. 44).

an

(Survey,

No.

a

missionary

(Survey,

No.

humility." Three National

"impatient" (Surveys, Nos. 6,

ineffective leader who is

All of these responses have

ethical aspect of leadership and would fall in the

leadership

of

Still another admits, "He is

characteristic of an ineffective leader

notes

right sides,

ethical dimension. For

(Survey, No. 19).

Still another comments about

inconsistent"

an

National Church leader writes, "He is double-minded"

to "moral weakness"

20,21).

the extreme left and

question three suggest other dimensions

(Survey, No. 13). Continuing

Another

on

"negligent

something to

contrasting

and

do with

section of the

continuum.

Other responses could be considered
National Church leader mentions

an

more

psychological

in nature. One

ineffective leader who "is insensitive and
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insecure"

(Survey,

No.

the

respondents

also reflect

on

"He does not

depend

are

pointing out a need

God, which
Christian

once

for

National Church leader

asserts another

spiritual

as

found in the

leadership

of the

disorganized.

The

one

missionary characterize

inability to plan

is

area

Four National Church leaders

actually mention

could be the

characteristic of an ineffective leader. This

practiced norm
training

that

a

for

a

an

in the responses to

interpersonal

was

for lack of punctuality.

the lack of punctuality

on

is

one

well." The

as a

in

especially surprising

a

punctuality. Perhaps the
a

need for

also noted in the interviews.

question three,

one

skills. Both national and

also notes

a

fairly high

missionary respondents

lack of interpersonal skills contributes to inefficient

example,

as

national leaders.

concems

concern

premium

Five National

ineffective leader

is not the inward desire. This could also portray

in time management, which

Finally,
concem

place

foundation for

spiritual

stewardship.

suggested by three

Included in the administrative

culture that does not appear to

1).

continuum.

Other dimensions include administration and
Church leaders and

No. 1

foundation for the leader of

again reconfirms the importance

leadership

(Survey,

(Survey, No. 14). National Church

firm

a

variables that the ineffective

one

God,"

on

Still another contends, "He lacks faith"
leaders

ineffective leader who "lacks self-

spiritual

leader lacks. "He does not seek God," writes

(Survey, No. 7).

an

sensitive" (Survey, No. 7). As in the responses to the fu-st

esteem and is super

question,

6). Another refers to

leadership.

feel

For

National Church leader comments: "He does not communicate

same

respondent also

went

on

to characterize

this ineffective leader

as

one

who "is aloof and does not

develop friendships" (Survey,

No.

3). Another

mentions the lack of listening skills. "He does not listen to others," he wrote

(Survey, No. 1 7).
parallels the
concems

Each of these comments from National Church leaders

concem

for the

of those in the

development of interpersonal

the reader that the above responses
rather

interviewing

not

are

perceptions of inefficient leaders

that all the above responses to this

that the

in

process who mention similar

skills.

It is

about any

some

but

doubt, however,

no

way reflect

specific

incidents

respondents know.
Question four

society, particularly
the survey

asks how

leadership normally

in business and

respondents

also reveal

a

politics.

In

functions in the Ecuadorian

keeping wdth the interviewees,

considerable level of authoritarian

and strong hierarchical stmcture within the Ecuadorian

examples,

personal

one

egotistical
without

National Church leader asserts, "In

(Survey,

and

they

To note

politics they

search for

look for their

own

benefit to

illicitly

economic

are

mixed in with the

society

a

few

candidates, and

16). Another states, "They [political leaders]

sharing with the needy" (Survey, No. 14).

Ecuador, politics

are

enrich themselves

Still another declares, "In

in such

a

way

as

to

produce

gain" (Survey, No. 6).

The

making

No.

leadership

society.

interests which lead them to corrupt economics,

consciences"

respondents

also reflect

on

the

predominantly authoritarian

processes. One National Church leader feels that

The terms that suggest a more authoritarian or caudillo type
description of terms from the interviews in figure three.

in the

remind

particular leader,

There is

general.

question in

one

important to

decision

"they [the political

leadership

have

already

been noted
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leaders]

make decisions based

on a

decisions

majority of them make

calculated guess of personal

gain.

by imposing their will" (Survey,

informant writes that sometimes it looks like decisions

are

9). Another respondent reflects

process in
but in

general.

general they give

a

society as

indicated

Strong personalities

are

decision-making

the appearance of being consultative,
discontentment with their

by this terse

also

bought by way
seem

to

play

One informant indicates the way that

brings pain

response: "It is

"It is when there is

general.

a

a

a

of money

or

blackmail"

major role

in

leadership

powerful personality

and

sorrow

painful to

see

obtained

an

important

a

decision. It is

achievement in his life and has

No.

5).

in the

society.

affect

leadership.

a

person who has

imposed the

people by his personality" (Survey, No. 1 8). Thus,

controlled

can

(Survey,

strong, authoritarian leader who forcefully

incites and influences others in order to make

in

for the

group" (Survey,

concept of leadership in politics and business in the Ecuadorian society.

Sometimes decisions

other

concem

This type of leadership

(Survey, No. 13).

to the Ecuadorian

in

similar

practice their opinions prevail, bringing

collaborators"

such

"In

on a

3). One

made in the group, but

"first the leader makes the decision and later he shares it with the
No.

No.

The great

decision

decisions

are

by strong personalities forming the personalismo aspect,

as

on

often
described

chapter two.
All of the above statements in response to

question four are

from

Ecuadorians, National Church leaders (AIEE) and those outside the
denomination.
hierarchical

They

are

unanimous in their aversion to the authoritarian,

leadership pattems

in Ecuadorian

politics

and the

society

at

strongly

large.
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Pain and lament

leap

off the written page of each Ecuadorian response to the

corrupt and abusive political leadership practices within their countr}'. The
missionaries and other leaders do
is

even more

painful to

not

paint any different

read this response from

a

scenario.

National Church leader: "This

[type of authoritarian leadership] has also influenced the church,
National Church Association

Questions

five

types

as

Association.

leadership pattems

in all three

expressed

categories,

and the

but

are

preferences

Question five asks them to describe the

participative

or

consultative in

Church leaders indicate that
two are

in nature,

consultative, thirteen

making

are

participative

and

none as

dictatorial

or

a

categories feel

(question six),

the

consultative

participative

respondents

another denomination

categories

are

they desire

in all three

manner.

preferred

with

are

are

abdicative.

only

sense

four

as

autocratic,

Nearly all

that their

consultative,

that their leaders make decisions

categories

indicate

a

preference

Two National Church leaders and

consultative

unanimous in their

asked in what way

that their

autocratic.

When asked in what way

or

actually

decisions. The National

and four

participative manner,

Church

way their leaders

the missionaries and church leaders from other denominations

leaders make decisions in

of leadership

of their leaders is dictatorial, two

one

attempting

particularly the National

make decisions. Most of the informants in all three
leaders

the

even

[AIEE]" (Survey, No. 1).

through seven are more quantitative

to understand the actual

Furthermore, it

preference

they themselves prefer to

leadership.
for

for

one

a

from

All the rest in all three

participative leadership.

make decisions when in

When

positions

of
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leadership (question seven), two National
another denomination indicate
others in all three

Question
this way.

responses

and ideas.

a

participative

we can

share

affirms, "Because

better

asserts another.

The

sharing

throughout the

responsibilities

work"

in the

get rid of [negative]

No.

their

question

team," writes

comments and

potential

29). Other

unity

reasons

of working

possibility to

and each

for

a

new

a

(Survey,
we

No.

4). Still

all contribute for

that continues

delegate

(Survey,

No.

30).

and everyone

is

her work"

more

preferring to

capable

lead in

a

in his

or

participative

are

fairly strong

or

we

Another National

delegate responsibilities

manner

can

(Survey,

include the

understand others better, the greater
to feel

a

heard and understood.

Among these participative type
desire for

complement to

leaders, the need for accountability, and the need

part of the group where all

No.

National Church leader, "and in this way

rivalries"

one

key theme

"It is better to

seven.

together, the need to

form

a

(Survey,

(Survey, No. 7).

Church leader asserts, "It is better to

develop

loses"

is

responsibility,

of responsibilities is another

responses to

of

responsibilities, triumphs,

"Every leader

assumes a

everyone

development of the

manner.

National Church leader

one

All

why they preferred leading in

ministry in general. Everyone wins or everyone

another

leader from

imply an appreciation for the sharing

"United,

3). "Everyone shares ideas,"

a

in

one

leading in a consultative way.

then asked them to indicate

seven

victories, trials, and difficulties," writes

the

for

preference

categories prefer leading

Many of the

responsibilities

a

Church leaders and

responses to this

directive leader

as

question,

there is still

a

the head of the team. One National
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indicates that it

"because

Church leader, who

prefers consultative leadership,

the group

obeys the desires of the leader and they work together

all in

participating
respondent
because

and

helps

unity and friendship" (Survey, No. 36).

also affirms the need for

one

could not decide
am

on a

believe that it

depends

word. In other

cases

it

leader

complementary

or a

No.

on

the

between consultative

can

case

be

everyone's
some

decision"

options," he

writes. "I

this

situational variables that could also determine

results of this section of the survey and
in

teamwork,

one senses a

leadership
and

reading the

positive
some

insights

on

role models of

evident, and perhaps

even

functioning,

leadership, especially
How

also valuable
The clear

indication that collaborative type

of authoritarian type

question, however:

are

participation in team ministries.
an

articulate

element of hope and

within the National Church. There

rigid hierarchy thrive.

would still

participative leadership.

(Survey, No. 19). Thus,

culture where dominance and

problem

the

and sometimes the leader has to have the final

articulation of this type of leadership is
are

or

two

encouragement. The responses in this section reveal

understandings

move

group makes decisions. This would fall under the

expressions for ministry

collaborative

"It is

elements of leadership.

Noting the

ministries

team.

One National Church leader

37).

percent decided between the

leader notes that there may be
a

strong, central leader in the

together" (Survey,

preference

not one-hundred

the way

participative

person with commitment and decisiveness knows how to

group forward and work

"I

a

A

w as

even

In

in the midst of a

considering the

in the executive

deeply does this pattem

overall

levels,

of leadership

one

mn
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within the
a

Is it

psyche of Ecuadorian believers?
is lived out in

habitual, deeper value that

interview and survey

respondents

discouragement with leaders

conceptual knowledge

more a

daily practice? Why is it that

the

still indicate strong frustrations and

and/or followers that

anticipate

work with

or

a

controlling, domineering

model of leadership? Could it be that the

level has not reached the

deeper level of inner assumptions and worldview?

One

have

interesting way to

penetrated

is in the

270).

Gary Wills,

One's concept of an ideal leader

Thus, it is

question

now

important to

asks the

conceptual

determine just how far the values and

expression of ideal role

admired leaders are," asserts

or

me

who your

"and you have bared your soul"

begins

retum to the

models. "Tell

perceptions

(1994:

to confirm the secret of the soul.

results of question number two.

This

respondents to identify exemplary leaders, using biblical,

historical, societal, and ecclesiastical categories.
One way of developing
is to note the

this

question

For

instance, in the

indicate

more

area

often the

eighteen times.

a

panoramic,

more

examples of Joshua and King David, citing

seven

are

Moses with

Many examples

are

citations. This list is not too

Christians worldwide would

probably

role models. One does note, however,
considered

responses to

of biblical role models, the National Church leaders

Others who receive top citations

than

picture of the

ideal leaders in each category.

highest representative

with fifteen and Jesus with fourteen.

receiving

overall

given,

a

certain

assertive, authoritative leaders,

even

prevalence
military

one

sixteen, Paul
but

surprising,

include several of the

each

same

none

as

many

leaders for their

of what could be

leaders such

as

Joshua
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and

It is also evident that each of these above leaders could be

King David.

characterized

as

the clear, decisive leader of the group. In other words, there is
The

missionaries, in comparison, also indicate

doubt about who

was

Paul

(10) and David (9) in that order

(13),

Moses

in

charge.

models. The rest of the list is
the

none

on

the

slight variations

expectations

in the two lists

leaders' list tends to lean

more

as

considered

of their leaders,

more

do

help

shed

leadership

as

some

a

provide

some

viewed

on

the research

one

notes

a

help

in

as

Bamabas who

though the

understanding

by Ecuadorians.

objective of the

Once

the results from the role models in the
When

leader such

cultural

should not draw hard and fast conclusions from them.

light

reviewing the

predominance

reason

missionaries and National Church leaders have

again,

appears to be involved in the selection process.
are

compared to

of leaders may be the main

relational and service oriented. Even

expectations that

one

as

is

toward the assertive, authoritative type leader such

differences between the two lists
differences in the

side

as

noted above. The National Church

Joshua, whereas the missionary body noted

might be

missionary

exception

list

from the National Church leaders' list.

Cultural differences in the

as

missionary

from the National Church leaders. One other

eighteen responses

for the

their most cited biblical role

similar to the National Church leaders, with

Joshua, who received only four citations
the

as

of Bamabas, who is mentioned three times in the

exception

compared to

fairly

no

dominant models of

a more

authoritative model

What may prove of more interest

political

overall list of ideal

They

and historical

political

of strong, authoritative, and

categories.

and historical leaders,

even

dictatorial leaders.

The top

poUtical

Guayaquil,

leaders include both the current and former mayors of

Jaime Nebot and Leon Febres Cordero, who

activist-type

leaders who have

regeneration

over

change

in the

had in mind these urban
models. Both of them

in modem

city notice

Guayaquil.^^

ambitious,

cited ten times each,

a

urban

tremendous

Undoubtedly the respondents

changes when they cited these two

were

both

forcefully spearheaded Guayaquil's

the past ten years. Visitors to the

quality of life

are

more

leaders

as

than any other

ideal role

political

leader from the list of National Church leaders.

One

commendable achievements from the

of both the former and

mayors of Guayaquil,
or manner

even

leadership

though that does

Lucio Gutierrez

(2),

both of whom

d'etat. Bucaram lasted

characterized

as

"el loco"

("the

like Bucaram

only

crazy

his earlier involvement in

accused of cormption.

was

ask

why

leaders of this

models, especially

as

same

previous

of leadership

were

list include Abdala Bucaram

ousted from

presidency by

six months in office and

one"). Gutierrez lasted less

bringing

category is Fidel Castro, tied for third

naturally

style

see

of decision-making.

military coup

despite

certainly

not indicate their

Other leaders cited most often from the

(3) and

can

on

down

a

former cormpt

a

was

than two years;

regime. He,

One other leader cited in the

same

the list, with three citations. One would

questionable

caliber appear in

the numbers three and four most cited?

a

list of ideal role

The

answer

to this

recently recognized by the United Nations as a model city for global urban
given much credit for this advancement to Jaime Nebot and
development.
Le6n Febres Cordero (El Universo October 9, 2003: IB).

Guayaquil

was

Recent articles have

(El Universo October 2 1

,

2004:5A)

question is not

easy to ascertain. However,

one

does note in all the above

examples the unifying quality of a take-charge type leader
people, "This
In

Church

is where

looking

leaders,

at the list

one

notes

obtain results. Jaime

given the title

we are

dictator, Roldos

was

former

(6).

lightening bolt," was

by the National

1980s who

cited

more

was

often than

While not characterized

political reform.^�

as a

Other

by the National Church leaders include Eloy Alfaro

1895,^'

again

a

leader who

dramatically

Jose Maria Velazco Ibarra

overcame

the

{6f^ and Simon

strong take-charge emphasis in each of these

historical Ecuadorian leaders. Each of these leaders
and had the

indicated

popular president in the early

president and revolutionary

One notes

who says to the

of take-charge leaders who

known for his oratory and strong

conservative govemment in

Bolivar

a

one

will do."

figures

with twelve citations.

historical leaders most cited
a

we

again a preponderance

Roldos,

figure,

and what

of ideal historical

of "the brilliance of a

any other historical

(8),

going

-

capacity to captivate large

audiences

accomplished great things

through strong oratory

skills.

praises Roldos as a positive change from the fr)rmer dictatorships. He came out
surprise win in the 1978 election. He gained popularity as an accomplished
public speaker and a reformer, but unfortunately died in a plane crash after only one year and nine
months in office (El Vistazo (835) June 6, 2002:40,41).
A recent article

of obscurity to

a

^'

Enrique Alaya Mora refers to Alfaro as the great legendary figure of the radical liberal
After becoming president, he was later killed in a military takeover in 1912 (Ayala
Mora 1993:89).

movement.

period covering nearly four decades, Ibarra was elected five times to office, largely "by
exploiting public discontent through demagoguery," and was ousted several times by military
takeovers (Handelsman 2000: 14). Historian Enrique Ayala Mora refers to Velasco Ibarra as the
caudillo who formed his alliance with a sfrong oligarchy, which became known as Velasquismo
(1993:95). Augustin Cueva asserts that Velasco Ibarra was a powerful and "most subtly
ideological mask of domination" over the lower classes who held him in high esteem. Even after
forty years of velasquismo, the masses were still marginalized (1982:92).
In

a
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In

continuing

Church leaders,

authoritarian,
Stalin

one

and

down the list of ideal historical leaders cited

also

the appearance of other strong,

notes

by National

military,

dictatorial type leaders, which include Lenin

even some

(1),

(1), Hitler (2), Napoleon Bonaparte (1), Christopher Columbus (1) and

Winston Churchill

leaders, there

participative

(1).

are some

In contrast to the above list of strong, authoritarian

ideal historical leaders who

in nature, which include Gandhi

(3)

are more

relational

or

and Abraham Lincoln

(1).

One

will note that this list is much shorter.
From both the

National Church

and historical lists of ideal leaders noted

political

leaders,

one

certainly notes

leaders who attract followers and
would also fall somewhere
more

power

on

definitely

authority.

sees a

the left side of the

In

one can

comparing this

or

continuum

utilizing

through a brief historical analysis,
some

list with the

as

of these leaders at times

missionary responses,

leadership expectations,

as

one

very few if any

autocratic leaders mentioned above appear in the

citations of ideal historical and

When

Most of these leaders

leadership

also note that

cultural component to

of these authoritarian

missionary

above,

preponderance of take-charge type

accomplish great tasks.

the part of the leader. Even

cited in the footnotes
abused their

on

a

by the

comparing this

political

list of ideal leaders

of preferences of the way leaders make decisions

question of major implications

leaders.

(from question two)

(questions

five

with the list

through seven),

arises. The reader will remember that in

question

five, nearly all of the Ecuadorian respondents, both from within and without the
National Church Association, indicate that

they prefer

leaders who

are

a
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From those responses very few note

consultative.

participative

or

autocratic

dictatorial leader, at least

or

And most of them
reasons

from

for

selecting this type

question number two,

dictatorial leaders

power

over

the vast

-

answer

Why is

society,

discrepancies

on

leadership

because

accomplished.
to be

of autocratic

we

we

this

and because of this

were

saying that he

participative

worked

together,

also need

things

desires

and autocratic

some

a

there

might naturally be

desire

one

someone to

on

thing,

but

Still another National

participative leadership

but

give their

lack of real team leader

deficiency,

possibility.

six

later asked to

respondents. People
a

(questions

they mention in question two?

missionaries)

certainly is

of

discrepancy

a

question conceming the discrepancy,

the part of the

Otherwise

or even

their desired type of leader

Church leader expresses it this way: "I like
consulted and

able to articulate their

However, from the ideal leaders

predominance

as

an

is concemed.

it then that there appears to be

indicate

have to settle for another. That

were

are

One National Church leader feels that there is

role models in the

some

a

nationals and three

respondents (three

way and

and the ideal leaders that

through seven)

opinion.

notes

decision-making

majority of whom wield a significant degree

respondents

In order to

same

as

of leadership.

one

their followers.

between what the
five

lead in the

prefer to

far

as

desire for

a

because

we

the other hand I like autocratic

make

sure

that the vision is

do not get done here." Thus, this leader appears

type of a balance between,

leadership.

In his quote,

one

or a

combination

also notes the

of,

expressed
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need of a one-person, centralized leader who

make

helps

sure

that everyone "gets

things done."^^
One

missionary

and adds his
more

ovm

stability to

agrees with the above assessment of the national leader

observation: "One

thought is that

doesn't

eat and clothes to

require

Ecuador

is

quite

a

autocratic

or

or

autocratic leader than

day.

Autocratic

driver

over

there

or

it

dictatorial leaders
a

local church

the

are

with

missionary

a

telling

It

me.

Ecuadorians who look to

ideal, would actually

setting. They mention

not

enjoy working

these types of leaders because

good pulpit presence (Personal Interview,

senses

'Do

saying,

26)!'^

extroverted, charismatic type leaders. For example, they

someone

is easier. It

that taskmaster

or

who have

to say that in

on

they [the people]

possible that the

as

people

leadership

communication." He went

it all falls apart. That is what

missionary thinks

with them in
are

much work

every

an

challenge" (Personal Interview, No.

One

they

as

wear

"you have to have that

this and that,'

leadership brings

unstable situations and Ecuadorians live in unstable situations.

Therefore, they find it easier to admire

plenty to

autocratic

that the mention of authoritarian

No.

are

27).

leaders, such

looking

for

Still another

as a

Lenin

or a

Stalin, indicates the need for leaders who make decisions. He feels that the
Ecuadorian

respondents probably

do

enjoy being

The responses in this paragraph were all from e-mail
the field in the year 2005, Sept 1,15, and 29.

included in

decision-making,

correspondence with national leaders

but

on

This missionary also illustrates his point in the fi^llowing personal story. Sometimes
Ecuadorians would come to him asking if it was right or wrong to dance. He deliberated whether
or not to just give them an answer without helping them through a critical thinking
process.
Without a straightforward answer, he might appear ambivalent and be misinterpreted. He feels
that they were not looking for his theory. Just a simple right or wrong answer to follow (Personal

Interview, No. 26).
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want

the leader to make the final decision. When this does

finstration

on

(Personal Interview, No. 26).

the part of the followers

In further consideration of this apparent

that

questions five through

seven

reveal

cultural dimension in Ecuador, whereas

a more

contradiction, it is also possible

surface, cognitive level of the

question two might reveal

emotive level. On

inner-psyche

or more

leaders

able to articulate and define their desire for

were

collaborative model of leadership.

happen, there is

not

a

conceptual level,

a

deeper,

the Ecuadorian

a more

participative

However, this model of leadership may

and

not

yet have penetrated the deeper, suppositional level of worldview and cultural
beliefs. On that level the one-person,

caudillo model may still have

domineering

much influence. If this is true, then the research

question

could the collaborative model of leadership,

representative

one

still remains. How
of biblical

precepts and values, become internalized in the Ecuadorian psyche and worldview
level?

Chapter five

might become

a

in the

reality.

implications

section will

This conflict between the

explore

conceptual

subconscious levels could also show the frustration of a

desire and

even

articulate

a

so

strongly entrenched

The responses to the last
areas

setting.

questions

of consideration for this

questions eight and nine, all
without the

AIEE) indicate

Of those who

and the

people

who

different model of leadership, while still

present reality of the model

practical

ways in which this

in the inner

In

reviewing

of the National Church leaders

some

but not substantial

give specific

responses,

able to

living

a

some more

the responses from

(from

within and

experience working

only four

in

being.

of the survey indicate

study.

are

intimate ten

in

a

or more

team
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years of working in

year

a team.

period of ministry

of team
some

ministry,

Eight National

in teamwork.

and four indicate

a

leaders have worked 5.5 years in

less than

indicate
sixteen

an

team

one

year time frame

In

setting.

comparison,

the missionaries

ministry wdth fourteen out of

having more than ten years experience working in a team.
a

majority of the National Church

experience working

in

a

team

setting. Thus,

From this data

leaders have not had

in order to instill

general),

it appears that

more

long-term

a more

collaborative type of leadership in the National Church Association
Ecuadorian church in

in

working

On average the National Church

average of 16 years of some type of team

it is evident that

span

out of thirty-four National Church

experience.
a

specify a five to ten

Eighteen report a one to four year time

type of team ministry. Twenty-two

leaders have less than four years

Church leaders

experience

(or the

in teamwork

would be necessary.

Changes
centralized
may also

in administrative structure from

leadership

help give

model

more

words, changing the

to a team

experiential

a

model with

and

one-person,
a more

practical help

structure could allow

more

decentralized structure

in this

time and

strongly

area.

experience

In other

in teamwork

in both the executive and judicatory church levels. This aspect will be taken up

again

in the

implications

section of chapter five.

Question ten reveals

some

of the

positive strengths

difficulties that the informants have found in
When asked to describe their

National Church leaders

working

positive experiences

respond

in the

in

and weaknesses

or

in collaborative ministries.

working

following ways.

in

"I could

a

team, the

recognize

my
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better and leam how

errors

amend them," writes

to

Another leader affirms, "It is

(Survey, No. 8).

one

National Church leader
have distmct

always good to

perspectives, and it is better to make decisions in this way. The members of the
group also worked in

of the relational

shared

a

strengths

responsibilities

make

of working in

within the team

National Church leader

affirm

complementary way" (Survey, No. 18).

(Survey,

positive strengths

No.

a

team. "The

Others note

some

and the

companionship

help revitalize the team," noted one
these National Church leaders

22). Thus,

of teamwork in

a

better and

complementary way to

more

decisions, leaming together with other members of the team, and growing in

relationships with them.
Missionaries also note
"We
No.

were

complementing

31). "There

was

positive aspects

each others'

of working

gifts," affirms

fellowship, leaming

from

one

together in a team.
missionary (Survey,

another and shared joy in the

one

results," writes another (Survey, No. 28). Still another asserts, "The positive
aspect is the synergy that develops when everyone is using their gifts in their

passion
goal

is

area so

that the

input

of ideas and

mutually beneficial" (Survey,

No.

expenditure

41). In comparing the

both the National Church leaders and the missionaries,
of expression.
and

Sharing

working toward
The

negative

of the vision and ideas in

common

goals

were

side of teamwork

similar

was

also

a

a

team,"

one

comments

notes much

expressions

from

similarity

from both groups.

clearly articulated by

asserts

a common

strong relational background

Church leaders. "Not everyone catches the vision,"
"It takes time to make decisions in

of effort toward

one

notes

another

the National

(Survey,

(Survey,

No.

No.

3).

2).
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Another

senses

frustration in the team because "sometimes

(Survey, No. 4).

Some of the

negative aspects

do not

we

of working in

a

agree"

team also reveal

the influence of the caudillo model within the team. "The leader wants everyone
to know that

he knows

(Survey, No. 8).
"There

12).

was

more

"There
little

comments

a

given to them,

checks and balances within

setting. They also

team

an

note leaders

opinions
another

and

one

interpersonal

missionary (Survey,

personality conflicts,"

missionary

affirmed

a

No.

involving

37).

some

In

total, six

similar

out

suspicious

implies

a

need for

in teamwork, it is
or

personality

conflicts and my role

No.

problem
were

of each other. In the

interpersonal

27). "There

another asserts

of effective conflict resolution. There

(Survey,

were

many of the comments deal with

conciliator," writes

the members of

of teams who took too much control, had

indecisive, and

constant

or

No.

of time needed to make decisions

conceming negative experiences

were

insightfully

the missionaries also mention

missionary

conflicts. "There

No.

environment of accountability.

were

interesting that

leader

and the final conmient

little communication,
responses

one

(Survey,

key that there be permanent supervision" (Survey,

negative experiences, including longer periods
a

National Church leader

abuse of authority," declares another

Similarly with National Church leaders,

in

one

suggest problems when either the leader

the team abuse the power
more

rest," opines

monitoring of the head pastor,"

reveals. "I believe it is

16). These

was

than the

(Survey,

area

were

No.

was as

differences of

30).

Still

in teamwork. "There is

personality

was

lack

differences and clashes"

of the sixteen missionaries mentioned

type of personality conflict, which

a

higher than the

problems

number of
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National Church leaders

mentioning

evident whether the missionaries
teams of missionaries and

interpersonal

more

training

in

help

and

Even

though it

nationals, the high number of references
a

need for further

interpersonal

highly probable that missionaries also

or

negative experiences when working

problems

use

of everyone's

and trust that

can

be

of not

the

same

having

indicate the lack of unity and the
advance toward the

goal.

And

among her group members.

developed.

making

one

leader notes

group" (Survey,

as

working

in

a

for

need

of the

team.

They

gifts

same

note

comes

and talents in the group

On the

negative side, they
They

also

also

an

autocratic, independent

make decisions without
No.

nature

consulting

47). The leaders of other
same

positive

and

negative

the National Church leaders and missionaries.

Question number eleven
satisfaction in

will

of excuses when the group did not

denominations within Ecuador affirm many of the
in teamwork

a

vision within the team.

"Many times they

with the other members of the

in

some

members, the support that

the

responsibilities,

friendship

experiences

as

same areas.

the relational aspects of growth with other team

mention

area,

skills and conflict resolution for National Church

development in the

aspects of positive

and the

mixed

to

study m this

Leaders from other denominations within Ecuador list

from shared

or

is not

chapter five. The results from the interviews suggest a need

leaders. From these responses, it is
further

concem.

referring to missionary teams

were

conflicts would suggest

be mentioned in

similar

a

asks the

team on a

lowest satisfaction and ten the

respondents to

indicate their level of

scale of one to ten, with

highest. Among the National

one

being

the

Church leaders there
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is

a

range of five to ten in this category, and among the

average of 8.3. This indicates
team.

a

fairly high level of satisfaction in working

Despite the negative aspects

the National Church leaders

are

twenty-six respondents
in

an

a

and the frustrations mentioned earlier, most of

fairly positive

about their

One leader,

experience.

however, indicates that he would rather work in his secular team environment
than with his church team. He

only
on

a

rating

the whole, most feel

high rating

indicates

a

positive
give

These marks also indicate

one can

even

a

safely

enjoy

study building

description of the
was

high

ten in

ranking

while

rating

are some

is

from

assessing

variations, but

eight,

rating

a

of seven to

which likewise

and

averaged

8.8

as a

level of satisfaction of working in

conclude that it is

possible

Summary of the

Chapter

to work in

a

group.

team. From

setting

in

complexities

of

a

team

it.

chapter has

been to make

upon the historical and cultural

research

sense

of the

background

chapter began

of chapter two and

with

a

utilizing the grounded theory approach.

detailed

The

coding

described, the findings from the interviews and the surveys

noted, and observations and interpretations

procedure.

ranging

rating

the theoretical aspects of chapter three. This

procedure

nine

experiences.

similar responses,

eight to

The purpose of this

this

a

level of satisfaction. The ecclesiastical leaders from other

denominations range from

Ecuador and

about their

of nine overall. Their average

fairly high

this survey,

secular team

of six to the ecclesiastical team. Thus, there

The missionaries
a

gives his

were

made based

on

were

the data and the

One of the main observations consisted in the abundance of
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information regarding the left side, authoritarian
with

a

preponderance of these

comments

or

caudillo

being negative.

st)'le

of leadership,

This further

portrayed

a

strong autocratic element of leadership wdthin the Ecuadorian society and the
National

Church.^^

making the initial overall observations,

After

began with interpretations

and

descriptions

the interviews and surveys. One of the

study

and the

leadership. Respondents

major findings

gave several

analyses

of this

complexities

lead into

chapter

were

of this summary.

the

penetrated the deeper

analysis

five where final conclusions,

and summaries will be treated.

figure five for the details

of this

incongruence, including

may not yet have

levels of the Ecuadorian worldview. Thus, the overall

See

of the

expressed preferences of participative

possibility that participative leadership

now

analysis

of specific and concrete material from

included the differences between the list of ideal leaders who

predominantly autocratic,

will

the

from this

chapter

implications, suggestions

CHAPTER FIVE: EXAMINATION OF THE STUDY

"FINDING NEW HORIZONS"

Overview of the

The purpose of this

study

and find

and

summarization of the

a

initial

what way
from the

as

the

that
the

research

with

Even

examine the results

by exploring implications,
The

findings.

objectives,

they answered,

were

study,

Ecuador.

horizons

new

questions,

chapter is to

problem

area as

for fiiture research

the

findings

of the

directions for the future,

overarching

research

implications

application for contextualized leadership development
conducted with National Church

and

suggestions

arose

In

question.

if at aU? The next section will draw

though the study was

pertinent to

or

chapter will begin with a review of the

and the

primary focus, implications, issues,

are

Chapter

in

leadership

from the

study

both National Church leaders and missionaries in relation to
outlined in

as

chapter one.

uncovered in this

The next section makes

study, along with evaluations

itself. A final overall summary will be

given

at the

end of this

suggestions
of the

study

chapter.

Review of the Research Questions

Before

addressing the overarching

necessary to review the three related

presented

in

chapter one.

.

questions

question

and research

of this

objectives,

in

chapter

it is

as

one.

What do Ecuadorians describe to be the dominant

endorsed models

study,

Each of these is restated below and later discussed

deeply than when presented
RQl

research

ofleadership?
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culturally

more
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How do these models relate to

RQ2.

National Church
What

RQ3.

are

leadership expressions in

the

of OMS International in Ecuador (AIEE)?

current perceptions, attitudes and practices

collaborative and

team

leadership

International in Ecuador

in the National Church

of servant,

of OMS

(AIEE)?

A Consistent Caudillo pattem (RQl)

This research

depicts

a

dommant

culturally endorsed leadership

pattem. Although there appear to be variations
different segments of Ecuadorian

leadership

is

quite

but has worked
he has

seen

on

the

leadership model

extensively

in the eastem Amazon jungle

normally function

responded,

"It is much

business. It has

3).

even

more

leadership everywhere

region, commented
in the

in the Ecuadorian

authoritarian.

were

regional

that

society. Chapter

society (question

Everyone defines

was

asked

number

his

influenced the National Church Association"

He mentioned that there

pattems, but

within

society,^^ the general pattem of caudillo

four noted others who had made similar remarks. When tliis pastor

he

or

consistent. One National Church pastor who is from the coast.

the authoritarian type

how leaders

model

or

her

four),
own

(Survey, No.

differences in customs and cultural

went on to say that the influence of authoritarian

leadership

was

everywhere.

models, as presented earlier in the comments from some of the
in the following ways: 1) the caudillo model appears to be more
summarized
respondents, are here
areas than in the upper class, and more predominant among
urban
class
the
lower
in
predominant
mestizos than in the indigenous rural groups who ftinction more on a consensual type of
2) The middle-upper classes also appear to be somewhat more consultative or
The variations of leadership

leadership.
participative

general than the lower classes, but still
3) The younger generation appears to be more open to
team or collaborative approach to leadership.
in

are

influenced

different

styles

by
of

the authoritarian model.

leadership, including

a
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A

groups

missionary who had worked with mestizos

senses

that the

Quichua Indians

were

and the

generally more

Saraguro indigenous
collaborative than the

mestizos, but they had also been influenced by the leadership pattems of the latter
group.

looked to the Latin American mestizo

"Typically they have

model of leadership," she affirmed

these

consistent,
The

The statistics from this

leadership.

overall pattem in the Ecuadorian

leadership grid,

overbalance of comments

for

example,

as

conceming the

comments for autocratic as

faire

compared to

study would

presented

in

evident

left side of the continuum

73 for

participative

leadership), revealing a predominant autocratic

in the interviews and the surveys all indicated
as a

and National Church. The

large. Furthermore, conceming

leaders tended to indicate

even

dictatorial in

political

total

and 1 0 for laissez

respondents (from

predominant pattem of leadership

(206

a

all three

strong autocratic type

within the Ecuadorian

and historical leaders that

were more

autocratic

nature.

This research shows that the caudillo model,

society,

leadership grid

in

as

evidenced in the

has influenced the National Church Association. The

figure

five

society

their ideal leaders, the Ecuadorian national

Influence of Caudillo Model in National Church (ROD

Ecuadorian

an

element within the

categories)

of leadership

also confirm

figure five, portrays

society

and

are

to

society.

Ecuadorian

at

32). According

society within a general, dominant pattem of influence from the

authoritarian type
this

No.

cultural variations of leadership pattems

personal observations,

in the

(Personal Interview,

get their

to

(chapter four) portrays

a

definite

concem

for
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negative influence of this type of leadership in the National Church Association.
The

grid showed

total of all three

Association.

leadership

negative

categories

comments

as

evident within the National Church

comments were

made

conceming this type

within the National Church Association. Even
of negative comments

many of the

type of leadership,

or

respondents

what to do. The

respondents

Church Association would
informed about the

negative side

conceming the autocratic,

they desired

expected that this

also

anticipated this
with

more

one

leader

mostly tell

them

attempted

to

the

same

be consulted

respondents

time

initiate and

noting

develop

or

at least

saw

the

its strong
collaborative

difficult process.

Positive Trends toward

While

was a

one-person

leader would

decision-making process. Thus,

a

of

felt, however, that followers in the National

in the abuse of power while at the

found it

to relate

appreciate the opportunity to

cultural acceptance. Those who

though there

also indicated that followers

at the very least

instead of a group of leaders and

leadership

conceming this type of leadership (the

of respondents)

Only eight positive

preponderance

leadership,
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a

noting the

Servant, Collaborative Model (R03)
difficulties of implementation of new forms of leadership

(as mentioned in chapter four), this study also shows positive signs of change
toward

a

Current

servant, collaborative

perceptions

concem was

leadership, particularly within the

and attitudes

seem

to

be

primarily positive, although

raised that followers may view the servant leader

ineffective. However, the

respondents

also

survey results.

were

2is

some

weak and

unanimous in their

assessment
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that servant and collaborative

leadership

could be

appropriated through teaching,

modeling and discipling methods.
Conceming the actual practice, the respondents
most

of their leaders

are

leading

in

a more

themselves desired to lead in this way.

respondents

indicate autocratic

participative manner and they

In the survey,

or even

in the survey feel that

however,

dictatorial type leaders

many

as

their ideal

leader, which could suggest that the servant/collaborative leadership concept
not

yet have penetrated

Ecuadorian
mean

to the

respondents. Or,

deeper,

inner

that many Ecuadorians have not

there is still

seen

practice.

servant/collaborator leader in the Ecuadorian
the difficulties and

it may

simply

the servant/collaborator model in
Whatever the case, it shows that

ambiguity conceming the perceptions

some

Despite

and worldview levels of the

respondents pointed out,

as some

action and therefore do not put it into

psyche

society

and

practices

of the

and in the National Church.

ambiguities, change toward

the

servant/collaborator model does appear to be evident. In the interviews,
the informants indicate that
in the Ecuadorian

Examples

of this

society

were

some

of

participative leadership has already been implemented

and in the National Church Association to

some

degree.

noted, especially in the pastor who has discipled and

developed many new leaders.^^ Thus,

leadership

may

there

are some

role models of collaborative

in the National Church Association. The interviewees also feel that

participative leadership

was

already

somewhat evident in the lower levels of

leadership, particularly in the local congregations. However, they note

See the discussion of this pastor as a role model in the National Church in
section entitled: 'The Collaborative Model."

chapter

that the

four under the
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higher
more

one

rises in the

leadership

structure of the National Church Association the

difficult it is to maintain this type of leadership. The pressure

followers and

leaders) to lead

in

a more

prevalent in the higher executive levels.
to be

more

autocratic way
These

seems

(from

to be more

higher executive

levels also tend

centralized and authoritative than the lower levels. This pressure is

possibly one explanation for the pattem of emerging leaders becoming
into

an

authoritarian mode

National Church. This

as

they rise higher in the leadership

understanding helps

derailed

stmcture of the

lead into the research

objectives.

Review of the Research Objectives
The research
them

more

in

objectives

are

restated below to

depth than when first presented

ROl: To determine what

leaders when

they reach

in

help

chapter

(que desvia) (derails
executive levels

contextualized into the Ecuadorian model
how. Does this research

temporarily,

to a

give

any

analyze

one.

or

diverts) emerging

ofleadership.

R02: To determine whether the collaborative

if so,

review and

paradigm

can

be

of leadership development,

hope

that people

can

adapt,

and

even

different model of leadership?

R03 : To determine what elements

of the

caudillo cultural model

are

exemplary of biblical leadership values.
Three Areas that Shed Light
Even

follow in the

though this

is

a

on

the Derailment Process (ROl)

complex

implications section),

that shed further

light

on

issue with many ramifications

this

this research

study has uncovered

objective. First,

the

at

(which

least three

highly

areas

centralized
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administrative

structure of the

temptation for the
those in

National Church Association

abuse of power. There

by those

in top executive

a

president himself and/or the national

the Church Association
In other

organization.

itself, and

words, the people have

when

speaking

in the local churches

administrative conmiittee

68

as

not as groups or members who work in the

the Association. Furthermore, several

president himself,

stronger tendency to

leadership positions, especially the

president. Several respondents pointed out that the people
often view the

and

very few checks and balances for

This structure renders

high leadership positions.

abuse power

are

creates pressure

a

very limited view of the nature of

felt that

respondents

even

the current

about the institution, most often referred to

himself or the national administrative committee

as

the denomination itself.

Second, the followers' expectations of strong, autocratic leaders who tell
them what to do forces leaders in top

authoritarian type decisions. This

positions to

study

expectations,

a

stress that

and the

Even

presidency.

leadership, they

express

sorrow

though

the followers

trust with local

the few role models of participative

leadership

have not been

the overall pattems of authoritarian

leadership

in the

society

the treasurer,

anticipate

enough to change

and the church.

chapter one, the national administrative committee was described
positions of the president, the
and the district superintendents.

within the National Church that consists of the elected

body
vice-president,

escalates

congregations. Furthermore,

The reader will recall that in
the

only

when power has been abused and when

denominational leaders have broken

as

congregations

up the ladder of responsibilities to the levels of district

superintendents
autocratic

by making

shows how pastors in local

also face the pressure to conform to these
as one moves

abuse power
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Third, psychological issues such
present
areas

a

difficult dilemma. Several

could lead to the

tendency to

as

insecurity

respondents

and low self-esteem also

feel that the difficulties in these

abuse power. An

example

of this is the

respondent who suggests that understanding one's security in Christ would help
break the

negative cycle of leaders starting

out well and

ending poorly (Personal

Interview, No. 171). This could affirm the initial assumption that the caudillo
leader may be

an

insecure person who is

easily threatened by other people.^^

Evidence of Paradigmatic Change (R02)

This

study shows that despite the difficulties, people
different model of leadership,

temporarily,

to

this

Respondents did

study.

a

implementation

indicate that

new

of the servant, collaborative

the local churches. An

example

others and

there is still

a

becoming

A further

change

example

are

models of servant

toward the

initial

study

for

some

John, this young

time.

man saw

of

assumption

and

taking place

leading more

within

leadership.

a

servants

as

new, but that

change

is evident in the

National Church local

During the

by

He does note that

pastors and

following story

congregation.

interviewee shared the story of a young businessman who had been
Bible

even

new.

of paradigmatic

of a young Christian believer in

was

adapt,

of this is the National Church leader who feels

strong conflict between the old and the

followers do want to

an

understanding

leadership

that leaders and followers in the local churches

giving to

affirming

can

course

of several studies

how Jesus had reached out with

See

chapter

one

for the

description

of assumption number

one.

See

chapter one

for the

description

of assumption number

two.

on

An

attending

her

the

of

compassion

gospel
to

the
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"marginalized" members
experience

society. Fuially one night a transformative

of his

occurred in his heart and he shared this with the group.

grandfather was

a

business ovmer, my father

business owner," he

began. "And I tell

have occurred to any of us to look at

our

other than peons who should carry out
I

never

my

realized that my
I

employees!

never

our

being

connected with what kind of boss I am"
transformation

Change

occurs.

it out

occurs

in

This young

daily.

and his church.

Redemptive

place

man

By God's

is it

collaborative

affirmed

and

real

orders without

a

Christian

in

leadership

presence;

people,

as

question.

was so

anything

Until

tonight,

relationship

with

intimately

(Personal hiterview. No. 39)!

people

see

Positive

attempting to

it in the pages of Scripture and live
do that in his

and societies

people

in

a

it stands

as a

whole, is

leadership pattems.

are

family,

able to

his business

change.

There

are some

in this

not

of the

sharing

positive

role model,

priesthood of all believers,

elements of this model, however,

study) that,

when redeemed,

can

as

(as

be utilized

contextualized, culturally appropriate and biblically authentic

sheep; motivating
a

a

It is contrary to the servant,

found in the concept of the

chapter two.

developed

as

of biblical

by the respondents

shepherd

am a

million years would it

should affect my

model of leadership in Ecuador. These elements include
a

a

I

Elements within the Caudillo Model ('R03)

exemplary

developed

as

grace,

The caudillo model,
nor

is

as

in

now

and church when this type of "eureka" moment

society

does take

never

employees

relationship with Jesus
realized that

business owner,

was a

you that

"My

others

vision that the group

providing guidance

through a dynamic,

can

charismatic

affirm and ovm, and

developing

like
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security

for followers

who is in

charge.^'

by clarifying role models and assuring that everyone

A leader with these

positive,

qualities and a commitment to the

love of Christ, the servant leader, would be

redemptive, self-sacrificial

and collaborative role model in the Ecuadorian

Church Association. An
asserts that the

example

spirituality and

He should have

positive.

be able to communicate"

also affirm the initial

assumption of the

also works well with others and
After
address the

reviewing the

it that collaborative

values, has

not

of Christian

research

leadership,

penetrated

leadership

While this

involved in this

leadership

serves

overarching question

is

aspect

of leadership such

as

the

people to

go

things to help support him,

(Personal hiterview.

need for

5). This would

No.

strong, visionary leader who

a

their needs.
and

objectives,

of this dissertation. This
model

representative
light

now

feasible to

question asks:

of biblical

to the

-

it is

psyche

How is

leadership
and the reflexes

and institutional life in Ecuador?

pretend to

answer

completely

all of the elements

it does affirm that the cultural concept of caudillo

or

the

National

good biblical support, good

questions

personal

does not

study

a

become sah and

in the

question,

one

-

a

society and the

help motivate

forward. "He should have charisma, but without other
then no, it is not

dynamic,

a

of this is the National Church leader who

leader in Ecuador should

genuine

knows

model that prevents the

priesthood of all

application of biblical

values

believers. The Ecuadorian authors and

This last characteristic of clarifying the roles of the leader appears to be a very strong need in
society and the National Church. The author of this study observed one local

the Ecuadorian

church congregant who asked repeatedly of the ministerial team, "Who is in charge here?" The
respondents in this study also indicated that this was a strong felt need. The redeemed caudillo

image
See

can

provide

chapter

one

this

clarity.

for the

description

of assumption number three.
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the interview and survey

respondents

of the extreme authoritarian,

found in the Ecuadorian

redemptive

elements

all

point to

power-centered,

and

be found in the caudillo

largely a detriment to the gospel becoming

negative

must become a collaborative leader with

this overall assessment of the research
from this

a

will be divided into three

as

often

gospel

it is

some

Ecuadorian

in Ecuador, the caudillo

now

and

though

noted earlier, it is

servant's heart for God's

With

people.

appropriate to suggest

ministry in Ecuador.

from the Studv

could be derived from

However, the following sections will attempt

study.

Even

light in the

study for leadership

implications

deal with the focus of this

leadership,

objectives,

Implications

assessment

control-type leadership as

salt and

context. For the effective communication of the

Innumerable

overall

society and sometimes in the church.

can

practical implications

an

to

a

study

such

this

one.

suggest prime implications that

For the purpose of clarity, these

major categories.

as

These

implications

categories include

missio-

cultural, ministerial leadership, and theological implications.

Missio-cultural
From this

include the

study, missiological

development

Implications

and cultural

of relational and

implications arise,

interpersonal

which

skills for nationals and

missionaries, the need for role models, the importance of a central, assertive
leader, and the need
nationals. The

to build

following

bridges

of trust and respect between missionaries and

sections will describe these in

more

detail.
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of Relational and Interpersonal Skills

Development

There is

a

need for

in relational and

training

teamwork for national leaders in Ecuador. Six missionaries and

Church leader mentioned this need

indirectly

knowledge

with others." One

on

run a

one

The missionaries also sensed that their
skills. In

for

OMS missionaries

incoming

interpersonal
and

addressing that need,

skills. Twice

working

on

seminar type of setting,
One

a

now

year,

skills

respondent thought

can

skills and team

missionary

are

model for national leaders

missionaries

benefit from

tremendous need for

colleagues

a

recruits

good to

the fields

training

and

needed

training

as

in

module

study on
hours

than

more

training

more

spend forty

actual

she said.

from us."

week of intensive

developed through

on

pride

cross-cultural

skills. It is much

it would be

more

the

remove

a new

includes

interpersonal

as

was a

something that is sorely lacking,"

another in love does

interpersonal

presidents

business" and "how to better relate

missionary remarked that there

"Correctly relating to

training

National

specifically and many other respondents

"how to

relational abilities. "I think it is

activity.

one

indicated this need. One pastor felt that the National Church

needed better

leaming

skills and

interpersonal

a

together

classroom

practice

or

in group

utilize this relational

well.

Thus, both nationals and
in

development

interpersonal

development.

The Need for Missionary Role Models

Missionaries must be careful to model the servant/collaborative
and not shift into authoritarian roles themselves
ranger. National Church leaders must

see

by becoming

a

role models in their

paradigm

caudillo,

own

or a

lone

culture and in
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those who

come

from outside. The interviews uncovered

missionaries did

not live as

themselves. An

example of this

sometimes

acting

interested in

as

the

building

a

some

servant/collaborators but rather
came

from

a

pastor who

of the story,

"grand person"

legacy with little concem

caudillos

as

saw

missionaries

someone

for the

instances where

who

was

only

people (Personal

Interview, No. 5). This negative example only reinforces authoritarian pattems

already
and

evident in the Ecuadorian

and

society

impedes the gospel message

light.

The Need for

a

Central Assertive Leader

Missionaries must understand that

even

Ecuador, the people will still anticipate relating
head of the team. The

participant

examples

observations

when
to a

working

that the

people

will

more

deeper needs. Prillamen,

in

a

team

with

in his

study

people

who had the final

group of leaders. For

as

the

look to

example,

senior pastor will need to understand

a

Bolivian national church

authority without abusing

1 998: 1 05).

In this case, how then does

one

predominantly

desired "one authoritative head," not

one

can one

a

a

of leadership in

dictator, but

How

in

setting

often choose to consult with the senior pastor for their

context, also concluded that the

principle?

team

National Church leaders and

were numerous.

working

a

of this from the interviews, surveys, and

central and assertive leader rather than

associate pastors

in

central, assertive figure

missionaries all affirmed that Ecuadorian followers would
one

of salt

keep followers

central leader who may then be

one

apply

from

a

(Prillamen

servant/collaborator

administering

tempted to

it

a

too much pressure

become authoritarian?

on
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One

authority.

key aspect appears

to

be the way the central leader

delegates

missionary explained:

One

important in leadership is not only how the
leader behaves or acts, but also the expectations of the people,
which are just tremendous, especially if they are stacked against
you. All I can say is if the president of the mission or the
Association would say to the people, 'This person is in charge and
has the authority. If he or she says something you don't like then
you don't have the option to come to me. This person has the final
word on this' (Personal Interview, No. 20).
One

thing that is

Thus,

one

communicated.
what

very

key element is the way authority is delegated

Everyone needs to know who is

responsibility each person has.

delegate those responsibilities
example

and

clarify them

seminary

her leader. She would

always

director arrived before final

finances, she

never

delegated

someone

for

were

The rector

was a

few weeks

prior to

work out the finances

attempting to
was

a

as

not

relating to

him

as

indicate that she would have to wait until the

approval. However,

was

when the director

to work with the vice-rector in the

waited for his final

approval again.

clearly
area

of

The chain of command

from the top down, and the secretary

was now

free to work

other than the main leader.

Therefore, it is possible

allowing

Guayaquil.

clear to the author that she

was

indicated that the secretary

in

study was working

begun his responsibilities

this event. The secretary and the author

of the institution, but it

down the line and

on

that all will know. Another

so

of this includes the time when the author of this

young national leader who had just

with

charge

That is the work of the senior leader, to

the vice-rector of the National Church

had been

in

and

one

to

work in

central leader who

a

team

setting

delegates authority

with

in

a

coequals

clear and

while still

precise
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manner

for all to understand. The senior pastor who is

responsibility,
able to

point,

with too many

help the

it is

or

much

her for

must

appropriate to suggest a contextualized model
suggested contextualized

something like the diagram in figure

Figure 9.

counseling,

A Contextualized

for the National Church

collaborative model could

nine below.

Model

Leadership

Authoritarian

Collaborative

Abdicative

Contrzisting Elements
9.1

(

authority-obedience

.9 team management
.5 organization management

1.1

impoverished

1 .9 country club

management
Transactional

Yansformational

leadership

Task

I Relational

Rigid hierarchy

I lexible

Centralized

I )ecentralized

leadership
No

hierarchy

ntradictory
Control

Caring

Egoism

Altruism

Self-interest

Empathy
Trust, honesty

Distrust

Elements

Justice

Injustice

Communal

domineering

or

ented

Biblical iimag( s of the Shepherd,
the Servant le ider and the

priesthood

o

1 believers

Complementary
Decisiveness

^flCZ^

Elements

Reflectiveness
^

Broad vision
Bold

moves

Performance

^Hli mUiiii |ii ill 1 ill
Jill 1 iiiiiii lll'il "nljii Inn

People

hierarchy

No centralization

f

One person

be

followers take their needs to other members of the team. At this

Association in Ecuador. The
look

people comuig to him

swamped with too

iil

orientation

Spiritual

Formation
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The above
in

figure two

runs

in

down the

attempt

diagram

diagram beginning

to show the way that

central

the

same

with the

chapter three,

function in Ecuador,
a

uses

a

leadership

as

biblical and

keeping

authoritarian and

the far left

fall)

leader

while also

on

examples

above.

As

an

example,

one

Church will tend to have

a

higher degree

remaining transformational.

At

based

study.

the

findings

in this

straight

(where the

center in the first

extreme

an

line for the

delegates authority

or

as

assertive

described in the

runs

suggesting that leadership

through the

in the National

of a transactional nature, while still

least, that is the suggested, contextualized goal

In the second section of contradictory
center and continues

away from

will note that the bold line

far left side of the transformational box,

an

Because of the need for

allowing room for a central

leader who works well with others and who

now

model could

culturally appropriate

leader, the bold line begins somewhere to the left of the

caudillo leader would

presented

in the left central section. This bold line is

particularly in the National Church.

domineering

first

exception that a bold line with arrows

section of contrasting elements. This is

on

continuum

elements, the bold line

moves

to

the

down. This indicates that the Christian leader in

Ecuador must follow the collaborative elements that contradict the far left, such

caring, altruism, empathy,

and trust. This is in

and the collaborative authors

as

therefore the bold line will show

zigzags

biblical precepts

described in the literature review in

The third section shows the

The line

keeping with the

a

complementary aspects
balance between the

as

chapter two.

of leadership and

near

left and the center.

back and forth to suggest the need for the leader to balance these
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opposing poles

of leadership

as

framework of

suggested earlier in the theoretical

chapter three.
The bold line then continues
the need for

Church.

strong

a

spiritual support for the

Throughout the

because the

straight through the spiritual base, indicating

respondents

entire

diagram,

Christian leader in the National

the bold line does not go to the far

did not view the laissez faire type

as an

right

effective model

of leadership in Ecuador. Neither does the bold line go to the far left at any time,
in

an

attempt to shift away from the caudillo authoritarian model, which also does

not receive

room

for

a

favorable

impression from respondents.

slight variations conceming regional

and social differences

earlier, but is consistent with the overall need for
works well with

Other

working

ability to

a

chapter two.

applies

central leader.
power and

advocates

outlined

servant

central

or

mentality.

head leader

"spiritual caudillo'" was
"natural" leader who has the

congregation or a group

pyramid system where most,

of people within

incorporates

a

if not all, of the

lie at the top and members find it difficult to ascend, Thomton

In this stmcture, the lower levels

opportunities
are

the pastor of a local church. In this
an

or

a

a

open, less hierarchical stmcture that still

open system where

but there is also

"strong"

vision to the

Instead of a closed

prestige
an

an

give

This is the

as

central, assertive leader who

also show the need for

team. Phil Thomton' s view of a

motivate and

it. Thomton

a

team, handles authority well and lives with

leadership models

within

mentioned in

a

This model will allow

for advancement

are

given more importance, such

paradigm

some

not so limited.

as, for

instance,

type of hierarchy still exists,

"unlimited number of prestigious

positions, generally posited
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in the successful

at lower

placing greater prestige
horizontal

plane.

The

pastor" (1984:237).

Thomton

key here

levels and

lies at the

point of emphasis

-

maintaining equality on a more

explains:

In the closed system, one who aspires to achieve the best the
system has to offer faces a limited number of recognized,

prestigious,

administrative

positions, generally highly protected by

those who hold them. In the open system, however, prestige (and
thus aspiration) exists at a lower level, namely the pastorate. This

ability to achieve.
agencies
possible to stmcture
against church growth by stmcturing against the attraction of and
multiplication of natural leaders in a particular culture or
subculture (1984:239, 240).
system makes

room

When
term

"strong"

for all who have the

need to realize that it is

Mission

reviewing Thomton' s
as

used in connection wdth

interview and survey sections in
leader.

As

examples,

one

out here that there is

the

No. 1 8).

(Survey,

a

"strong"

notes the use

as

"strong"

a

an

as

"strong

effective

another supports the view that
No.

24).

It is

difference in definition of leadership

leader

that

senses

of the

in the

effective leader

Another

"strict in the work"

the cultural and the collaborative

perceive

perceives the

3). Still

(Survey,

one

also at times referred to

No.

leader should be "forceful"

are

chapter four

(Survey,

above,

leadership. Respondents

national leader

and firm in his convictions"

effective leaders

discussion

theory viewpoint.

important to point

"strength" between

The culture at

"forceflil," "persuasive" and

even

large

may

"dominant."

This is the type of leader who tells others what to do. On the other hand, the
collaborative
not

one

position,

who controls

as

or

taken in this

willing

to

give

assert that

dominates others, but rather

enables others to work toward

leader is

study, would

common

up power.

goals.

one

In this

a

"strong"

leader is

who empowers and

viewpoint,

the

The reader will note that this is

"strong"

essentially

the
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definition of power and authority

Furthermore, from
Christian leader is
as

a

biblical

one

who

as

given in the

standpoint,

serves

it has

others

definition section in

already been pomted

chapter one.

out that a

by building trust and considerhig

others

equals.^^

Identification: Building Bridges of Trust and
Missionaries and all leaders

respect and

trust with the host

participative leadership

Respect

working in Ecuador need to

build

bridges

country leaders by understanding that democracy

will look different in Ecuador.

Foreigners

should

they try to simply mold them into

all the veteran missionaries mention this
new

missionaries

their

as an

working in collaborative

own

cultural

viewpoints.

important aspect of training

are,

Most

for

ministries in Ecuador. The

Ecuadorians also make note of this aspect. "Do not make Ecuadorians into

something they
technological

are

not"

was

institute. He

the assessment of the management

explains

this

using his

own

word

professor at the

pictures.

Foreigners try to put us in their frame of reference, as members of
society. But we are different in the way we govern society, in
our education and in our economics. Democracy is different here.
Economically there are many more gaps here. So understand
Ecuador as an entity. Don't expect the runner with a shorter leg to
run the same way as a runner with two good legs. And foreigners
do not dance like a Latin it is very difficult and the language is

their

-

different. You cannot make

(Personal Interview,

No.

an

Ecuadorian into

an

or

should not

attempt to change the members of a society without understanding who they
nor

of

American

37).

See the discussion on biblical values of collaborative leadership in chapter two, the
section entitled: "Biblical Considerations for The Collaborative Model."
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He goes

on

to offer his version

in Ecuador. These
work in

are

Ecuadorian

an

his

of what

foreigners

need to leam in order to work

for the way

prescriptions

participative leadership

setting and what foreigners need

would

to know about that.

leam the concept ofmahana" (tomorrow).
One has to realize what this means and be flexible. So you have to
A

foreigner needs to

allow for

time in whatever task you are doing. A foreigner
needs to be prepared to collaborate and understand the financial
more

needs of the
that

a

around you.
A foreigner must understand
bureaucratic stmcture here has two speeds slow and stop.

people

.

.

-

Govemment papers, customs, imports, building permits, drivers'
licenses, etc. all take time here. Foreigners need to get help in the
process of cultural adaptation and actually have a national help
them. Foreigners need to be prepared to explain two or three times

the

thing. Foreigners need to understand that they must keep
checking up on the workers. The workers need close
supervision over the tasks. You need monetary supervision here
minute to minute. Things can quickly get out of control here
(Personal Interview, No. 37).
same

on

The management

cultural and

professor certainly

leadership

issues from

offers

an

foreigners

Ecuadorian

an

inside

viewpoint.

mind, however, that the leaming process is of a reciprocal

foreigners

and nationals leam from

one

another and

One must

summed up in the identification
Paul Hiebert. Identification

means

between the

missionary

is

for collaborative

important

principle,
that

as

defined

bridges

2:5-1

bridges

communicate

by Lianne

in

each

of trust.
be

can

Roembke and

of tmst and confidence

are

built

and the members of the host country and vice-versa. This

leadership

and team

Roembke affirms that this type of identification,

(Philippians

keep

begin to identify with

professor is attempting to

on

nature where both

other's culture. Both missionaries and nationals must build the
What the management

perspective

1), accepts people

as

they

are

building

as we see

in any
in the

through agape

society.

example

love.

of Jesus
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principle of mutual respect is very important because it leaves
both the missionary and the national securely 'mtact' as valid
persons and as products of their own culture. It sets the stage for
reciprocal relationships between equals, which is the foundation
for trust. It communicates what God communicates, acceptance of
the person. It does not judge one cultural pattem or value better
than the other; but it does allow the question to be posed in this
given context, what is more credible, expedient, advisable,
productive (2000:113)?
The

-

Hiebert affirms the

principle of identification.

cross-cultural communication takes
intimate

relationships

and work

as a

'In the

end, the

most effective

when missionaries and nationals form

place

team. Such shared efforts

accomplish the

major portion of the missionary task" (Hiebert 1985:235).

Ministerial
In addition to the

implications

from this

functions within

and leaders

an

areas

of missiology and culture, there

study that

are more

and realistic

authoritarian model of leadership,
Ecuadorian context, and

The

leadership

though

as

a

noted

need to be valued

leadership

as

it

training of both followers
extreme

servant as leader model to the

stmcture or the National Church

developed

central, assertive leader is

model for the National Church in

president

ministerial

in the

following

sections.

of Collaborative Followers

train followers to respect
the

adapting the

streamlining the

are some

expectations, rejecting the

Each of these will be further

Development
Even

pertinent to

Ecuadorian context. These include

using guidelines

organization.

Leadership Implications

as

more

above).

than

one

leader

training

vital aspect in the collaborative

Ecuador, there still remains

(i.e.,

Other leaders and

well. Much

a

just

not

people

of followers'

a

need to

the senior pastor

within the

or

organization

expectations

and their
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demands
the

on

leaders needs to be done. Too much is

president

and

Several of the

therefore,

too

much pressure is

Church pastor indicated the need for

expectations

Retuming

followership,
to this

more

of their leaders

again to

his steps for

Robert

developing

and

leadership, steering

expectations that followers

modeling.

(Personal hiterview.

effective followers

No.

are

redefinmg

a

area

One National

in this

Kelley' s vmtings

a

team

and

5).

area

of

particularly pertinent
of the terms

away from the stereotypes and unrealistic

often have of their leaders. The chief concem here is

for followers and leaders to consider themselves

strength

and

and

person at the top.

one

role models who work in

The first step of development is

study.

followership

once

applied to

indicated that followers could be trained in this

respondents

through seminars, teaching sessions, discipling,

lower their

expected of their pastors

of character to work

As mentioned earlier, this is

together toward
a

difficult

area

equals

as

a common

given

and to have the

goal (Kelley 1988:6,7).

the cultural

anticipation

of a

high power-distance

ratio between leaders and followers. In Ecuador, the leader

may lead

a

more

from

stronger power base, but the key is teaching that both

leaders and followers have
A second

honing

of relationship.

of developing

followers,

of followership skills. Here there

follower must
that

key step

equality

overcome:

"(1)

that leaders

following is simply doing what

inevitably draw their

Robert

Kelley was

energy and

first mentioned in

elements in the continuimi.

you

aims,

are

three

as

even

chapter three

by Kelley,

faulty premises

are more

are

advocated

is

a

that the

important than followers, (2)

told to do, and

(3) that followers

their talent, from the leader"

under the section entitled

contrasting
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(1988:7). Overcoming these three faulty premises
Ecuadorian culmral

everyone

is crucial because of the

anticipation that the leader simply tells

instinctively carries

others what to do and

out that order. This is evident in the comments of a

National Church leader who believes that followers in the church often
that

a

true leader is "one who talks more" and has

certain "charm

In order to combat this

(Personal Interview, No. 5).
advocates the

a

following topics

for sessions in

a

or

percei\'e

charisma"

faulty perception, Kelley

training program for followers:

Improving independent, critical thinking. Self-management.
Disagreeing agreeably. Building credibility. Aligning personal
and organizational goals and commitments. Acting responsibly
toward the organization, the leader, coworkers, and oneself
Similarities and differences between leadership and followership
roles. Moving between the two roles with ease (1988:7).
Kelley also

advocates

performance

training and organizational

delegation to the
and Webb in

a

evaluation and feedback for followers in

structures that encourage

followership through

lowest levels and rewards for followers

similar

study

also conclude that

(1988:7,8).

followership

is

a

Hollander

crucial

component for developing healthy and vibrant organizations. They assert, "The
nature of

be

our

equally

therefore,
of good

complex, hierarchical

effective

as a

to consider

institutions demands that the effective leader

follower. It may be

considerably more realistic,

characteristics of followership

leadership" (Hollander

and Webb

effective, collaborative followers is

as

as one

functional component

1953:163-167). Thus, the training of

crucial

as

the

development

leaders, and in that regard has been included first in this section

leadership implications.
tum to the

development

With this basic

premise

of collaborative leaders.

in mind, it is

of collaborative

on

now

ministerial

important

to
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The

Development of Collaborative

Leaders

In order to redeem the caudillo

training, modeling, mentoring,
The overall assessment of the

together in Ecuador,

and

leadership model,

equipping of leaders
is that it is

are

necessary

ingredients.

people to

but it will take much time. The management

professor

here, but it will take

years,

training the next generation

a

possible

participative type leadership

possibly twenty years

or more.

in this way and these students

process" (Personal Interview,

No.

37).

models. "If the church

sees a new

are

We

work

can

be

are now

capturing the

A National Church leader agrees wdth this

assessment and feels that the process could be accelerated

more

time, teaching,

for

respondents

reiterates, "The process of working toward
done

much

model, I think that

through effective

yes, the

change

can

role

be done

quickly" (Personal Interview, No. 5),
Missionaries also affirm the need for

discipleship

methods that

help train

several

discipleship programs,

leaders

through

successful

leaders while in

but the main

role models while in

ministry

both national and

effectiveness of mentoring

Coaching

is

succeed in

a

as

of new

Paul

was

emphasis

most

Stanley

disciples through

ministry. They
was

the

ministry. This, after all,

of the pastor who

missionary.

mentoring

mentioned

by

mention

developing

of

has been the
all the

respondents,

and Robert Clinton affirm the

the process of empowerment and

good coaching.

process of imparting encouragement and skills to
task through a relationship. Empowerment of the

a

mentoree is the result. A

key to good coaching

is observation

(when possible), feedback, and evaluation. An experienced coach
does not try to control the player (or mentoree), but rather he seeks
to

inspire

and

equip

him wdth the necessary

See the discussion of this model pastor in

chapter

four.

motivation.
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perspective, and skills to enable him to excellent performance and
effectiveness (Stanley and Clinton 1992:76).
Equipping
This

of other leaders is also mentioned

implies much more than the teaching aspects,

training that actually enables
of leadership. One

select, develop,
That not

others to

missionary refers

and

their

to the

created

a more

but refers to the type of

gifts by placing them in positions
to

would be able to judge other

effective environment for

He also mentions 2

well-qualified people

for

Timothy 2:2

cases.

treating the
as a

needs of the

reference for

equipping

ministry (Personal Interview, No. 26).

This empowerment of leaders while in

theological training.

teacher-student

ministry has huge ramifications

Future leaders should be trained not

in the classroom with textbook and lecture

through a one-on-one,

area.

but also enabled others to be involved in the

people (Exodus 18).

those involved in

high priority in this

story of Jethro teaching Moses

appoint other leaders who

only lightened his load,

ministry and

use

as a

for

only

format, but outside the classroom

relationship

this way, the teacher could be involved in the

and character

coaching process

modeling.

as

In

the student's

mentor. Church leaders could also be involved in the process of mentoring and

discipling

future leaders.

Eugene Nida emphasizes the apprenticeship

used in many Latin American Pentecostal Churches, and based

Catholic pattem of bringing leaders up while in

ministry.

Nida

on

program

the Roman

explains

how the

system worked:

[The future leaders] often begin as young men ushering in the
church, then selling Scriptures or tracts. This may be followed by
a period as Sunday-school teacher then as deacons or elders, and
finally as assistant pastors, often in small newly formed
congregations, and finally when these persons are forty or fifty
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years of age

they may become full pastors of a church (Nida

1961:99).
Whether it is the teacher-student

modeling process

or an

apprenticeship

type development, all of these suggest the development of leaders while
and in

ministry

development,

relationship with a model leader.

as

advocated

by the above authors, has

by the respondents

many

This type of leadership

in the interviews and surveys and
One should

positive implications.

however, that the role models who coach the young leaders
of a

example
will

only

begin

In other

higher
begin

or

in mind,

must live out

otherwise

in the

they observe

keep

an

emerging

society

leaders

and the

Furthermore, the apprenticeship and other in-ministry training models

church.

should

collaborative, servant-heart mentality

grow into the caudillo models

m

from the lowest levels of leadership

words, leadership development should

levels of leadership, but should

on

up to the judicatory levels.

never

begin when one

begin from the ground up,

in the earlier stages of life. Albert Bandura affirms the

role model
vicarious

leaming throughout one's

leaming through

life

(1977:12, 13).

He

use

reaches

and it should

of appropriate

explains

the need for

role models and informative feedback.

everyday leaming, people usually achieve a close
approximation of the new behavior by modeling, and they refine it
through self-corrective adjustments on the basis of informative
feedback fi-om performance and from focused demonstrations of
segments that have been only partially leamed (1977:28).
In most

Leadership development through role modeling
ministry

leads to

a

third

leadership implication.

and

training while

in
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Rejection of the Caudillo Model
It is necessary to

reject the caudillo

characteristics in the abuse of power, the
on

as a

whole, because of its

inequality of relationships,

self-interest that often creates distrust with others. This is not

model and must be counteracted

equality

of relationships and

a

through positive

leadership that

is both

can

whole, however, should never be

making,

a

a

and

guideline

characteristic most of the

respondents

Referring

once

of caudillismo describes

a

directive
seem

or

promises them everything,

(Adoum

firm in decision

image

as

mentioned in

This
The process

rejection
begins

only

leaves them in

next

advantage

passionate

a worse

corruption and

the

of

leader

condition
to

ethical

is also connected with the machista

chapter one.

of the caudillo model also

with

new

at the heart of

leader who takes

a

requires

willingness to accept change.

an

unleaming process.

This

pattems of behavior, values, and thought processes that need
in order to leam

are

Thus, the heart of the caudillo model leads

2000: 1 63, 1 64).

issues of immorality and

but

The

leadership.

again to Jorge Enrique Adoum,

persuasive

as

to admire or desire in their

others, especially the poor who ingenuously wait for the
who

are

biblically genuine. The model

leaders. The caudillo also has to do with character issues that

phenomenon

through

forming a collaborative

for Christian

simply a riiatter of being

the nature of human life.

effective role

models that build trust

be redeemed in

culturally appropriate

caudillo mindset is not

an

and the focus

shared vision. As mentioned earlier, there

aspects of the caudillo model that

a

model

pattems.

change

involves

to be unleamed first

Building upon Thomas Kuhn's original

work in
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this area, Schaef and Fassel refer to this process

discards old
are

paradigms that may be

positive, healthy,

shifts

are a

and

or

organization that can be

described

as

explain how paradigmatic

think about

change,

or

addictive.

characteristic of paradigms,

important

that

one

-

addictive for other pattems that

These authors

productive.

shift

paradigm

part of the recovery process for any individual

necessary

"An

destructive

as a

that affects the way
change is a shift

one

is that

paradigmatic
thoroughgoing. Therefore,
paradigm shifts cannot be made incrementally, but occur all at
once. It actually requires a radical conversion, rather than an
ambling transition" (Schaef and Fassel 1988:34).
we

between two worlds. It is whole and

They

also

clarify that a genuine paradigm shift is

new, but is rather "an openness to
seen

because it is occluded
One

(1988:35).
shift is the

example

what is

necessarily to something

already present

by the assumptions

of the

of a recovery process that

in the world yet not

pervading worldview"

requires

a

radical

twelve-step program of Alcoholics Anonymous (AA).

begin this process,

requires

see

not

no

the alcoholic

tuming back.

process of abstinence,

This

one

undergoes

an

extreme

as

and arduous one, but well worth the effort

shift. Even

though the

shift in the

willingness

accept

respondents
or

new

do not

requires

use

you have to

depend

on

long

a

this

transitional process that
ways of thinking and

requires

new

of behavior. One National Church leader describes this process in his

"First,

a

(1988: 183).

interview

to

which

the entire recovery process is

terminology, they do speak of an unleaming
paradigm

even

to the incremental

The transition from caudillo to collaborative leader also

paradigm

In order to

paradigm shift,

paradigm shift then leads

day at a time,

paradigm

a

pattems

own

words.

God. Then there has to be the mobilization of the
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church, using the gifts and talents of everyone in the church. That will change the
leader

as

well

a

resistance to

worked. He feels

necessary

as

changes

change

in

some

can

Another National Church leader

though the missionary has

in this

area

a

role in

helping

to

missionary should help

[of caudillismo

1). One leader also suggests

leadership

teach this concept. We have to do this

of the denominations with which he has

within the culture. "A

change his thinking
No.

can

(Personal Interview, No. 15).

and model it"
notes

his bad concept. We

as

and

ways in which

bring

a

about

national

control]" (Personal Interview,

changes

in

new

forms of

be made.

"The way to make this transition work [from authoritarian to
participative leadership] is to teach and train people in the new
model

through seminars, courses and materials on the new form of
leadership. We need to show the pastors the benefits of the new
form of leadership. And it will take time. This is not just for a
one-year period, but a much longer time. We should involve the
pastors who want to leam a new form of leadership" (Personal
Interview, No. 9).
Thus, according to the above viewpoints, change from
a

beneficial

modeling

requires

one

and

Adaptations
Even

though there

model within

in

going

also note

an

is the need for

of life to

long process involving training,

and

releaming the

a

key

need for

paradigm

adaptations

Ecuadorian context. A

here is

a

shift and

from the caudillo mindset to

of the servant leader

earlier. The

a

negative pattem

new.

of the Servant Model

one can

perception

and

development by unleaming the old

releaming process
model,

paradigm change

a

a

as a

teaching

and

or

unleaming

and

collaborative/servant

and clarifications of the servant

concem

weak

a

an

for the

possible

ineffective leader

training that helps

cultural

was

mentioned

leaders and followers
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understand that

a

servant leader is not

must leam to take

weak

a

inferior leader. A servant leader

or

and vision without

charge and give guidance

usurping power.

Henri Nouwen defines this well.

leadership of power and control, but a leadership of
powerlessness and humility in which the suffering servant of God,
Jesus Christ, is made manifest. I, obviously, am not speaking
about a psychologically weak leadership in which Christian leaders
are simply the passive victims of the manipulations of their milieu.
No, I am speaking of a leadership in which power is constantly
abandoned in favor of love. It is a tme spiritual leadership.
Powerlessness and humility in the spiritual life do not refer to
people who have no spine and who let everyone else make
decisions for them (Nouwen 2000: 82).
It is not

a

Thus, teaching

on

servant

leadership must not give the implication

weak, indecisive leader, but rather
the

people through spiritual guidance,

tmstful
be

a

relationships.

positive, dynamic

who

one

vision

a

altemative to the

impulse

or

A servant leader

the

chispa,

a

servant

are

be

person,"

one

the

can

spark,

be
to

a

leader does not negate the need

cultural

as a

visionary type

initiative. He

affirms

or

a

expectation of

person who creates the

get things done and keep everyone going. The

united around this person and the leader is

people

building of loving,

domineering, machista attitude.

central, visionary leader, mentioned earlier

leadership.

and the

casting,

and respect of

The servant leader who is both humble and decisive would

It also needs to be clarified that

for

gains the confidence

of a

"It should

clearly defined.

National Church leader. "That person should take the

she should have the

chispa (spark).

To the contrary, if someone

else in the group takes the initiative, then the main leader will become

manipulated
this strong

from behind"

(Personal Interview,

visionary leader,

one

could

point to

No.

the

5).

To

example

biblically

illustrate

of Nehemiah, who
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used his vision to

that rebuilt the
much

rally

and

organize the discouraged

damaged walls

of Jerusalem in

Israelites to become

only fifty-two days

opposition (Nehemiah 2:1 7-6:16). Nehemiah was also

servant leader who

people.

former govemors had done, Nehemiah did not

as

govemor because of the

things

heavy demands

servant leader can have

on

church ministries. The
are

especially helpful.

A

eat

a

burdens

the food allotted to him

people (Nehemiah 5:14-19).

positive,

a

spark

or a

charge

redeemable aspects of the

could be very

perspectives

complementary

the

even

motivating vision,

a

done." A combination of the

caudillo and the collaborative

framework

certainly

most

"lording it over the people" by requiring heavy tax

as

"to get

in front of

followed divine initiative and cared for the needs of the

Rather than

Thus, the

a team

rewarding

in Ecuadorian

elements of leadership in the theoretical

key here

decisive, visionary, and bold (la chispa)

on

reflective, relational, and transformational

is

the

on

developing

one

a

leader who is

hand while also

being

the other. One National Church

pastor believes that the model leader should be both "directive and yet
consultative"

(Personal Interview, No. 8).

national pastor who
consultative. He
church

was

gained

together and was

A

missionary

reflects

on an

both "authoritative

[but not authoritarian]

much respect in his

lifestyle

able to

develop strong

and

teaching.

leaders who have

exemplary

and
He

pulled the

persevered"

(Personal Interview, No. 26).
Training in Time Management
Pastors and executive leaders in the National Church Association need

help

in time management,

leaming not to

overextend themselves in too much
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work and

One pastor suggests that the

leaming to delegate more responsibilities.

leaders of the National Church need "firm bases in the
an

knowledge

organization." "Many national leaders have had many holes

of how to

mn

in business

management," he asserted. And along with that, he added the "need to know how
to better relate to others"

(Personal Interview,

No.

7). One missionary feels that

many of the national leaders have "overextended themselves."

need for

more

teaching

and

training

in the

areas

She affirms the

of time management,

delegation

of responsibilities, and selection of priorities. She adds that this also includes

being

aware

of one's limitations and weaknesses and

contributions of others in the team
This also involves

need for

presidents
with
was

of the

same

No.

needs mentioned in this

37).

No.

highlighted by many

of the

a

also mention the

the downfall of some of the

same

problem

It is also

on

lack of good

stewardship

23). The management professor, who

paragraph are

nationals. All leaders need to work
are

respondents

accountability and the

(Personal Interview,

(Personal Interview,

40).

and effective financial management. One

mentioned earlier, also affirms the

world

No.

everything through

problems leading to

is the lack of financial

resources

control

In this area, several

teaching of stewardship

missionary feels that one

(Personal Interview,

leaming not to

micromanagement approach.

understanding the positive

for leaders in the corporate

important to point out that

essential for missionaries

these financial and

respondents

in this

study.

as

stewardship

all of the

well

areas

as

that
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A Less Centralized, Less Hierarchical Structure

The structure of the National Church needs to be

hierarchical,
those who

and less

are

in

more

decentralized, less

bureaucratic, with fewer responsibilities and demands for

leadership, primarily at executive and secondarily

at local church

levels. Both nationals and missionaries mentioned the need for decentralization
of the National Church

For

organization.

example,

one

missionary

senses

that

decentralization of both the National Church Association and the local churches
would

help develop

Then the

or

legal

much

emphasis

better

relationships

would not be

entities but rather

thought toward

a

on

on

money, power,

people

radical

for the missionaries and the nationals.

and

relationships.

executive level, this would

some

hierarchy

missionary has given
small church clusters

decentralized, less hierarchical way

a

With the difficulties of too much power at the

certainly

National Church. Given the cultural
mind that

This

restructuring that would form

of local churches who relate to each other in

(Personal Interview, No. 27).

prestige, positions, properties,

with

a

appear to be

a

significant option for the

implications, however,

well-defined

one

must

keep

in

lineage throughout the organization

is necessary.
A National Church leader also

senses

the need for decentralization of the

structure of the Church Association. "The churches should

have

more as a

guide,"

he

affirms, "and

not as

a

final

from above. Each church should be able to have its
be

imposed upon them from

and have the property in its

name"

the

leadership we

authority placed

ovm

above. Each church should

own

use

over

them

structure. It should not

plan its

(Personal Interview,

No.

own

structure

13). Another
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National Church leader agrees,

affirming that the

structure of the National Church

Association needs to be "less bureaucratic and less centralized." This pastor has

obviously given some thought to this concept as
decentralized, less bureaucratic
It should be

structure in the

well. He delineates this

following way:

organization that evaluates each church with an
overall norm, but it should not control the churches. It should
serve the churches. The norm should be
suggestions for change
and should be administered periodically. There should be an
an

annual evaluation of this type for each church, or at least every two
There should be changes in the statutes of the National
years
.

.

.

Church Association. The national administrative committee could
be reduced to half. We do not need a president, vice-president and
all the

superintendents. They

should have their

could be cut in half

.

.

.

Each church

personena jundica (legal entity). And if a
church does not want to participate in the Association, it should
own

just be able to leave and we say,
(Personal Interview, No. 16).

'God bless you

This pastor feels that local church
the National Church

on

your

way'

should stay in the

name

of

Association, but should have well-stipulated guidelines

on

properties

how the local church, rather than the national administrative

committee, should

administer the property. "The national administrative committee should not feel
that these

properties belong to

them

to God. It is his

property." Thus,

jurisdiction

the

over

use

of their

when the National Church
should not

charge

for the

local church. To illustrate

he affirms the

own

right
As

properties.

directorship

use

he asserts, "because

exclusively,"

uses

for local churches to have

an

example

he suggests that

the property of a local church,

of that property. That should be the

this, he

goes

on

they belong

to

give

national administrative committee did violate the

respecting their property (Personal Interview,

No.

a

right

negative example

rights of a local
16).

they

of the

of when the

church

by

not
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Another way for

considering the decentralization of the National Church
focus

the local churches

by allowing

them

Association is to

place the primary

to own their own

property. A Baptist missionary (one of the interviewees from

on

outside the National Church Association but

working

m

Ecuador) explains that

their mission is in the process of transferring the deeds of properties from the

mission to the local churches. From the

beginning of the Baptist ministry in

Ecuador, all the local church properties had been placed in the

mission,

a

practice that was not

Baptist mission work in
realized that

in

keeping with the

other countries.

and

changed

transfer of properties to the local churches. He is

gives emphasis to

upward to

the Association

district

sending

level)

and

course

begin there

rather than

No.

The

on

Baptist missionary

them
does

(Personal Interview,

recognize

some

in that it is easier for local churches to leave the

colleagues
churches

are

more

ready

to

problems

local churches

35).
with this stmcture

denomination, but he and his

are

written into

and functional

relationship

autonomy is worth the risk. Furthermore, by-laws

Baptist

Church

accept that challenge. They feel that giving the local

the stmcture of each local church
with the

and flow

finally the National

help the

its will

nor

by beginning the

Convention level. Thus the National Convention exists to

imposing

church

encouraged by this change

the local church. Decisions

(the

of the

By 1997, the Baptist mission in Ecuador

they had been too patemalistic

because it

homeland

name

denomination.

clarifying their legal

Finally,

this story

brings

up the need for much

discretion and discernment whenever missionaries allocate money

National Church entities. Distmst and broken

relationships

or

properties

can occur

with

to
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misunderstandings in either issue.
mission has had

problems

in this

Baptist missionary recognizes that his

The

area

(Personal Interview, No. 35).

Therefore, several possibilities exist for decentralization, including but
limited to those mentioned above. The

levels such

as

directorship

primarily to

respondents,

beginning to

sub-districts within the districts and

time, it is yet to be

seen

are

inside

goveming to

new

can

how well that is

make

2004, giving

in that direction

a

little

more

by developing

autonomy. At this

functioning. Furthermore,

but it is the

as

noted in

any

changes

itself. Other entities from

responsibility
For

chapter two,

of those who

example,

was

the

drafted

by

an

unanimously approved by the National Church assembly

at least the appearance of ownership.

years, very little of the

forgotten.

the lower

that the national

sense

implement the change process.

vision and strategy for teamwork,

outside consultant and

move

leadership

suggestions,

initiate and

missionary,

giving them

must initiate from the National Church

or

more on

work for the needs of the local church.

both national and

administrative conmiittee is

outside

focus

the district and local church levels. The National Church

should exist

Several of the

key is to begin to

not

plan has

been

accomplished

It still awaits the initiative and

However, in the following
and it appears to be

ownership

One final comment is necessary when

of the

only

two

largely

goveming body.

considering transitions to

of decentralized, flattened hierarchical stmcture. Not

in

any type

is it essential to work

Some of the respondents also note how the local churches could be more decentralized. One
national pastor likes the team concept of ministry and suggests a concentric circle structure for
local churches. Christ is written in the center circle, indicating that Jesus Christ is the focal center
of the local church. The second circle leading outward then has the title of the pastoral team, who
are directed by the Head, Jesus Christ. The third circle is that of the deacons or the lay leaders of
the church. The fourth circle includes all the members of the church. The fmal circle includes all
the friends and acquaintances of the church and those the church is attempting to reach through its

ministr>' (Personal Interview, No.l).
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organization to bring about the desired change,

from within the
to

develop the trust level between the

leaders and followers.

paramount for overcoming the control-minded,

Edgar

Schein affirms, "If the flat-networked

must have

on

a

expedient

Building trust is

micromanaged organization.

organization is to work,

of trust and must be

higher level

it is also

everyone

willing to accept power and

bases other than the control of information"

As

status

(Schein 1992:289).

Theological Implications
In addition to the
other

from this

implications

decided

of missiology, culture and

study that have

include the

imprecise term

development

found in the

and the

leadership,

of one's

priesthood

an

frirther dealt with in the

of "theological"

or a more

areas

implications.

are

will all

These

self-identity in Christ, equality of relationships

of all believers, the

following

there

ethical, spiritual, biblical

spiritual

of spiritual warfare. These

area

leadership,

For the sake of parsimony, these

theological significance.

be subsumed under the

as

areas

nature of servant

implications

will

be

now

sections.

Identity with Christ
There is
esteem

need for

more

self-identity in Christ and building up

through one's identity with

authority.

higher

a

In

chapter four,

self-esteem

because of the

was

struggle

Christ and not

and earlier in this

noted. The

through a superior position of

chapter,

respondents

of self-

the need for

security

feel that this need is

for economic and social needs,

and

largely

particularly of the

lower

classes, and the large-scale corruption that is found throughout the society. One

missionary

in

particular

senses

the reflection of a

deeper spiritual

need in this
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issue. The

people

need to find their true

himself admits that he should
some

"identity in Christ," he

spend more time

of those ego issues with

a

very

on

positive message

security in Christ that does not necessarily focus
that God will take
leader

taught

in

he and the

are more

can

[now]."

do

much

on

He also mentions that

about the love of God and one's
that these concepts have been

in Ecuador. The

passages that

things we
And "I

taught

missionary feel

people think
Scripture

of me

so

healing,

examining

on

of holiness and faith and

of his seminars the aspects of "inner

one

He

forgiveness."

care

"inner

asserts. He

eternal

a

security

but

National Church

healing

and

identity in Christ.

Both

to the way many

foreign

missionary went on to suggest a few crucial

help people

than conquerors

understand their

through him

everything through him [Christ]

identity in Christ. "In

who loved us"

who

strengthens

all

(Romans 8:37).
me"

(Philippians

4:13) (Personal Interview, No. 26).
The above

point would

This involves the

problem.

also suggest

a

theological

dimension to the

In order to find one's "true

thinking process.

identity

in Christ," the Christian leader needs to understand the nature of Christ and how

he

or

she is related to him

w^ho shows

example

Jesus

Trinity and
oneness

the

as a

model

one

another

example,

as

for others. In the

leaders and

other authors

as

our

ultimate

same

way

followers. In addition to

today are using the example of the

how each member of the Godhead works

of purpose

same

redeemed child of God. Christ is

humility, love and respect

Christians should relate to

using

as a

together in harmony

and

(Cadis 1999; Erickson 1995; Giles 2002; Lacugna 1991).

way. Christians should relate to

one

another in

harmony

and

unity

In

of
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purpose. In his discussion

for the

man- woman

where

no one

model pattem for

spiritual

Trinity

relationship, Giles

it informs church life in

Trinity,

the

on

our

and biblical

general.

and its

practical

comments on the

The communal and

is in subordination to

and ethical

place

relationships (Giles 2002:105).

of theology in how

unifying nature

another, but rather

implications

of the

act as a

This leads into

a

whole, is

a

second

implication.

Equality of Relationships
There is

a

need to

teach, train, and model the biblical perspectives of

equality and tmst in relationships

and

the

portrayed in chapter two.

priesthood of all believers,

as

community building found

respondents actually use this terminology.
chapter four,
the

is the National Church leader who

priesthood

Ecuadorian
to this

One

of all believers here. But

we

example

in the concept of

Several of the

of this,

as

noted in

declares, "We need the concept of

don't fmd that much here in the

society in general" (Personal Interview, No. 13).

A

missionary

refers

concept when discussing the need for community and relationship building.

He notes the

positive aspects

of the

national retreats held at camp

pastoral couple

retreats and the

Pallatanga in the beautiful

and others suggest that these types of retreats and other

increased

Andean mountains.

(Personal Interviews,

even

These types of meetings

help build relationships between the

working

positive relationships

in

He

community-building

events be continued and

churches and those

missionary-

higher leadership positions.

between nationals and missionaries.

Nos. 24, 26,

32).

members of the

And

they help

Spending

more

build
time
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together outside of ministry and administration contexts is

a

valuable

of

means

developing friendships in a community.
The

Spiritual

Nature of Servant

There is

need to teach,

a

servant leader who

has

Leadership

gives

train, and model the biblical perspectives of a

his life in service to others

already been sufficiently described earlier,

practical

dimensions of leadership, and

already been given.

It is

servant leader. The

spiritual nature

in

examples

application to

as

sometimes

repeated here simply to portray the spiritual nature
of servant

leadership

one's

cross

and

to the

and

principles

following

the

path

derives its

not a mere

portrayed in popular leadership

earnest, deeper commitment

taking up

the cultural and

respondents have

from the

Christ who gave himself up for his followers. It is
fashion

(Mark 10:35-45). This point

fad

or

essence

of the
from

current

literature. It is rather

lifestyle of Jesus Christ.

an

It is

of Jesus, the true servant leader, who

said, "whoever finds his life will lose it, and whoever loses his life for my sake
will find it"

(Matthew 10:38,39). Furthermore,

caregiver, guide,

and vision caster is also

role model to the servant leader,

Prayer and Education in
There is

a

spiritual

forces.

Spiritual

need to pray

by educating them

in this

Chapter

area

four

a

shepherd

leader

important, complementary

defined in

as

biblical

chapter two.

Warfare

fervently
and

for leaders in the

enabling them to

"present

area

overcome

briefly mentioned this

missionaries. One feels that the
I think that there is

as

an

the role of a

of spiritual warfare
the obstacles of

as a concem

of several

environment in Ecuador is

great spiritual warfare going

on

here. There is

a

hard

an

one.

attack

on

.

.
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these leaders" (Personal Interview, No.

type of spiritual warfare that he has

ministry.

He

speaks

of "direct

23). Another missionary describes

seen

reflected in the lives of church
a

Quito

The

worship.

to

good luck,

bring positive

fortunetellers)
12, 2000: 1-9).

have increased

study,

Church

one

overcome

use

(witchdoctors)

everywhere

30).

playing, purification

of rocks and horseshoes

and adivinos

(shamans

in the country (El Comercio

of this

subject

is

or

September

beyond the

scope

it does show another element of difficulty for National

that

possibly could

higher executive positions

chief way to

of tarot card

though a fuller treatment

and purpose of this

reach

use

invocation to the saints, and the

Even

No.

sorcery, and other forms of demonic and

increased

energy. Curanderos

leadership,

people (Personal Interview,

article, entitled "Witchcraft Continues Strong in the

Country," begins by noting the
baths for

envy, and jealousy, which sometimes

newspaper confirms the increase of

spiritual opposition through witchcraft,
Satanic

local church

opposition created an environment of lying,

cheating, undermining others, deception,

An online article from

a

opposition with the enemy and demonic possessed

areas." He also feels that this direct

was even

in his involvement in

the

also derail

of leadership.

this difficult

area was

emerging

According to

leaders

the

as

they

respondents,

the

through significant prayer cover.

Future Directions

Suggestions for the National Church and Those Who Work with It
One

avenue

to

explore

Church and the mission

for future

body would be

personnel to discuss, study,

leadership development in the National

the

and draw up

a

uniting

of national and

leadership profile

missionary

of the type of ideal
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for the National Church Association. This

leader

anticipated

retreat

setting or an assembly meeting of leaders where

biblical precepts

are

discussed. A

might occur

cultural

leadership profile could be

interviews,
a

a

National Church leader proposes

series of meetings could be

of advisors who

a

Church

come

one

a

retreat

up with

a

of the

profile

of the type of

culturally

and biblical pattems of leadership. This indeed would be

step for the church, providing that all the participants feel
could

begin with the directorship

and mission

taught.

setting with a panel

leader that best meets the needs of the National Church and fits

appropriate

and

similar process. He suggests that

conducted, possibly in

help the National

a

assumptions

drawn up,

and modeled for current and future leaders and followers. In

in

leadership

a

a

productive

part of the process. It

and then later include

pastors and lay delegates from every church and all field missionaries.

Following the development of a leadership profile,
number

one

mentoring

mentioned in

above, seminars, training sessions, seminary classes, and group

studies in the local church could be offered for

participants

as

would be

encouraged

to model the

others in the process. This

missionaries

as

profile

leadership

and

followership.

The

profile by teaching, discipling,

should also be

taught to

and

new

they begin their ministry in Ecuador.

Future Studies and Dissertations
A future

relationships

study

should be done

on

partnership

and what needs to be done to arrange

and multicultural team

an

effective type of leadership

partaership between the National Church Association and the
It

was

necessary to

mission in Ecuador.

accomplish this study first to understand the dynamics of
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leadership within the National Church Association.
would need to go
how

they

relate

beyond this to

or

function

as

a

A future

study, however,

deeper understanding of both organizations and

partnering

entities. An historical and

ethnographical development of both organizations

could be done to

effectively

complete this study.
A future

study

should be done

on

the effect of followers'

their leaders and how that influences them either
current

study uncovered

future

study, however,

could focus almost

expectations

of their

problem area of this study.

exclusively on the followers'

expectations

within the National Church Association of Ecuador. It

be limited to

a

certain group of followers in the National Church

of

This

positively or negatively.

several elements of followers'

leaders in Ecuador and how that relates to the

expectations

A

roles and

might

or a

even

particular

local church.
A future

study should

As noted in

mission

body.

times in

some

analysis

could be

be done

conceming interpersonal

chapter four,

this

was a

detail that surfaced several

of the interviews and surveys with missionaries. An historical

A future

developed conceming this problem.

study

on

spiritual

warfare and its effects

on

National Church should be conducted. This would include

problem

conflicts in the

in the

society

and its effect

on

leadership

in the

development

of the

the

a

the church.

Evaluations of the Research Process

Conceming the
understand

survey, it is

possible that

clearly the direct implication

some

of the

of question number

respondents
one.

did not

Instead of
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describing an effective

leader that

clearly indicated), they

gave

perceive

to

they knew personally (which the question

more

be most effective in

an

general responses

of the

overall way. Had

they

asked, their responses would have been more specific
and/or mission
more

organization. However,

information in this

specific

Because
responses to

some

questions

of the
five

area was

even

three responses

making the
some

though the
were

survey

did not

probably the

most

conceming the
level. These

gained

revealing

way that the

implications

many

aspects of the problem

with in future studies. The

area

more

three different

Those that marked two

for each

nature of these

or

thus

question,

questions.

question two

was

provides interesting implications

discussed in

about

leadership

chapters four

and other

problems

as

on a

deeper

and five.

probably the most productive

respondents give possible

addressed and summarized in this

provide

clearly stated.

from the ideal leaders in

was

or

possible that they did not

respondents tmly feel

The interview process

responses, and

The doubt still remains, however, whether

of all and

were

question

to the National Church

give specific

identify only one

completely understand the

The information

the

of the different ways that leaders make

answers were

applicable.

as

uncovered in the interviews.

seven, it is

through

later asked to

more

done

respondents initially marked two

completely understand the implications
decisions,

many did

leadership that they

of all,

uncovering

well that could be dealt

solutions that have been

chapter. Overall, the

interviews

detailed, personal, and in-depth information.

seem

to
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Final Summarv Statements of the Studv
The
to

postulate

are

not

section

and

implications
a

general

understandings

sunmiary of the

in this

study itself. These concluding

intended to rehash the detailed responses

above, but rather attempt to give
First, the

dysfrmctional,

extreme

a

it is anti-biblical. It

can

found in the

possible

statements

implications

not

only

(derail) promising, emerging

scripted by their own or their followers'

sometimes found in societies and

it

brief, overall summary from the study.

desviar

meet needs for control and acclaim. This

are

as

authoritarian, control mentality is

leaders who fmd themselves

followers

chapter now make

desires to

type of oppressive leadership is

organizations,

commanded not to live this way

but Christian leaders and

(Matthew 20:25-28;

Mark 10:42-

45; 1 Peter 5:3). In the contrasting elements of the theoretical framework, the

caudillo,

or

any leader

given to

abusive

servant/collaborator who builds trust

Second, where there is

visionary

leader who

precaution to

avoid

a

must work to become a

through loving, caring relationships.

need for strong action and

provides stability

in unstable

becoming egotistical

wdth that type of leader should also

willing

authority,

help

or

a

"take-charge,"

times, that leader

conceited. Those who work

hold him

or

develop high-quality

delegation of authority.
threatened

charge"

He

or

leaders and followers and
she should work to

by other emergent high-quality

leader takes these

take all

closely

her accountable and be

to confront when necessary. That leader should also be

with and

must

willing to

practice

overcome

work

consultation and

the fear of being

leaders. When the

visionary,

precautions, this aspect of the caudillo model

"takecan

be
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combined with the collaborator in

balanced

a

complementary section of the theoretical
becoming both decisive

leadership,

as

framework. He

noted in the

she

or

and reflective, and both task- and

can

work toward

relationally-

oriented.

Third, in general, leadership in the National Church in Ecuador should
shift away from

laissez faire

a

model where there is

no

without

going to

extremely indirect

clearly defined leader.

should attempt to go this far
level will be necessary

or

right on the

(slightly to

either extremes

on

participative

Ecuador. Leaders

and collaborative

or

more

movement

further

a

from the caudillo pattern to

throughout the

regions

different

collaborative model is
and

and

by adopting

structure

a

adjustments

on

and will

those

in God's

kingdom

in Ecuador.

Chapter

observations, by making suggestions

by postulating

an

that

the part of all who

objectives, by noting implications for ministry
on

are

require

chapter has sought to integrate this study by answering the

Church based

study,

of Ecuador. The National

already occurring

Summarv of the

a

model for the National Church in

willingly work together as servant/collaborators

and

grid),

utilizing slight modifications

implementation, adaptations,

questions

continuum

decentralized and somewhat less hierarchical. Indications

toward

This

collaborator

right.

Church itself can work toward the collaborative model
that is

nor

fairly high power distance

leadership

move

leadership

leadership

work toward this model

can

where variations exist

the

the far left

Fourth, it is possible and necessary to
more

Neither caudillo

continuum. A

the left

on

abdicative

or

research

in the National

for future action and

overall sunmiary statement of the

study

itself At the
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conclusion of a study such

as

this, the reader may be led to ask one fmal question.

"What does this study essentially entail for the National Church in Ecuador
anyone involved in

given

in this final
This

a

similar

chapter,

Besides all the

setting?"

"What is the ultimate

and

describe and

analyze

executive and

guidelines

reality suggested by this study?"

a

Church Association. It has

led to

people

sought to

particular pattem of derailment that has emerged

secondary leadership positions,

findings that have

possible solutions.

inside the culture and the

and it has contributed

The ultimate

in

resources

change?

And second, how

change?

Without

an

ultimate
an

an

willing

are

organization,

they to

both the leaders and

reality requires

an

inward

questions,

suggestions that

this

study remains

lead nowhere. The

perception that genuine change

ardent commitment to carry out those

to

become involved in the process of

affirmative response to these

academic exercise with formal

and

reality of this study

followers, both nationals and missionaries. First, how much do they desire

largely

for

study has sought to understand primarily the implications of

leadership development in the National

leads to the

implications

or

changes.

is urgent and
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APPENDIX A

Survey for Ecuadorian Church Leaders and Missionaries
Objective for the Project
Thank you for your willingness to help in this project. The purpose of my
investigate and define contextualized leadership models that wdll help

is to

study
develop strong and effective leaders in Ecuador. This questionnaire and the
following interview are designed to analyze the cultural and biblical concepts of
leadership and determine the model(s) of leadership that are best suited for
National Church leaders (AIEE) in Ecuador. Your help in this project is two-fold.
First, you will help Ecuadorian Church leaders be better equipped to work as
leaders and minister in their own culture. Second, you will help me and other
OMS missionaries become better educators and

ministers in Ecuador. From this
and be better

I

more

effective cross-cultural

to finish my doctoral dissertation

study, hope
equipped to develop leaders for the National

Church in Ecuador.

Terms of the Survey and the Interview^

Both the survey and the interview are completely confidential. Your
will not be mentioned in the project without your prior consent.

a)

name

completely honest, transparent and sincere as possible.
as real as possible and not idealistic or
help
superficial. Do not merely tell the interviewer what you think he wants to hear.
b)

Please be

not

as

the final outcome to be

This will

c) You do not have to respond to all of the questions, especially if they do
apply to you. However, try to answer as many as possible as it will help the

overall

project be

much

more

effective.

d.) You may not have worked on a team, but feel free to give your
personal observations and insights to the questions that deal with teamwork.
Personal Data
Name:

Type

of ministry:

Place:

Institution

or

organization:

Age:
Years of experience in the

ministry:

Education:
was developed with the
help of an Ecuadorian educator and church leader and was
gather information for analysis conceming the research questions and objectives.

This survey

designed

to
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1) Describe

some

characteri stics of an

effective

leader

ihatyou know. (Use

adjectives.)
2) Identify a fevy exemplary leaders who you believe
terms of examples from the following categories.)

are

effective.

(Think

in

a) Biblical leaders:
b) Historical leaders:
c) Conmiunity, business, educational

and

d) National

missionary leaders, past or present:

3) Describe
adjectives.)

some

Church leaders and OMS

characteristics of a

political

non-effective

leader

leaders:

ihaiyou

know.

(Use

4) In the Ecuadorian society, how do leaders generally make decisions? (For
example in politics and business.) What expressions might refer to the way
leaders generally make decisions in Ecuador?
5) Mark

an

by the phrase that best describes

X

no

your leader's actual decision-

making style.
The leader has full control, and the group has none. (Dictatorial)
The leader has most of the control, and the group has little.

(Authoritative)
The group contributes, the leader decides. (Consultative)
The leader leads and works with the team. (Participative)
The leader abdicates all
Other:

6)

Mark

an

X

responsibility. (Abdicative)
.

by the phrase that best

describes how you would

prefer that your

leader make decisions.

control, and the group has none.
The leader has most of the control, and the group has little.
The group contributes, the leader decides.
The leader has full

The leader leads and works with the team.
The leader abdicates all
Other:

7)

Which

The

style

description

would be your

of the

responsibility.
_.

own

preferred way

of making decisions?

styles of leadership was based on the definitions given by Myron Rush
and
the Likert Systems approach to management (Likert 1967:3-46). The
(Rush 1987:217-227),
first four responses reflect Systems 1,2,3, and 4 in that order.
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The leader has full control, and the group has none.
The leader has most of the control, and the group has little.
The group contributes, the leader decides.
The leader leads and works with the team.
The leader abdicates all responsibility.
Other:

Why do
8)

you

.

prefer to

be this type of leader?

Have you had experience working in a team? (That is
people to achieve the same objective) Yes

working

9) If so, how long have

you worked in

a

team

with

one or

No

more

ministry?

10) Describe your experience working in a team.
What

was

positive?

What

was

negative?

1

1) On

having

scale of one to ten, mark the level of satisfaction you had
in working in a team.
a

Low Satisfaction:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

or are

High

Satisfaction:

9.

10.

currently
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APPENDIX B

Interview Questions for Ecuadorian Church Leaders and Current Missionaries
1 What would you consider to be the dominant cultural models of leadership in
the Ecuadorian society? (Example: what do people expect or anticipate of their
.

leaders?)
2. How do these models relate to

leadership expressions

in the church?

3. Given the

background of the caudillo type of leadership in Ecuador, do you
collaborative, servant type model of leadership is a viable and
important means of leadership in Ecuador? Why or why not?

believe that

a more

4. What

the current

are

collaborative and team
Association

perceptions, attitudes and practices of servant,
leadership in Ecuador? And in the National Church

(AIEE)?

5. What elements of the caudillo model

national church and its

are

appropriate

and necessary for the

leadership?

6. What type of administrative structure would be best for the National Church
leadership? Should it be more hierarchical where decisions flow from the top

down
a

or

should it be

part in the

more

horizontal and decentralized, where most everyone has

decision-making process?

7. Do you believe that the term, "first among equals," is an appropriate concept
for national church leaders in Ecuador? (First among equals implies a clearly

defined leader who works well with the team and
team

highly values

the

input

of all

members.)

8. Is there any other important area of leadership that you would like to discuss
but is not mentioned in the questionnaire or in this interview?

''^

The interview

analysis

questions were designed to delve deeper into the information gathering and
questions and objectives utilizing the expertise of each respondent.

of the research
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APPENDIX C

Interview Questions for Former Missionaries
1 What
.

predominant style of leadership have

leadership

you

seen

in the national church

in Ecuador?

2. What

problems or difficulties have you experienced or seen in working with the
leadership? What has puzzled or concemed you about working
with the national church leadership? (Feel free to give some examples.)

national church

3. What

are

teach

about effective

us

positive aspects of our national church leadership? What do they
leadership and effective ministry in Ecuador?

the

4. What would be your greatest
(AIEE) in Ecuador? Why?
5. What do you think
(AIEE) in Ecuador?

are

concem

at this time for the National Church

the solutions to these

problems

in the National Church

6. What does the current

missionary team need to know in order to work
effectively
leadership? What suggestions or insights
would you like to leave with the current missionaries in order to improve the
effectiveness of their work with the national church leadership?
with the national church

training or developing new national leaders in order to bring
changes in the national church leadersliip? What elements are
missing in our current leadership training format? What facets of our current
leadership training need to be modified and how? Describe how such changes
would contribute to improving the quality and/or changing the style of national
church leadership.
7. How should

we

be

about the needed

8. Would you encourage any stmctural changes in the way the National Church is
stmctured at this time? And if so, what would be those changes? How would

such

*�

changes contribute

These interview

who had

to

a more

effective

leadership?

questions were designed to specifically gather information from missionaries
long-term experience but were no longer working on the field.
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APPENDIX D

01

Summary of Responses from the Survey

Question

1

Describe

.

an

effective leader you know

characteristics.

using

Type�^ No.^^

Category

Response

Church

"He works well with

Association

"He likes to share with others."

CO

5

Leader

"He learns from other leaders."

CO

6

CA

11

CO

15

might

CA

17

take

a

CO

27

team."

CO

27

CO

31

CO

36

CA

37

CA

41

(NCL)

"He is
are

not

one

a

team."

CO

who makes others do what

they

to do and do it well."

willing
empathy toward people."

"He shows

"He is decisive and has
detain his

no

fear of what

way."

"He learns form failure and is

Missionary
(M)

willing to

risk."
"He has motivation and works well in
"This person is
consensus."

a

good

a

listener and looks for

"He is interested in others."
"One who has

an

ability to

determine the

towards which he desires to lead
"One who unites and motivates
people to accomplish his or her

^'

3

a

a

goals
group."

group of

goals."

Other Leaders

"She is forceftil."

CA

43

in Ecuador

"He encourages others."
"They are sincere in correcting

CO

47

CA

48

(0)

The purpose of this

not

quoted

m

chapter

appendix

is to

highlight

our

errors."

further illustrative material from the survey that was
conceming this material is found in chapter

four. The statistical information

"Findings from the Survey." This appendix will continue the same
in
coding system as described the overview of the process in chapter four. For the sake of space,
not all the survey materials are included here, only those that are illusfrative and representative of
four under the section titled:

the main types of responses.
There

were no

responses to this

question that might

indicate

perceived

effectiveness of a

distinctively laissez faire sty le of leadership.
This column makes interpretive suggestions of the type of leadership that might be indicated in
the response. The three categories of leadership types (as foimd on the leadership continuum in
chapters three and five) and tiieir abbreviations here include caudillo, (CA), collaborative (CO),
and laissez faire (LF), which are also continued in question three below. All of these responses
were coded with the yellow, green, and pink of the respective categories above as explained in the

coding section

of chapter four.

This column shows the number of each survey.

Question 2. Identify a few exemplary leaders who

Suggestions

you believe

are

from National Church leaders and other leaders in Ecuador

Cateeorv

Exemplary Leader

Biblical Leaders

King David

18

Joshua

18

Business/

effective.

No. of Citations

Moses

16

Paul

15

Jesus

14

Abraham

7

Joseph
King Solomon

6

Deborah

4

5

Peter

4

Nehemiah

4

Daniel

3

Management

Leaders

Aaron

3

Gideon

2

Ezra

2

Alvaro Noboa (Ecuadorian business
millionaire and presidential candidate.)

5

Bill Gates

4

Donald

2

Trump
Jaime Nebot (The
Guayaquil)

Political Leaders

current mayor of

Leon Febres Cordero

10

(Former mayor of

10

Guayaquil)
Abdala Bucaram (Former

of

3

(Former president of

2

president

Ecuador)
Fidel Castro

Lucio Gutierrez

3

Ecuador)
Historical Leaders

Jaime Rold6s (Former president of
Ecuador. Killed in a plane crash.)

10

Eloy Alfaro (Former president of Ecuador
1895.)

8

who led the revolution of
Simon Bolivar

Jose Maria Velazco Ibarra

president

(Former

of Ecuador.)

Vicente Rocafuerte

(Former president of

6

5
4

Ecuador.)
Gandhi

3

Hitler

2

For the sake of space,

included here.

All

only the exemplary leaders who received more than one citation will be
categories referring to personal names of people in Ecuador will be excluded

here to protect confidentiality. Because many of the responses include cultural and historical
figures, all the Ecuadorian respondents were grouped together in the above figure and the

missionaries in the

figure below.
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Continuation of Question 2

Suggestions

from the missionaries

Cateeorv

Exemplary Leader

Biblical Leaders

Paul

13

Moses

10

David

9

Jesus

7

Joshua

4

Peter

4

Joseph

2

Bamabas
Business/

Management

Henry

Ford

Leaders

Bill Gates

Political Leaders

George

Historical Leaders

No. of Citations

W. Bush

2
2

2

3

Colin Powell

2

Ronald Reagan
Abraham Lincobi

2

George Washington

4

8

Winston Churchill

4

Gandhi

4

Robert E. Lee

0
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Question

3. Describe characteristics of a leader who is not very effective.

Cateeorv

Response

Type

No.

National

"He is not influential. He just leaves the

LF

1

LF

2

CA

2

LF

5

CA

6

LF

6

LF

7

LF

8

manipulator."

CA

11

"He does not confide in others."

CA

12

"He does not submit to others."

CA

14

Church Leader

(NCL)

alone. He does not direct. He does not

people
complete his objectives

only

-

50 percent of

the time."

"He is

He has

undisciplined.

short-sighted

vision."
"He concentrates

others

only

as

only on himself.

He

sees

enemies."

"He lacks vision and is not very creative."
"He cannot accept suggestions. He is selfsufficient."
"He is not
"He

a

risk taker."

challenges

but does not execute

he prepare his group."
"One has to help this leader

nor

does

by giving him

ideas."
"He is

a

"He puts his personal interests in first
"He is authoritarian and egotistical."

CA

16

CA

17

"He is

LF

18

"He

CA

19

LF

21

CA

23

CA

24

place."

lazy and does not have vision."
gives all the work to only two or three
people."
"He is negligent and fluctuates back and forth."
"He does
not

not encourage

his followers. He does

delegate responsibilities.

He demands too

much from his subordinates."
"He believes that he is the dueho
the

(owner)

of

congregation."
develop other leaders."

CA

26

LF

26

LF

32

"He does not listen to wise counsel."

CA

33

Other Leaders

"He fluctuates too much."

LF

42

with

"He does not resolve

LF

46

CA

47

CA

54

Missionary
(M)

"He

or

she does not

"He

or

she is indecisive."

"He

in

Experience
Ecuador (0)

was

indirect."

things, they just get

worse."
"He does not allow

participation

of his

members."
"He

There

were no

sees

others

responses here that

as

might

his

competition."

indicate

a

collaborative leader

as

ineffective.

^

Continuation of Question 3
Other unportant

leadership aspects of ineffective leadership'
Survey No.

Area of leadership

Responses

Ethical

"He cannot control his

temper."

:>

24

"He lacks character."
"He has

Psychological

Spiritual

41

pride."

"He is immature."

48

"He lacks support and transparency."
"He has lack of self-esteem

16

"He does not accept his true identity."
"He does not do things with joy."

48

"He does not pray, is not conmiitted to God,
and does not read the Word of God."

41

"He does not do

things with love."

"He thinks

Stewardship

Interpersonal

Skills

of himself and not God."

punctual."
"He is disorganized."
"He always arrives late."
"He is not an entrepreneur."
"He does not have clear goals."
"He does not work in

a

44
48
3

"He is not

17

19
22

23

team and does not

12

confide in others.
"He does not submit to others."

14

"He is insensitive."

17

"He does not encourage his followers."
"He lacks personality."

23

All the responses noted here

denominations in Ecuador.

only

2

45

"He does not have time for God."

Administration and

15

are

from National Church leaders

or

24

leaders from other
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Question 4.
decisions?^

In the Ecuadorian

society,

how do leaders

generally make

Response

Survey No.

"There is a lack of sincere commitment to do the right things."
"There are no formal criteria, but rather they [the leaders] develop

things based on personal interests. The decisions are made by the
majority and not on whether they are correct or not. There really is
not a true conscientious analysis."
"They are egotistical and they look for their ovm benefit to illicitly
enrich themselves without sharing with the needy."
"[The leaders make decisions] in accordance with their
conveniences in favor of the existing structures, to gain the favor of
the people in the future (especially the politicians) and for the
immediate benefit of those who
projection for the future."

are

around them. And there is

sometimes

All the responses noted here

are

from National Church leaders.

17

no

by consensual means and sometimes for
monetary interest and they take advantage of the sentimentalism of
the culture of the people."
"Many times they influence those who surround them in a negative
form but sometimes there are a few exceptions when they act
positively. They also make decisions in a traditional way based on
old pattems received from others without amending them, which
could help lead to better leadership."
"They act

14

20

21
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Question 7. Why do

you

prefer to

lead in this

way?'

Response
"The

responsibility is for everyone
united, they share in the success."
"In

a

team the work is easier

and when all

and there

are

are

many

Type

Survey No.

P

8

P

9

P

11

P

12

C

15

P

17

0

20

p

24

p

43

p

44

c

46

p

47

results and it is also biblical."
"In the multitude of counselors there is wisdom. The

leader and the group arrive at the
ideas in the project."
"It is because the

responsibility is

same

feeling

and

shared and

everyone has one vision and one mission."
"I see that it works in practice and gets affective and

functional results."
"When the

work is

people

more

collaborate with God's idea, the

effective."

give responsibilities to others and then if
submit, it shows that they have had their
they
opportunity. This shows how things really are and
then later others can participate."
"It is good to be able to understand everyone and that
everyone can participate in the church serving the
Lord, even if just by sweeping the rooms and the
"It is best to
don't

sanctuary of the church."
"It is because in this way the people in the group can
feel that they are taken into account and that they are
not

a

separate entity. They contribute with their ideas

growth and evaluation of the team."
as a human being, I am prone to take
erroneous actions. But working in the team, one can
fmd remedies before damage is done."
in the

"It is because

"It is because this is the correct way and

more

effective."

delegate responsibilities
develop their potential and each one

"It is because it is better to

and everyone can
is more capable in their work."

As noted in the findings of the survey section, the majority of the National Church leaders and
leaders from other denominations responded that their preferred type of leadership was
participative or consultative. Thus, these responses describe the reason why these respondents

lead in a participative or consultative maimer. The type of the leadership is indicated in
column two with the abbreviations in the following maimer: participative (P), consultative (C),

prefer to

and other

(O).
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Question

10. Describe your

and what

was

Positive

experience of working in a team.

What

was

positive

negative?
Category

Responses

Survey
No.

"The team

was looking for the best ways to solve
problems and visualize the details of the work."

NCL

7

"I have leamed from the other group members. A
personal idea is to enrich oneself with others and have

NCL

13

NCL

16

M

30

M

36

M

40

0

47

0

53

respect for them. Sometimes it is important to yield
one's interests to the

group."

"Each person is put in his or her area of work in
accordance to his or her gifts and hiterests."
"There was an excellent leader and a participative team
style with united purpose and vision."
"There were more ideas, better manner of working

through ideas and more participation."
"I liked being part of the bigger picture; seeing what
can be accomplished when all work together; and
having a support group."
"I can know the people better in the group their
-

characteristics and emotions."
"The group has formed me in
and I desire even more."

regards to

my attitudes

Category

Negative Responses

Survey
No.

different

of view and ways of

NCL

11

NCL

12

NCL

13

is when everyone wants to take a
different direction. And they did not manage conflicts

NCL

14

with wisdom." "It is when many ideas are not
together and directed toward a final decision."

NCL

15

M

28

M

31

0

42

0

44

"There

are

thinking,

points

which makes it difficult to make decisions."

than the pastor. The
members should submit to the pastor the authority of

"The members wanted to do

more

-

the church."
"There

was

lack of sincerity, lack of support, lack of

submission and there
"A difficult

"There

and

was

was a

longer time period

divergent views that

"There

egoism."

thing

were

making

decisions

led to conflicts."

leaders who

all in control, little
leaders, team members who

were

communication, indecisive
were

for

brought

uncooperative, irresponsible,

and there

were

leaders who did not hold the team together."
"When not all are in the same vision."
"When group members do not desire to advance and
they put up excuses."
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